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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re VimpelCom, Ltd. Securities Litigation

Case 1:15-cv-08672-ALC

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS
Lead Plaintiff Westway Alliance Corp. (“Plaintiff”) alleges the following based upon the
investigation by Plaintiff’s counsel, which includes, among other things: a review of Defendants’
(defined below) public documents, media interviews and reports, United States Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filings, wire and press releases published by and regarding
VimpelCom, Ltd. (“VimpelCom” or the “Company”) securities analysts’ reports and advisories
about the Company, the deferred prosecution agreement entered into by VimpelCom, and
information readily available on the Internet.

Plaintiff believes that substantial additional

evidentiary support will exist for the allegations set forth herein after a reasonable opportunity for
discovery.
I.

NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

This is a securities class action on behalf of all persons or entities that purchased

VimpelCom securities between December 4, 2010 and November 3, 2015 inclusive (the “Class
Period”), seeking to pursue violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “1934 Act”)
and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder.
A.
2.

VimpelCom’s Deferred Prosecution Agreement
On February 10, 2016, VimpelCom, pursuant to authority granted by the

Company’s Supervisory Board (the “Board”), and the United States Department of Justice,
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Criminal Division, Fraud Section and the United States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District
of New York (“Offices”), enter into a deferred prosecution agreement (the “Deferred Prosecution
Agreement” or the “Agreement”).
3.

The Company acknowledged and agreed that the Offices file a two-count criminal

information in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York charging the
Company with one count of conspiracy to commit offenses against the United States in violation
of Title 15, United States Code, Section 371, that is, to violate the anti-bribery and books and
records provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (“FCPA”), as amended, Title 15,
United States Code, Sections 78dd-l, 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a), and one count of
violation of the internal controls provisions of the of the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code,
Sections 78m(b)(2)(B), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a). In so doing, the Company: (a) knowingly waived
its right to indictment on this charge, as well as all rights to a speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth
Amendment to the United States Constitution, Title 15, United States Code, Section 3161, and
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 48(b); and (b) knowingly waived for purposes of the
Agreement and any charges by the United States arising out of the conduct described in the
attached statement of facts, any objection with respect to venue, and consented to the filing of the
information, as provided under the terms of the Agreement, in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York.
4.

The Company also admitted, accepted, and acknowledged that it is responsible

under United States law for the acts of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as charged in
the information, and as set forth in the statement of facts, and that the allegations described in the
information are true and accurate. Should the Offices pursue the prosecution that is deferred by
the Agreement, the Company stipulates to the admissibility of the statement of facts in any
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proceeding by the Offices, including any trial, guilty plea, or sentencing proceeding, and will not
contradict anything in the Statement of Facts at any such proceeding.
5.

The Company agreed to pay total monetary penalties in the amount of

$460,326,398.40 (the “Total Criminal Penalty”), $40,000,000 of which was paid as forfeiture. The
Company also paid $190,163,199.20 of the Total Criminal Penalty to the United States Treasury
within ten (10) business days of the sentencing by the Court of VimpelCom’s subsidiary Unitel
LLC (“Unitel”) in connection with its guilty plea and plea agreement entered into, except that the
parties agreed that any criminal penalties that might be imposed by the Court on VimpelCom’s
subsidiary Unitel in connection with its guilty plea and plea agreement will be deducted from the
$190,163,199.20. The Total Criminal Penalty was offset by up to $230,163,199.20 for any
criminal penalties paid to the Organization of the Public Prosecution Service of the Netherlands
(“Dutch Prosecution Service”) in connection with the settlement of the Company’s potential
prosecution in the Netherlands. See Deferred Prosecution Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit
A.
II.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
6.

The claims asserted herein arise under and pursuant to §§ 10(b) and 20(a) of the

Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78t(a) and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder by the SEC)
(17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5).
7.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to Section

27 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. § 78aa), and 28 U.S.C. § 1331.
8.

Venue is proper in this Judicial District pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange Act,

15 U.S.C. § 78aa and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). Many of the acts and transactions alleged herein,
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including the preparation and dissemination of materially false and misleading information,
occurred in substantial part in this Judicial District.
9.

In connection with the acts, conduct and other wrongs alleged in this Complaint,

Defendants, directly or indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce,
including but not limited to, the United States mails, interstate telephone communications and the
facilities of the national securities exchange.
III.

THE PARTIES
A.
10.

Plaintiff
Lead Plaintiff Westway Alliance Corp., as set forth in the certification attached to

its first filed complaint, purchased the Company securities at artificially inflated prices during the
Class Period and has been damaged as a result of the revelation of the Company’s fraud.
B.
11.

Defendants
Defendant VimpelCom is a multinational telecommunications company

headquartered in the Netherlands and incorporated in Bermuda. During the period of 1996 to
2013, VimpelCom maintained a class of publicly traded securities registered pursuant to Section
12(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78l, and was required to file periodic
reports with the SEC under Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78o(d).
Accordingly, VimpelCom was an “issuer” as that term is used in the FCPA, Title 15, United States
Code, Section 78dd-1(a). VimpelCom had direct and indirect subsidiaries in various countries
around the world through which it conducted telecommunications business. Regional heads of
VimpelCom’s businesses have been members of VimpelCom’s senior management group.
VimpelCom has employed over 58,000 employees worldwide.
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12.

Defendant Jean-Yves Charlier (“Charlier”) has served as the Company’s Chief

Executive Officer (“CEO”) since April 2015.
13.

Defendant Jo Lunder (“Lunder”) served as the Company’s CEO from July 2011

to April 2015. Lunder also served a member of Management Board. In or around November 2015,
Norwegian prosecutors detained and questioned Lunder on suspicions of corruption related to
VimpelCom’s operations in Uzbekistan.
14.

Defendant Alexander Izosimov (“Izosimov”) served as the Company’s CEO from

October 2003 to June 2011.
15.

Defendant Andrew Mark Davies (“Davies”) has served as the Company’s Chief

Financial Officer (“CFO”) since November 2013.
16.

Defendant Cornelis Hendrik van Dalen (“van Dalen”) served as the Company’s

CFO from September 2010 to November 2013.
17.

Defendants referenced above in ¶¶ 12-16 are sometimes collectively referred to

herein as the “Individual Defendants.”
C.
18.

Other Relevant Entities and Individuals
Bekhzod Akhmedov (“Akhmedov”) was Ms. Karimova’s associate and

telecommunications representative, who also headed MTS’ Uzbek subsidiary, Uzdunrobita.
19.

Buzton JV Ltd (“Buzton”) is VimpelCom’s majority-owned subsidiary and

provides fixed-line telecommunications services in Uzbekistan. Buzton was formed in Uzbekistan
and a majority interest was purchased by VimpelCom in 2008. Buzton is part of the CIS business
unit and, like Unitel, is managed by local managers and a supervisory committee largely comprised
of senior members of the CIS business unit management.
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20.

Freevale Enterprises (“Freevale”) is VimpelCom’s wholly-owned subsidiary and

acts as one of two holding companies of Unitel. Freevale was formed in the British Virgin Islands
and was purchased by VimpelCom in 2006 as part of its acquisition of Bakrie Uzbekistan Telecom
(“Buztel”), a separate mobile telecommunications operator in Uzbekistan that was merged into
Unitel following its acquisition. Freevale has no operations and no holdings other than Unitel.
21.

Gayane Avakyan (“Avakyan”) was Ms. Karimova’s close associate. Ms. Avakyan

served as the sole director and sole shareholder of Takilant during the relevant time period.
According to media reports, in or around February 2014, Ms. Avakyan was arrested in Ms.
Karimova’s apartment by the Uzbek police and charged with forgery, illegal business activities,
money laundering, tax evasion, and illegal export of hard currency in large amounts. According
to media reports, Ms. Avakyan was subsequently convicted and sentenced to six years in Uzbek
jail.
22.

Gulnara Karimova (“Karimova”) is Uzbekistan’s President’s eldest daughter.

From at least 2005 until July 2013, Ms. Karimova also held several positions in the Uzbek
government.
23.

Rustam Madumarov (“Madumarov”) was Ms. Karimova’s associate and, at times,

her boyfriend. Mr. Madumarov held various roles in connection with Swisdorn and Expoline.
According to media reports, in or around February 2014, Madumarov was arrested in Ms.
Karimova’s apartment by the Uzbek police and charged with forgery, illegal business activities,
money laundering, tax evasion, and illegal export of hard currency in large amounts. According
to media reports, Mr. Madumarov was subsequently convicted and sentenced to six and a half
years in Uzbek jail.
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24.

Silkway Holding BV (“Silkway”) is VimpelCom’s wholly-owned subsidiary and

acts as one of two holding companies of Unitel. Silkway was formed in the Netherlands and was
purchased by VimpelCom in connection with its 2006 acquisition of Unitel. Silkway has no
operations and no holdings other than Unitel.
25.

Takilant Limited (“Takilant”), Swisdorn Limited (“Swisdorn) and Expoline

Limited (“Expoline”) are beneficially owned by Ms. Gulnara Karmova (the eldest daughter of
Uzbekistan’s President), and were used to carry out and conceal her involvement in a series of
corrupt contracts and payments with VimpelCom and its affiliates. The corruption proceeds were
laundered through a complex series of monetary transactions, including through bank accounts in
Switzerland and the transfer of funds into and out of correspondent banking accounts at financial
institutions in the United States. Takilant is herein referred to as the “Shell Company.” The “Shell
Company” (Takilant) was a company incorporated in Gibraltar that was beneficially owned by
Ms. Karimova.
26.

Telenor Group: Telenor Group holds a minority position of 33% and voting rights

of 43% of VimpelCom. Jon Fredrik Baksaas, the President and Chief Executive Officer of Telenor
Group, was a member of the Board of VimpelCom.
27.

Unitel LLC (“Unitel”) is VimpelCom’s wholly-owned subsidiary and provides

mobile telecommunications services in Uzbekistan. Unitel was formed in Uzbekistan, and it was
purchased by VimpelCom in 2006. Unitel is part of VimpelCom’s Commonwealth of Independent
States (“CIS”) business unit and is managed by local managers as well as a supervisory committee,
which includes senior members of the CIS business unit management.
28.

Uzbek Agency for Communications and Information (“UzACI”) is an Uzbek

governmental entity authorized to regulate operations and formulate state policy in the sphere of
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communication, information, and the use of the radio spectrum in Uzbekistan. As such, UzACI
was a “department,” “agency,” and “instrumentality” of a foreign government, as those terms are
used in the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code, Section 78dd-1(f)(l).
29.

VimpelCom Executive 1: According to the United States Department of Justice

criminal complaint entitled United States of America v. VimpelCom, Ltd., Case 1:16-cr-00137-ER
(S.D.N.Y.) (“DOJ Criminal Complaint”), from 2002 to January 2014, “Executive 1” -- an
individual whose identity is known to the United States -- worked for various VimpelCom related
entities. From in or around December 2009 to January 2014, Executive 1 was a high-ranking
VimpelCom executive with responsibilities in the Commonwealth of Independent States (“CIS”)
region, including oversight of Unitel in Uzbekistan.
30.

VimpelCom Executive 2: According to the DOJ Criminal Complaint, from 2003 to

February 2013, “Executive 2” -- an individual whose identity is known to the United States -worked for various VimpelCom related entities. From February 2010 to February 2013, Executive
2 worked with Executive 1 relating to VimpelCom’s business in the CIS region, including
oversight of Unitel in Uzbekistan.
IV.

THE CORRUPTION AT VIMPELCOM
A.
31.

VimpelCom Corruptly Entered the Uzbek Market in 2005 and 2006
In 2005, as part of a plan of expansion into the CIS region, VimpelCom sought to

acquire an Uzbek telecommunications company. Two companies under consideration for
acquisition were Unitel (the second largest operator in Uzbekistan with approximately 300,000
subscribers) and Buztel, which was a much smaller operator with only 2,500 subscribers.
Although there was a sound business case for purchasing Unitel alone, VimpelCom ultimately
purchased Buztel, as well. VimpelCom management knew that Ms. Karimova, Uzbekistan’s
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President’s eldest daughter, held an indirect interest in Buztel and that purchasing Buztel would
ensure Ms. Karimova’s support for VimpelCom’s entry into the Uzbek telecommunications
market.
32.

From the beginning of VimpelCom’s deliberations concerning its entry into

Uzbekistan, there was an acknowledgment of the serious FCPA risks associated with any
recommendation by VimpelCom’s management to purchase Buztel in addition to Unitel. For
example, on or about December 13, 2005, according to the DOJ Criminal Complaint,
VimpelCom’s Finance Committee of the Board met and considered management’s
recommendation to acquire both companies. Documents prepared for the December 13, 2005
Finance Committee meeting explained that Buztel was owned by a Russian company “and a
partner” without further detailing the identity of the “partner.” The materials documented that
“[t]hrough a local partner, [VimpelCom was] is in a preferred position to purchase both assets . . .
.”
33.

According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, although minutes from the Finance

Committee meeting similarly failed to identify the local partner’s identity, the participants at the
meeting identified the likelihood of corruption and expressed concerns. As reflected in the minutes
of the Board, VimpelCom management explained that “due to certain political reasons (and this
message should be taken by us as is), Buztel should be considered as an entry ticket into [the]
Uzbekistan market and the buyer of Buztel would be considered a preferred buyer of Unitel.”
VimpelCom management stated that it was “more important to follow the political requirements
suggested for entry into the market versus [the] questionable risk of acquisition of Unitel as [a]
standalone” and VimpelCom would be “in opposition to a very powerful opponent and bring [the]
threat of revocation of licenses after the acquisition of Unitel [as a] stand-alone.”
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34.

According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, a VimpelCom Finance Committee

member questioned the wisdom of purchasing Buztel when Unitel was of a size sufficient for
nationwide coverage and when the $60 million purchase price for Buztel could be better spent
developing Unitel’s network. The minutes of the meeting, according to the DOJ’s Criminal
Complaint, reflect that this same member also “expressed concern on the structure of the deal and
FCPA issues” and noted “that if [VimpelCom] goes into this deal under this structure and if the
structure violates the FCPA picture, [Vimpel’s] name could be damaged.”
35.

The Finance Committee voted to move forward with the acquisition process with

the understanding that VimpelCom’s Board should consider whether to “enter Uzbekistan through
acquisitions of both Buztel (as a condition of entry into the market) and Unitel, . . . provided,
however, that all issues related to FCPA should be resolved” or “to bid for Unitel only with
understanding that potentially it may be more expensive and is connected with risks of business
development without [the] local partner.”
36.

According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, during a December 14, 2005

VimpelCom Board meeting, the likelihood of corruption was further discussed. For example,
VimpelCom management explained that Ms. Karimova was actively influencing and interfering
with Buztel’s operations because of Ms. Karimova’s ownership interest in the company.
VimpelCom management added that Ms. Karimova appeared to have control and influence over
the purchase price for Unitel. VimpelCom management also warned that there could be a falling
out with the local partner if VimpelCom only purchased Unitel that would make it difficult, if not
impossible, to operate in Uzbekistan. Concerns were raised about doing business with Ms.
Karimova and the dangers associated with the Buztel transaction, and there was a recognition that
a thorough analysis was needed to ensure that the Buztel payment was not merely a corrupt pretext
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for other services and favors. There were also numerous requests to ensure that the deal complied
with the FCPA. Ultimately, VimpelCom’s Board approved the Buztel and Unitel acquisitions,
with a condition that an FCPA analysis from an international law firm be provided to VimpelCom.
37.

According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, VimpelCom’s management then

sought FCPA advice that could be used to satisfy the Board’s requirement while allowing
VimpelCom to proceed with a knowingly corrupt deal. Despite the known risks of Ms. Karimova’s
involvement in Buztel, VimpelCom management obtained FCPA legal opinions from an
international law firm supporting the acquisition of Unitel and Buztel; however, VimpelCom
management did not disclose to the law firm Ms. Karimova’s known association with Buztel. As
a result, the legal opinion did not address the critical issue identified by the VimpelCom Board as
a prerequisite to the acquisition.

Management limited the law firm’s FCPA review of the

transaction to ensure that the legal opinion would be favorable.
38.

Having obtained a limited FCPA legal opinion designed to ostensibly satisfy the

Board’s requirement, VimpelCom management then proceeded with the Buztel acquisition and
corrupt entry into the Uzbek market. VimpelCom, through subsidiaries, purchased Buztel for
approximately $60 million on or about January 18, 2006 and Unitel for approximately $200 million
on or about February 10, 2006, along with the assumption of some debt.
B.
39.

VimpelCom Corruptly Entered into a Local Partnership in 2006 and 2007
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement, as VimpelCom

entered the Uzbek market through the acquisitions of Unitel and Buztel, VimpelCom management
learned that VimpelCom would be required to enter into a partnership with the Shell Company in
order to conceal corrupt payments to Ms. Karimova in exchange for her support to allow
VimpelCom and Unitel to do business in Uzbekistan.
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40.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in internal

VimpelCom documents, Ms. Karimova frequently was identified only as “partner” or “local
partner” rather than by name. For example, documents prepared for an April 7, 2006 Board
meeting concerning the proposed partnership agreement with the Shell Company referred only to
a “Local Partner” who was the 100% owner of Shell Company.
41.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

structured the partnership agreement to hide the bribe payments to Ms. Karimova. Under the deal,
the Shell Company obtained an indirect interest of approximately 7% in Unitel for $20 million,
and the Shell Company received an option to sell its shares back to Unitel in 2009 for between
$57.5 million and $60 million for a guaranteed net profit of at least $37.5 million. In proposing
the partnership, VimpelCom justified it in part by explaining that the partner would provide the
“[r]evision of the licensing agreement for the major licenses” and “transfer of frequencies,” while
also noting that the direct transfer of frequencies was not allowed in Uzbekistan.
42.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom’s

Board approved the partnership on or about April 7, 2006, but its approval again was conditioned
on “FCPA analysis by an international law firm” and required that the “the identity of the Partner
. . . [be] presented to and approved by the Finance Committee.” VimpelCom received an FCPA
opinion on the sale of the indirect interest in Unitel to the Shell Company on or about August 30,
2006. The FCPA advice VimpelCom received was not based on important details that were known
to VimpelCom management and that VimpelCom management failed to provide to outside
counsel, including Ms. Karimova’s control of Shell Company. In addition, documents, including
minutes from the Finance Committee’s meeting on August 28, 2006, failed to disclose the true
identity of the local partner by name while noting the “extremely sensitive” nature of the issue.
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43.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that on or about

March 28, 2007, VimpelCom’s Board unanimously approved the partnership agreement with the
Shell Company, and the deal progressed as planned. Ms. Gayane Avakyan1 signed the agreement
on behalf of the Shell Company as the “Director” and on or about June 12, 2007, the Shell
Company transferred $20 million from its Latvian bank account to VimpelCom’s bank account.
Less than three years later, in or around September 2009, Shell Company exercised its guaranteed
option to have VimpelCom’s subsidiary repurchase the Shell Company’s shares, and VimpelCom
transferred $57,500,000 from its bank account to the Shell Company’s bank account in Hong
Kong. Both transfers were executed through transactions into and out of correspondent bank
accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
44.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that as a result of

VimpelCom’s partnership agreement and transfer of funds to the Shell Company, Ms. Karimova
made a net profit of approximately $37.5 million and VimpelCom and Unitel were able to continue
to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
C.
45.

$25 Million Corrupt Payment for 3G Frequencies in 2007
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2007,

VimpelCom arranged to pay Ms. Karimova, through the Shell Company, an additional $25 million
bribe to obtain 3G frequencies for Unitel in Uzbekistan. VimpelCom made this bribe payment in
order to secure Ms. Karimova’s continued support and to ensure that the Shell Company’s
subsidiary waived its right to certain 3G frequencies with the expectation, and pursuant to a success

1

Ms. Avakyan was Ms. Karimova’s close associate, and was twenty years old when Takilant
(the Shell Company) was incorporated in 2004 and had no significant experience in the
telecommunications industry. Ms. Avakyan served as the sole director and sole shareholder of
Takilant during the relevant time period.
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fee, that UzACI would reissue the 3G frequencies to Unitel. VimpelCom management negotiated
the transfer of the 3G frequencies with Mr. Bekhzod Akhmedov2, whom they knew was Ms.
Karimova’s representative for the Shell Company. VimpelCom management also knew that Mr.
Akhmedov was the head of one of Unitel’s primary competitors in Uzbekistan.
46.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that materials

prepared for an October 12, 2007 Board meeting document that VimpelCom had “been offered to
acquire” 3G frequencies held by a wholly owned subsidiary of Shell Company. The documents
explained that, “[a]s the rights to frequencies are not transferable in Uzbekistan and cannot be sold,
[the Shell Company]’s subsidiary has agreed to waive its rights to the frequencies and we expect
the frequencies to be reissued to Unitel.” The first $10 million would be “payable to [the Shell
Company] upon waiver of the frequencies,” and the final $15 million would be “payable to [the
Shell Company] upon receipt of the frequencies by Unitel.” On or about October 12, 2007,
VimpelCom’s Board unanimously approved the 3G transaction.
47.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

management communicated with Mr. Akhmedov to arrange for the transfer of the 3G licenses
through a sham contract with the Shell Company to conceal the corrupt payment to Ms. Karimova.
For example, on or about October 15, 2007, Mr. Akhmedov emailed VimpelCom management
from his personal email address. Using a pseudonym, Mr. Akhmedov wrote, “Enclosed you may
find the docs that you have requested.” Attached to the email were several documents, including
a draft contract between a VimpelCom subsidiary and the Shell Company and a copy of the Shell
Company’s subsidiary’s telecommunications license, which would be repudiated as part of the

2

Mr. Akhmedov was Ms. Karimova’s associate and telecommunications representative,
who also headed MTS’ Uzbek subsidiary, Uzdunrobita.
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agreement. According to the Shell Company’s subsidiary’s license, the subsidiary only obtained
the license weeks earlier, on September 27, 2007.
48.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in return for the

$25 million bribe payment, VimpelCom and Unitel obtained an amended license within a matter
of days, which permitted Unitel to use 30 frequencies previously held by the Shell Company’s
subsidiary. During this time, VimpelCom management negotiated directly with Mr. Akhmedov,
and a Unitel executive who worked with Mr. Akhmedov and exchanged documents with
government regulators, including a high-ranking official at UzACI, to help close the deal. On or
about November 7, 2007, a VimpelCom subsidiary transferred $10 million from its Netherlands
bank account to the Shell Company’s Latvian bank account. The following day, a VimpelCom
employee emailed confirmation of the payment to Mr. Akhmedov at his personal email account
using Mr. Akhmedov’s pseudonym, and explained: “We are ready to start 30 frequency allocation
to Unitel.” Later that day, Mr. Akhmedov emailed VimpelCom management, and explained that
the Uzbek telecom regulator had assigned the frequencies to Unitel and that the “[o]riginal will be
given to your Local Representative.” Mr. Akhmedov attached a scanned copy of Unitel’s amended
license dated that day. The next day, on or about November 9, 2007, a VimpelCom subsidiary
transferred the remaining $15 million from its Netherlands bank account to the Shell Company’s
Latvian bank account, completing VimpelCom’s corrupt payment to Ms. Karimova for the
acquisition of the necessary 30 frequencies for Unitel. The corrupt payments from the VimpelCom
subsidiary to the Shell Company’s Latvian bank account totaled $25 million and were executed
through transactions into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New
York, New York.
D.

VimpelCom’s Corrupt Consulting Contract
Payments to Shell Company in 2008 and 2011
15
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49.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2008 and again

in 2011, VimpelCom, directly or through a subsidiary, knowingly entered into contracts for fake
consulting services with the Shell Company in order to provide Ms. Karimova with approximately
$32 million in exchange for valuable telecommunications assets and to allow Unitel to continue to
conduct business in Uzbekistan.
50.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2008

VimpelCom management, Mr. Akhmedov, and others conspired to pay an additional $2 million
bribe to Ms. Karimova that had originally been contemplated in 2006. VimpelCom management
justified the payment as a “consulting” fee to the Shell Company and created false, backdated
documents to conceal the corrupt payment.
51.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that on or about

February 13, 2008, a VimpelCom executive emailed VimpelCom management to explain that “the
partner, citing the earlier verbal agreements, is returning to the issue [of $2 million] and is asking
us to recognize the obligations and make payments.” In response, on or about February 14, 2008,
a VimpelCom in-house attorney indicated that a presentation to VimpelCom’s Board in April 2006
included a $2 million payment for “the partner’s services” in approximately nine potential areas,
however, the “payout term of the amount was not specified” and the in-house attorney did “not
know if all the services listed in the presentation [had] to be fulfilled as a condition for the
payment.” Shortly thereafter, a VimpelCom employee with knowledge of the deal replied to
confirm that the amount owed to the local partner was $2 million and that “[t]he obligations were
incurred from the moment of payment for the acquisition of Unitel.”
52.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

management then endeavored to find a way to pay the Shell Company $2 million to satisfy Ms.
16
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Karimova’s demand. They proceeded to draft paperwork, in consultation with Mr. Akhmedov, in
order to create false documents that would contain plausible services the Shell Company could
purport to perform under a consulting agreement. Drafts of the consulting agreements included
varying limited services until the final agreement only required the Shell Company to provide
services related to “documentation packages required to assign channels” to Unitel.
53.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

management also considered ways to ensure that the contractual payments avoided unwanted
scrutiny. For example, on or about July 1, 2008, VimpelCom management emailed about a phone
call from Mr. Akhmedov and his statement that “they have a strong desire to receive these funds
from an offshore [company].” In response, one VimpelCom executive wrote, “[t]his complicates
our objective as it requires organization of financing (we do not keep spare money in offshores).
[…] Will we be able to make a payment of 2 million the same way as the payment for 3G.” On
or about July 2, 2008, another VimpelCom executive responded, “we do not have approved loans
in the jurisdictions where they do not closely look at the documents (we paid for 30 for Uzbekistan
from BVI). There is undrawn limit for 4 million in [a Dutch entity], but they have strict compliance
-- it will be necessary to prove with the documents that consulting services are provided . . . .”
54.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that several other

aspects of the consultancy arrangement demonstrated its sham nature. For example, at Mr.
Akhmedov’s request, VimpelCom, not the Shell Company, drafted the Shell Company’s invoice
for the work that the Shell Company purportedly performed, and VimpelCom drafted the Shell
Company’s service acceptance act. In addition, both documents were backdated to July 18, 2008,
and the final, executed version of the consulting agreement between VimpelCom and the Shell
Company was backdated to June 30, 2008. The final documents thus made it appear that the Shell
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Company conducted $2 million of consulting work for VimpelCom in only 18 days. In fact, the
Shell Company did no legitimate work to justify the $2 million payment.
55.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that on or about

August 8, 2008, VimpelCom transferred $2 million from its bank account to the Shell Company’s
bank account in Latvia, which was executed through transactions into and out of correspondent
bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
56.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it did not conduct

any FCPA analysis concerning this purported consulting services agreement with the Shell
Company. This was despite the fact that VimpelCom management had received a prior FCPA
opinion concerning the Shell Company, which explicitly excluded any FCPA analysis associated
with consulting services provided by the Shell Company. Moreover, during the earlier due
diligence process, the Shell Company had represented that “[Shell Company] does not contemplate
entering into consultancy or similar agreement with VimpelCom . . . .”
57.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2011,

Executive 1 conspired with Executive 2 and others to direct an additional $30 million payment to
Ms. Karimova through the Shell Company. This $30 million bribe payment was made specifically
to acquire 4G mobile communication frequencies for Unitel, but was also part of the broader effort
to enable Unitel to continue to operate in the Uzbek telecommunications market without
interference by Ms. Karimova. Executive 1, Executive 2 and others modeled the 2011 4G
agreement on the 2007 3G agreement, except that the 2011 4G agreement purportedly was for
consulting services and full payment was not contingent on obtaining the 4G frequencies. At the
time, Unitel had no need for 4G frequencies, because Unitel lacked the ability to employ 4G
frequencies in Uzbekistan in 2011 or the near future. VimpelCom management knew that the 4G
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consulting agreement was a sham and that Shell Company would not be required to provide any
actual services in return for the $30 million fee.
58.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that several aspects

of the 4G consulting agreement with the Shell Company caused substantial internal criticism by
some VimpelCom executives, including those who were charged with approving the transaction.
“Witness,” a consultant functioning as a senior VimpelCom executive and whose identity is known
to the DOJ, was among the chief critics of the 4G consulting agreement with the Shell Company,
repeatedly voicing serious anticorruption concerns about the deal at the highest level of
VimpelCom management. For example, on or about August 20, 2011, Witness emailed several
senior VimpelCom executives explaining that Witness was “very uncomfortable” and could “see
no rationale” why “we are solely paying to the agent working for getting the license for us, and
nothing to the [Uzbek] Government[.]”

Witness compared the proposed deal to another

“corruption case,” which resulted in “heavy fines . . . plus criminal charges against the company
and individual employees.” Witness cautioned, “[u]nless there is absolute transparency of our
consultants’ Gibraltar company, its ownership structure and the further cash flows from this, I
cannot see how I can be able to sign off on this . . . unless the legal FCPA analysis can clarify this
and settle my concerns.”
59.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

management again sought an FCPA opinion from outside counsel to provide a plausible cover to
go forward with the transaction. VimpelCom management then failed to provide outside counsel
with important information, most notably that the Shell Company was known to be owned by Ms.
Karimova, because VimpelCom management were willing to accept an opinion that focused on
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the Shell Company as an unrelated third party without analyzing or addressing the nature of the
transaction itself or its high dollar value.
60.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that the purported

FCPA due diligence on the Shell Company was flawed in design and execution. No in-house or
outside lawyer ever directly contacted the Shell Company’s purported owner, Ms. Karimova, and
instead, the FCPA questionnaires purportedly designed to uncover beneficial owners and potential
corruption risks were sent to intermediaries to respond. For example, on or about August 5, 2011,
a VimpelCom in-house lawyer emailed FCPA questionnaires to Executive 1 to pass along “to the
[Shell Company] representative to fill out.” On or about August 6, 2011, Executive 1 forwarded
the FCPA questionnaires both to Executive 1’s personal email account and the personal email
account of Mr. Akhmedov. Executive 1 also forwarded the email with the FCPA questionnaires
to Executive 2 who replied: “Hardcore, of course . . . . But in my opinion with the exception of
the first and last names they can answer everything else.”
61.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in or around

August and September 2011, Witness continued to raise concerns. On or about September 2, 2011,
Witness emailed a then in-house VimpelCom attorney to explain that Witness was “very concerned
about this way of structuring the payment,” and Witness asked whether VimpelCom had received
“any official ‘ok’ from US Governmental body/SEC . . . .” On or about September 5, 2011,
Witness received a response from VimpelCom’s then in-house counsel that acknowledged that,
“[t]his transaction deserves caution but on the legal side the question boils down to whether there
is a reasonable basis to believe that our counter-party will make illegal payments. We cannot
establish conclusively that there will not be any illegal payments . . . .” VimpelCom’s then inhouse counsel added, “. . . our due diligence is our defense in the event that there is a claim against
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us so we have to ask ourselves whether the situation warrants additional due diligence. [We are]
comfortable that additional due diligence is not warranted. We are going to monitor the process
and ensure that real work is being done by the counter-party.” However, VimpelCom, including
its in-house attorneys, did not thoroughly monitor the process to ensure that the Shell Company
performed any services. Once the FCPA opinion was obtained, VimpelCom proceeded with the
deal.
62.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that the 4G consulting

agreement required approvals from senior VimpelCom executives reviewing the transaction from
their areas of expertise. After receiving repeated assurances from VimpelCom’s then in-house
lawyers, in or around mid-September 2011, Witness eventually provided the sign-off for Witness’s
expert area for the proposed 4G consulting agreement with the Shell Company. However, Witness
handwrote an unusual caveat below Witness’s signature: “This sign off is solely related to [my
expert area]. My sign off confirm[s] that I have reviewed the technical [] position and approved
with it.” Notably, other VimpelCom executives specifically limited their approval or expressed
reservations before signing off on their expert areas. Executive 2 expressed no reservations before
providing the necessary approval on behalf of the business unit.
63.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that soon after

providing the limited sign-off on the deal, Witness escalated the matter to the highest levels within
VimpelCom management, with whom Witness met on or about September 30, 2011. However,
VimpelCom management failed to act on Witness’s concerns and the 4G deal remained in place
after the meeting.
64.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that Executive 1 and

Executive 2 closely monitored the approval process and ensured that the Shell Company was paid
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quickly. On or about September 19, 2011, Executive 2 received an email showing that all
approvals had been received for the 4G consulting agreement. That same day, the agreement was
executed with Executive 2 signing as the director of a VimpelCom subsidiary, and Ms. Avakyan
signing as the director of the Shell Company. Two days later, on or about September 21, 2011,
the VimpelCom subsidiary transferred $20 million as an advance payment under the 4G consulting
agreement to the Shell Company’s Swiss bank account. On or about October 18, 2011, UzACI
issued a decision amending Unitel’s license to allow it to use 4G frequencies. That same day, on
or about October 18, 2011, Ms. Avakyan also sent a letter on the Shell Company letterhead to
Executive 1 referencing the consulting agreement and enclosing “reports and presentations based
on the work that we have done in the course of providing services to your Company.” The
following day, on or about October 19, 2011, the VimpelCom subsidiary sent the final $10 million
payment in recognition of its full performance under the deal to the Shell Company’s Swiss bank
account. The corrupt payments from the VimpelCom subsidiary to the Shell Company’s Swiss
bank account totaled $30 million and were executed through transactions into and out of
correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
65.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that the Shell

Company never provided any legitimate consulting services to Unitel to justify its $30 million fee.
In fact, the Shell Company’s consulting reports and presentations, which were prepared in
supposed satisfaction of its obligations under the consulting agreement, were not needed by
VimpelCom or Unitel, and the reports were almost entirely plagiarized from Wikipedia entries,
other internet sources, and internal VimpelCom documents.
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E.
66.

Corrupt Payments Through “Reseller” Companies in 2011 and 2012
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that because of

significant currency conversion restrictions in Uzbekistan and the inability to use Uzbek som (the
Uzbek unit of currency) to obtain necessary foreign goods, Unitel frequently entered into nontransparent transactions with purported “reseller” companies to pay foreign vendors in hard
currency for the provision of goods in Uzbekistan. Typically, Unitel would contract with a local
Uzbek company in Uzbek som, and that Uzbek company’s related companies located outside of
Uzbekistan would agree to pay an end supplier using the hard currency (usually, U.S. dollars).
67.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in February and

March 2011, Executive 1 conspired with Executive 2 and others to take advantage of the murky
reseller process to conceal a $10 million bribe to Ms. Karimova via the Shell Company through
various purported reseller transactions to Shell Company. To effectuate the corrupt payment,
Unitel entered into contracts with an Uzbek entity for services that were unnecessary and/or were
made at highly inflated prices. These transactions were approved without sufficient justification
and bypassed the normal competitive tender processes. Unitel then made payments in Uzbek som
to the Uzbek company. Thereafter, in or around February and March 2011, an offshore company
affiliated with the Uzbek company sent approximately 14 payments totaling $10.5 million to
another intermediary, which in turn sent approximately 14 wire payments, each under $1 million
and totaling approximately $10,000,023 to the Shell Company’s Swiss bank account, which was
executed through transactions into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions
in New York, New York.
68.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that the $10 million

payment to Ms. Karimova in 2011 was achieved through a series of sham agreements whose only
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purpose was to justify associated payments using a number of reseller companies based in
Uzbekistan or elsewhere. The reseller companies used in these transactions were fungible, as no
real work from the end recipient of the funds was expected as the payment was, in fact, a bribe.
For example, on or about December 15, 2010, Executive 2 received an email with only the words,
“The companies,” which included a forwarded email with two names of purported reseller
companies and the message, “Choose any . . .” Attached to the email was banking information for
the Cypriot bank account one of the companies. The following day, Executive 2 forwarded the
email to two Unitel executives, and wrote, “below are the companies with which we must work on
the question of the 10 mill . . . . Keep me informed pls how you will be doing it.”
69.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it and Unitel,

through Executive 1, Executive 2, and others, used these transactions with reseller companies to
make and conceal the $10 million bribe to Ms. Karimova through the Shell Company. The Shell
Company performed no legitimate services to justify a $10 million payment, and there was no
need for VimpelCom or Unitel to make any payments for the specific contracted services in U.S.
dollars. By using the reseller scheme, VimpelCom and Unitel executives avoided additional
scrutiny, including FCPA analysis, of the transactions and payments.
70.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2012,

Executive 1 again conspired with Executive 2 and others to make and conceal another $10 million
bribe payment to Ms. Karimova via the Shell Company through purported transactions with
reseller companies. As in 2011, Executive 1 and Executive 2 knew that the true purpose of these
transactions was to funnel $10 million to the Shell Company, and they took efforts to ensure that
the transactions were approved without unwanted scrutiny.
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71.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that between

February and May 2012, Unitel entered into contracts, this time with multiple Uzbek entities for
services that were unnecessary and/or were made at highly inflated prices. These transactions
were approved without sufficient justification and bypassed the normal competitive tender
processes. Unitel then made payments in Uzbek som to those Uzbek companies. Thereafter, in or
around April and May 2012, a company affiliated with the subcontractor sent approximately 12
payments totaling over $10.5 million to a designated reseller company, and then that designated
reseller company sent approximately 13 wire payments, each under $1 million and totaling
approximately $10 million, to Shell Company’s Swiss bank account, which was executed through
transactions into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York,
New York.
72.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that Unitel entered

into these transactions even after Executive 1 was alerted to serious concerns about one of the
reseller companies that was used in the corrupt scheme. On or about February 10, 2012, a Unitel
employee emailed Executive 1 and another executive to complain that the employee had been
“forced to sign a notice of voluntary [resignation]” after reporting problems after the employee’s
visit to the reseller company’s office related to another tender. Specifically, the employee found,
among other things, that the office was “located in an old rundown house [building], without any
signage” and “[t]here were no specialists [or technicians] there.” The employee recommended
against using the reseller company as a contractor for Unitel, as it was “not qualified and there are
big risks . . . .” The employee noted in the email to Executive 1 that, in response to the information
the employee provided, the employee was warned by Unitel personnel “not to interfere,” and,
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when the employee persisted, “they began to put pressure on me to resign.” This complaint did
not deter Executive 1 from moving forward with the scheme.
73.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that Executive 2 and

others also took steps to ensure that the 2012 payments to the reseller companies would not be
scrutinized during a May 2012 in-house audit of Unitel. The audit included a review of certain
contracts with reseller companies, including the February 2012 agreement between Unitel and a
certain reselling company. However, a Unitel executive who worked closely with Executive 2
refused to cooperate with the audit, claiming to in-house auditors that the matter was “confidential”
and that no materials or information could be shared with them. When the dispute was escalated,
Executive 2 intervened on or about May 22, 2012, and claimed that the transaction was “not a
reselling operation,” which resulted in the purported reseller company contract being removed
from the audit.
74.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that just as in 2011,

VimpelCom and Unitel, through Executive 1, Executive 2, and others, used these transactions with
reseller companies to make and conceal the $10 million bribe to Ms. Karimova through the Shell
Company. The Shell Company performed no legitimate services to justify a $10 million payment,
and there was no need for VimpelCom or Unitel to make payments for the contracted services in
U.S. dollars.

By again using the non-transparent reseller scheme, VimpelCom and Unitel

executives were able to avoid additional scrutiny, including FCPA analysis, of the transactions and
payments.
F.

75.

Other Corrupt Payments in
December 2012 and January 2013
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in the summer of

2012, a primary competitor of Unitel’s was forced into bankruptcy and exited the Uzbek
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marketplace. Later that summer, international news reports linked the Shell Company with Ms.
Karimova
76.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VinpelCom and

Unitel management discussed how to continue participating in the corrupt scheme involving Ms.
Karimova and her associates. On December 3, 2012, a Unitel executive emailed Executive 1 with
a draft letter for further dissemination which included an explanation of “the situation that has
currently arisen in . . . Uzbekistan.” The Unitel executive explained that as Unitel’s business
expanded significantly in 2012, Unitel began to receive all kinds of inquiries from local “partners,”
and that “a critical situation ha[d] arisen” concerning Unitel’s failure to obtain various government
permits and approvals for Unitel’s on-going telecom business, and the “[l]ocal ‘partners’ claim
that the solution to our problems directly depends on the assistance to them. The sooner we can
help, the faster our requests will be addressed.”
77.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that on or about

January 30, 2013, Executive 2 sent multiple emails to Executive 1 concerning a plan being
contemplated to pay additional bribes totaling $16 million in exchange for, among other things,
the “[o]pportunity to conduct future operations without hurdles from the ‘partner’ and regulatory
agencies.” Executive 2 proposed concealing the bribe payments by structuring them through
“local reseller companies,” noting that “[o]ffshore companies provided by the ‘partner’ will be
final beneficiaries of these payments.” Executive 2 evaluated the risks associated with “nonpayment” of the bribes to involve a number of negative governmental reactions, including
“disconnecting of existing base stations,” “refusing to issue building permits,” “refusing to issue
additional numbering capacity,” “possible challenges from the tax authority,” and even “[r]ecall
of the license.” Executive 2 ultimately valued the “cumulative amount of possible risks” for “non-
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payment” at approximately $61.2 million, and Executive 2 noted that if they made the decision to
pay, it would also be necessary to address the “FCPA” and “[i]nternal and external audit.”
G.

78.

VimpelCom’s Failure to Implement
and Enforce Internal Accounting Controls
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that throughout the

time period of VimpelCom’s bribery of Ms. Karimova, VimpelCom failed to implement adequate
internal accounting controls and failed to enforce the internal accounting controls it did have in
place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe payments to occur without detection or
remediation.
79.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it failed to

implement a system for conducting, recording, and verifying due diligence on third parties,
including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller companies, and suppliers to uncover their
true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible corruption risks. Time and again, Board members,
executives, and employees of VimpelCom identified serious concerns with third parties, and
VimpelCom still failed to undertake adequate due diligence.
80.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it knowingly

failed to require that all consulting agreements be for bona fide services, that agreed-upon
payments were commensurate with the services to be performed, and that services paid for were,
in fact, performed. VimpelCom knowingly failed to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its
consultant agreements, invoices, and payments, including those with the Shell Company and, as
demonstrated above, failed to conduct adequate investigations of corruption complaints.
VimpelCom also had no policy regarding payments to bank accounts located in places where the
contractual partner neither performed work nor had operations.
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81.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that in 2011 and

2012, VimpelCom paid $20 million in bribes through single source decisions with reseller
companies that allowed executives to structure nontransparent transactions.

VimpelCom

knowingly failed to implement and maintain adequate controls for approving and transacting with
reseller companies and intermediaries to ensure that reseller companies were scrutinized and that
single-source contracting decisions were justified.

VimpelCom and Unitel executives took

advantage of these control failures to engage in transactions designed to obfuscate the actual
purpose of the payments, which was to corruptly influence Ms. Karimova.
82.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that as a result of the

facts described herein and the failures of VimpelCom’s management, VimpelCom also knowingly
lacked a sufficient internal audit function to provide reasonable assurances that corporate assets
were not used to make bribery payments to foreign officials and failed to enforce audit protocols
or conduct adequate internal audits to detect and prevent criminal activity. As discussed above,
VimeplCom knowingly failed to implement and enforce internal controls to keep a 2012 reseller
transaction within a regularly conducted audit after Executive 2 intervened to cause its removal,
thereby allowing a bribe payment to Ms. Karimova, through the Shell Company, to go undetected.
83.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom

management also knowingly failed to implement and maintain adequate controls governing
processes concerning conflicts of interest. For example, VimpelCom management knew of a
conflict with Akhmedov’s representation of the Shell Company, because at the time Akhmedov
was a chief executive of one of Unitel’s primary competitors in Uzbekistan. Moreover, Akhmedov
requested to be contacted about work matters on a personal email account and through a
pseudonym. VimpelCom failed to implement or enforce any meaningful policy to adequately
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scrutinize business deals with representatives who had such conflicts of interest or otherwise
engaged in non-transparent activities.
84.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that other failures

that contributed to VimpelCom’s lax control environment were its failure to enforce price
thresholds that determined the required level of approval authority, failure to retain documentation
of deliverables for contracts, and failure to adequately classify and obtain approvals for purported
charitable contributions that were made in exchange for state-provided assets.
85.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that VimpelCom’s

failures to implement and enforce adequate internal controls contributed to an environment where
it was possible for VimpelCom and Unitel executives to pay Ms. Karimova through the Shell
Company over $114 million in bribes.
86.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it also had

particularly severe deficiencies in its general compliance function and its anticorruption
compliance policies and procedures. When VimpelCom entered the Uzbek market, it had no Chief
Compliance Officer (“CCO”). To the extent that compliance was considered by VimpelCom, it
was the responsibility of the legal department and was thought of as a “completeness check” that
legal formalities were followed. When VimpelCom later did designate a CCO, whose formal title
was the Head of Department of Compliance with Obligations and Disclosure of Information and
Corporate Law, the junior executive selected had no background in compliance and was given no
staff or support. Furthermore, all of VimpelCom’s compliance duties were expected to take a
small fraction of the executive’s time. In fact, there was no dedicated compliance function at
VimpelCom until 2013, and CCO was not a senior management group position until 2014.
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87.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that during the

duration of the conspiracy, high-level VimpelCom management knew of the FCPA, yet
VimpelCom had little to no anticorruption compliance program, much less a program that was
regularly and appropriately evaluated for effectiveness and provided appropriate incentives.
VimpelCom’s only anticorruption policy was encapsulated in two, high-level paragraphs in
VimeplCom’s code of conduct, which required consultation with the legal department “before
providing anything of value to a government official.” In fact, VimpelCom’s legal department did
no internal FCPA review of transactions. When corruption issues were identified in the abovementioned cases, the subsequent “FCPA review” was seen as a “check list and a confirmation from
[outside counsel].”

As demonstrated above, VimpelCom management withheld crucial

information in such situations in Uzbekistan from outside counsel and overly restricted the scope
of FCPA opinions such that the advice given was of no value. Training on the FCPA during the
course of the corruption conspiracy, to the extent it existed at all, was inadequate and ad hoc. In
short, rather than implement and enforce a strong anticorruption ethic, VimpelCom sought ways
to give itself plausible deniability of illegality while proceeding with business transactions known
to be corrupt.
H.
88.

VimpelCom’s Scheme to Falsify Books and Records
The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that due to

VimpelCom’s failure to implement effective internal accounting controls, VimpelCom, acting
through its executives, disguised on its books and records over $114 million in bribe payments
made for the benefit of Ms. Karimova in exchange for VimpelCom and Unitel’s ability to enter
and conduct business in the Uzbek telecommunications market.
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89.

The Company admits in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that although all of

VimpelCom’s and Unitel’s bribes to Ms. Karimova were funneled through the Shell Company, it
was part of the scheme that VimpelCom management and others used a variety of non-transparent
transactions with different purported business purposes so that the payments would be inaccurately
recorded as legitimate transactions.

In the Deferred Prosecution Agreement, the Company

admitted to the following:
(a)

The bribe related to the partnership agreement in which the Shell Company

first purchased and then sold an indirect equity interest in Unitel was falsely recorded
in VimpelCom’s consolidated books and records as the receipt of loan proceeds in 2007
to be repaid in 2009 and secured by shares in a VimpelCom subsidiary.
(b)

The bribe related to the acquisition of 3G frequencies in 2007 was falsely

recorded in VimpelCom’s consolidated books and records as the acquisition of an
intangible asset, namely 3G frequencies, and as consulting expenses.
(c)

The bribe in 2008 was falsely recorded in VimpelCom’s consolidated books

and records as “submission and support documentation packages seeking assignment
of 24 channels to Unitel” and treated as an acquisition of an intangible asset and
consulting services.
(d)

The bribe related to consultancy services associated with the acquisition of

4G frequencies in 2011 was falsely recorded in VimpelCom’s consolidated books and
records as “consulting services” and treated as consulting services and as an acquisition
of an intangible asset, namely 4G frequencies.
(e)

The bribes made through purported reseller transactions in 2011 and 2012

were falsely recorded in VimpelCom’s consolidated books and records as “professional
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services” expenses. VimpelCom also created, and caused to be created, false and
backdated records to further conceal these improper payments. For example, each
bribe payment was concealed by false contracts that were intended to create the
appearance of legitimacy. Some of these contracts included provisions prohibiting
unlawful payments, including payments that would violate the FCPA, even though
VimpelCom and Unitel executives knew that the payments called for by the contracts
were, in fact, bribes to Ms. Karimova in violation of the FCPA. At times, VimpelCom
and Unitel executives also created false service acceptance acts, invoices, and other
back-up documentation to justify supposedly legitimate business services when, in
truth and in fact, those executives knew that no such work was performed to justify the
generous payments made to the Shell Company. VimpelCom and Unitel executives
also accepted plagiarized work product to falsely substantiate consulting work that was
never performed.
I.
90.

Details of the Corrupt Payments Made to Takilant (the “Shell Company”)
The following corrupt payments, described in the preceding sections, were made

by or on behalf of VimpelCom, a subsidiary of a VimpelCom shareholder, AQUTE, or a reseller
company to Takilant. At least $134,500,023 of these payments were executed through transactions
that were transferred into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New
York, New York, including through J.P. Morgan Chase, Standard Chartered Bank, Citibank, and
Wells Fargo:
Date (On
or about)
01/20/06

Originating Party
AQUTE (the seller
of Buztel and a
subsidiary of a
VimpelCom
shareholder)

Originating
Bank
Amsterdam
Trade Bank,
Netherlands
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Beneficial
Party
Takilant

Beneficial Bank
Aizkraukles
Lativa

Amount
$19,000,000
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Date (On
or about)
11/07/07

Originating Party

08/08/08

Watertrail (a
VimpelCom
subsidiary)
Watertrail (a
VimpelCom
subsidiary)
VimpelCom

09/23/09

VimpelCom

03/03/11

Reseller Company 1

03/04/11

Reseller Company 1

03/04/11

Reseller Company 1

03/08/11

Reseller Company 1

03/08/11

Reseller Company 1

03/09/11

Reseller Company 1

03/11/11

Reseller Company 1

03/11/11

Reseller Company 1

03//14/11

Reseller Company 1

03/14/11

Reseller Company 1

03/17/11

Reseller Company 1

03/21/11

Reseller Company 1

03/21/11

Reseller Company 1

03/24/11

Reseller Company 1

09/21/11

Watertrail (a
VimpelCom
subsidiairy)
Watertrail (a
VimpelCom
subsidiairy)
Reseller Company 2

11/09/07

10/19/11

04/13/12

Originating
Bank
ING Bank,
Netherlands

Beneficial
Party
Takilant

Parex, Lativa

$10,000,000

ING Bank,
Netherlands

Takilant

Parex, Lativa

$15,000,000

Citibank,
Russia
Citibank,
Russia

Takilant

Parex, Lativa

$2,000,000

Takilant

$57,500,000

Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
Hellenic Bank,
Cyrpus
ING Bank,
Netherlands

Takilant

Standard
Chartered, Hong
Kong
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland

ING Bank,
Netherlands

Takilant

Lombard Odier,
Switzerland

$10,000,000

Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus

Takilant

Lombard Odier,
Switzerland

$854,985
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Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant

Beneficial Bank

Amount

$780,000
$740,000
$889,644
$840,000
$590,000
$910,00
$940,000
$980,000
$284,997
$740,000
$854,994
$980,000
$444,988
$25,080
$20,000,000
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Date (On
or about)
04/20/12

Reseller Company 2

04/24/12

Reseller Company 2

04/24/12

Reseller Company 2

04/24/12

Reseller Company 2

04/25/12

Reseller Company 2

04/25/12

Reseller Company 2

04/25/12

Reseller Company 2

04/25/12

Reseller Company 2

04/25/12

Reseller Company 2

05/26/12

Reseller Company 2

05/04/12

Reseller Company 2

05/17/12

Reseller Company 2

J.
91.

Originating Party

Originating
Bank
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus
Marfin Popular
Bank, Cyprus

Beneficial
Party
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant
Takilant

Beneficial Bank
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
Lombard Odier,
Switzerland
TOTAL

Amount
$854,985
$892,702
$854,985
$854,985
$799,027
$892,702
$854,985
$854,985
$854,985
$854,985
$575,689
$9,000
$153,500,023

The Company’s Testimony Before The Honorable Edgardo Ramos
In a proceeding entitled U.S. v. VimpelCom, Ltd, and Unitel, LLC, 16 Cr. 137 (ER)

(S.D.N.Y.) before the Honorable Edgardo Ramos on arraignment, plea, and possible sentencing,
the Company admitted to the following:
THE COURT: Sir, can you tell me what it was that the company did
that makes it guilty of the crime to which it wishes to plead guilty?
MR. ROCHON: I just want to make sure, you are addressing this to
me or to the company representative?
THE COURT: To the company representative.
MR. DRESSER: Thank you. Before I respond, I would like to make
one comment. The company deeply regrets its actions here, and we
will make sure it never happens again. I would like to first state that
the statement of facts I believe to be true and accurate, and they
35
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establish a factual basis for Unitel’s guilt. I have been through them
with counsel, and I am comfortable with simply having the Court
rely on them as the factual basis.
THE COURT: Will the government please indicate the
jurisdictional basis for having the case in the Southern District of
New York?
MS. MRAZEK: Yes, your Honor. All of the bribe payments at issue
passed into and out of correspondent banks in this district.
THE COURT: Mr. Rochon, do you believe that there is an adequate
factual basis to support the plea of guilty?
MR. ROCHON: I do.
THE COURT: Ms. Mrazek, is there an adequate factual basis to
support the plea of guilty?
MS. MRAZEK: There is.
THE COURT: Mr. Dresser, how does the company now plead to the
charge in Count One of the information, guilty or not guilty?
MR. DRESSER: Guilty, your Honor.
THE COURT: Is the company in fact guilty of that charge?
MR. DRESSER: Yes, your Honor.
THE COURT: After consultation with counsel, is the company
pleading guilty voluntarily and of its own free will?
MR. DRESSER: Yes, your Honor.
THE COURT: Very well. Is there any further question that you wish
me to ask, Ms. Mrazek?
MS. MRAZEK: No, there is not.
THE COURT: Mr. Rochon.
MR. ROCHON: No, sir.
THE COURT: Thank you. Because the company acknowledges that
it is in fact guilty as charged in Count One of the information,
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because I find that it knows its rights and is waiving them knowingly
and voluntarily, with an understanding of the consequences of the
plea, including the potential sentences that may be imposed, I accept
the plea of guilty and find Unitel guilty on the charge in the
information.
I understand that this was an agreement with the government
pursuant to Rule 11(c)(1)(C) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure. So the parties have agreed to the punishment and have
also agreed to waive the presentence report and proceed
immediately to sentencing.
Ms. Mrazek, why should I proceed immediately to
sentencing today?
MS. MRAZEK: Your Honor, because this is a (c)(1)(C) plea, the
parties have agreed to what the appropriate penalty is. And there are
two major reasons why this has been structured as a (c)(1)(C) plea.
The first is that we are talking about a very large penalty here and a
very complex and sensitive negotiation, and the board members of
VimpelCom have a fiduciary duty to their shareholders to make sure
that they understand what kind of agreement they are entering into,
and the certainty that a (c)(1)(C) plea gives is vital to effectuating
that interest. In addition, as I discussed earlier, there is a very
complicated set of other resolutions that are dependent upon this one
and that are triggered by the sentencing of VimpelCom and so we
would like to have that sentencing today, or as soon as possible.
THE COURT: Mr. Rochon, why should I sentence the company
today?
MR. ROCHON: Your Honor, I agree, first of all, with what counsel
for the government has said. As you know, the plea is on Unitel, but
it reflects, of course, the agreement with VimpelCom and the
amount that is paid pursuant to that agreement that we have reached
with the United States through a deferred prosecution agreement. It
is not only a complex situation with the Dutch, and just to be clear
to the Court, the amounts that are owed in this case depend on that
resolution as well, in the sense that the Dutch have financial
penalties, and the Department of Justice needs to assess those
penalties in terms of this case, and if this case doesn’t move forward,
it would unwind potentially the Dutch case.
THE COURT: Are the Dutch seeking sums over and above the 460odd-million dollars that’s being negotiated here?
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MR. ROCHON: No. There is a combined amount that is reflecting
what is negotiated with the three. And the total combined amount
that will be paid by the company, as a result of all of the agreements,
is $795 million. Some of it, obviously, not pursuant to the
agreements before you today.
There is a real interplay between the various agreements, and it's
very important to the company and its shareholders to get that done.
The company has cooperated, obviously, with the Department of
Justice throughout these proceedings. We would cooperate further
in that regard as well as part of the agreement.
For purposes of today, your Honor, and the closure that it gives this
agreement, and the ability for certainty to the shareholders who have
invested in the company and expect it to go forward and appropriate,
and given the global nature of the agreements, the company would
strongly ask you to enter into the agreed sentencing today and to
waive a PSR.
THE COURT: Thank you. I did review the guideline calculations
that the parties agreed to, and given the amount of money that was
involved, it’s quite literally off the charts in terms of what the total
offense level is, but I do have one question that may be important,
Ms. Mrazek.
To the extent that you’re able to say, what was the extent of the
knowledge of the corruption within the company? How many highlevel executives, again, if you’re in a position to say?
MS. MRAZEK: Your Honor, I am not really in a position to say.
We have a very robust ongoing investigation into individuals that is
sensitive for a whole host of reasons, and so, at this time, we haven’t
concluded that investigation. There certainly was high-level
knowledge of the bribery at VimpelCom, and that is in part why
it’s such a significant resolution that we are seeking today, but I
can’t give you a number of individuals.
THE COURT: Speak, if you will, then to the fact of their
cooperation, or characterize it if you will. I asked earlier whether
they self-reported and you indicated that they did not. What did they
do when they were confronted?
MS. MRAZEK: Yes, your Honor. VimpelCom’s cooperation in this
case has been substantial, significant and full, both with respect to
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its own liability and with respect to various individuals at all levels
who had involvement in the crimes at issue.
The company, when they first were notified by the Department of
Justice of its investigation, immediately began that cooperation and
promptly acknowledged the company’s wrongdoing and began to
cooperate in a best-of-show manner.
They provided copious amounts of evidence, both evidence that
they had collected during their own internal investigation of the
matters at issue here, but also in response to various inquiries and
requests made by the Department of Justice and our colleagues at
the SEC and Dutch prosecution authority. Some of that evidence
was actually very hard to obtain. As is clear from the statement of
facts, this conduct is not mostly in the United States. It largely
happened abroad, including in places like Russia and Uzbekistan,
that are very difficult to investigate and have significant foreign data
privacy and state secrecy laws that needed to be overcome.
The company did do that investigation. It acted proactively and it
voluntarily made its employees available for interviews. It assisted
in helping us interview former employees of the company, and it
collected, analyzed and translated a huge volume of evidence for the
government. So this very full cooperation was an extremely
significant factor for the government in coming to the resolution
today.
As I mentioned, the company also promptly acknowledged its
wrongdoing, and it very promptly acknowledged its willingness to
resolve its criminal liability, which saved the government
significant resources.
See U.S. v. VimpelCom, Ltd, and Unitel, LLC, 16 Cr. 137 (ER) Transcript, dated February 18,
2016, at pp. 27 through 33, attached hereto as Exhibit B. (Emphasis added).
V.

SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS
92.

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, Title 15, United States

Code, Sections 78dd-l, et seq., was enacted by Congress for the purpose of, among other things,
making it unlawful to act corruptly in furtherance of an offer, promise, authorization, or payment
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of money or anything of value, directly or indirectly, to a foreign official for the purpose of
obtaining or retaining business for, or directing business to, any person.
93.

In relevant part, the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions prohibit any issuer of publicly

traded securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15
U.S.C. § 78l, or required to file periodic reports with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) under Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 780(d)
(hereinafter “issuer”), or affiliated persons, from making use of the mails or any means or
instrumentality of interstate commerce corruptly in furtherance of an offer, payment, promise to
pay, or authorization of the payment of money or anything of value to any person while knowing
that all or a portion of such money or thing of value would be offered, given, or promised, directly
or indirectly, to a foreign official for the purpose of assisting in obtaining or retaining business for
or with, or directing business to, any person. 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-l(a)(3).
94.

The FCPA’s accounting provisions require that issuers, among other things, make

and keep books, records, and accounts that accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and
disposition of the company’s assets and prohibit the knowing and willful falsification of an issuer’s
books, records, or accounts. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a).
95.

Additionally, the FCPA’s accounting provisions require that issuers maintain a

system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that: (i)
transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization; (ii)
transactions are recorded as necessary to (A) permit preparation of financial statements in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or any other criteria applicable to such
statements, and (B) maintain accountability for assets; (iii) access to assets is permitted only in
accordance with management’s general or specific authorization; and (iv) the recorded
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accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at reasonable intervals, and
appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences. The FCPA also prohibits the knowing
and willful failure to implement such a system of internal accounting controls. 15 U.S.C. §§
78m(b)(5) and 78ff(a).
A.
96.

VimpelCom’s False and Misleading Statements
On December 2, 2010, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing its third quarter operating and financial results. The Company stated in relevant part:
“Total number of broadband subscriptions increased 178.7% year-on-year (“YoY”) and 15.0%
quarter-on-quarter (“QoQ”) as we continue to develop our broadband projects in Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan and Armenia.”
97.

The above statements in paragraph 96 were false and misleading as the increase in

total number of broadband subscriptions and broadband projects was made possible by the bribery
described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue,
then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s
success, since reasonable investors would find that such information would materially alter the
mix of available information.
98.

On March 29, 2011, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing its fourth quarter and full year 2010 operating and financial results. In this March 29,
2011 filing, the Company reported a net operating revenue increase in Uzbekistan.
99.

On June 1, 2011, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC announcing

its first quarter 2011 results. It was in this June 1, 2011 press release that the Company reported a
net operating revenue increase in Uzbekistan.
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100.

The above statements in paragraphs 98 and 99 were false and misleading as the net

operating revenue increase in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above.
Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants
were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since
reasonable investors would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available
information.
101.

On June 30, 2011, the Company filed an annual report on Form 20-F with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter and fiscal year ended
December 31, 2010 (the “2010 Form 20-F”).
102.

In the 2010 Form 20-F, the Company stated that it had 4.8 million customers in

Uzbekistan through its Unitel subsidiary as of December 31, 2010.
103.

The above statement in paragraph 102 was false and misleading as the 4.8 million

customers in Uzbekistan through the Company’s Unitel subsidiary was made possible by the
bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at
issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the
Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such information would materially
alter the mix of available information.
104.

With respect to regulation of the telecommunications industry in Uzbekistan, the

Company stated in relevant part:
The government authorities responsible for supervising the
telecommunications industry in the Republic of Uzbekistan are the
Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency. In accordance with the Law on
Telecommunications, dated August 20, 1999, businesses offering
communications services in the Republic of Uzbekistan may be
privately or publicly held by Uzbek or foreign national individuals
or legal entities. All owners of telecommunications networks have
42
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equal rights and enjoy equal protection guaranteed by the law and
the legislation imposes no restrictions on foreign investors.
[Emphasis added].
105.

The above statements in paragraph 104 were false and misleading as the

government authorities responsible for supervising the telecommunications industry in the
Republic of Uzbekistan was not the Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency but rather the President of Uzbekistan’s eldest daughter Ms.
Karimova. According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, VimpelCom management explained that
it was “more important to follow the political requirements suggested for entry into the [Uzbek]
market versus [the] questionable risk of acquisition of Unitel as [a] standalone” and VimpelCom
would be “in opposition to a very powerful opponent and bring [the] threat of revocation of licenses
after the acquisition of Unitel [as a] stand-alone.” Because Defendants put the topic of its
interactions with the authorities responsible for supervising the telecommunications industry in
Uzbekistan at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the reality
of the Company’s interactions with the real authorities, since reasonable investors would find that
such information would materially alter the mix of available information. Further, the following
statement was false and misleading (“[a]ll owners of telecommunications networks have equal
rights and enjoy equal protection guaranteed by the law”) as the Company admitted in the Deferred
Prosecution Agreement that to enter the Uzbek telecommunications market they had to engage in
bribery and continue to bribe to remain in the market.
106.

In the 2010 Form 20-F, the Company stated that its internal controls were effective

and in place. The Company’s 2010 Form 20-F states in relevant part:
Our management has assessed the effectiveness of our company’s
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2010.
In making its assessment, our management has utilized the criteria
set forth by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations, or COSO,
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of the Treadway Commission in Internal Control—Integrated
Framework, and Securities and Exchange Commission’s Guidance
Regarding Management’s Report on Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting Under Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange
Act. Based on the assessment, our management believes our
company maintained effective internal control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2010. [Emphasis added].
107.

The above statements regarding the Company’s internal controls were false and

misleading as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it (a) failed to
implement adequate internal accounting controls; (b) failed to enforce the internal accounting
controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe payments to occur
without detection or remediation; (c) failed to implement a system for conducting, recording, and
verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller
companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible
corruption risks; and (d) failed to require that all consulting agreements be for bona fide services,
that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be performed, and that
services paid for were, in fact, performed. Further, the Company admits that it knowingly failed
to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements, invoices, and payments,
including those with the Shell Company and failed to conduct adequate investigations of
corruption complaints.

The Company admits that it also had no policy regarding payments to

bank accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work nor had
operations. See also ¶¶ 78-87.
108.

The 2010 Form 20-F contained signed certifications pursuant to the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act of 2002 (“SOX”) by Defendants Izosimov and van Dalen, stating that the financial
information contained in the 2010 Form 20-F was accurate and disclosed any material changes to
the Company’s internal control over financial reporting.
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109.

On September 7, 2011, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended June 30, 2011 (the
“Q2 2011 6-K”). The Q2 2011 6-K stated in relevant part: “In Uzbekistan, our sales and marketing
efforts resulted in a 34% increase in the number of mobile subscribers as compared with the
second quarter of 2010. Our revenues have increased by 28% YoY with strong EBITDA margin
of 42.9% demonstrating the underlying strength of our core.” (Emphasis added).
110.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 34% increase in mobile

subscribers and revenue increase with strong EBITDA margin of 42.9% in Uzbekistan was made
possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its
financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the
source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such information
would materially alter the mix of available information.
111.

On November 14, 2011, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended September 30,
2011 (the “Q3 2011 6-K”). The Q3 2011 6-K stated in relevant part: “Revenues were up 36%
YoY and EBITDA increased by 58% YoY due to our sales and marketing activities, regional 3G
network roll-out and data development.” (Emphasis added).
112.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 36% increase in revenue

and 58% increase in EBITDA in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above.
Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants
were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since
reasonable investors would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available
information.
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113.

On March 13, 2012, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter and fiscal year ended
December 31, 2011 (the “Q4 2011 6-K”).

The Q4 2011 6-K stated in relevant part: “In

Uzbekistan, the positive trend in subscriber base growth, coupled with positive dynamics in all
KPIs, resulted in revenue growth of 35% YoY in 4Q11. EBITDA was 54% higher YoY as a result
of revenue growth and efficient SG&A spending.” (Emphasis added).
114.

The above statements were false and misleading as the positive trend in subscriber

base growth, the 35% increase in revenue and 54% increase in EBITDA in Uzbekistan was made
possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its
financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the
source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such information
would materially alter the mix of available information.
115.

On April 30, 2012, the Company filed an annual report on Form 20-F with the SEC

reiterating the financial and operating results previously announced in the Company’s Q4 2011 6K (the “2011 Form 20-F”).
116.

In the 2011 Form 20-F, the Company stated, in relevant part, that it had 6.4 million

customers in Uzbekistan through its Unitel subsidiary as of December 31, 2011.
117.

The above statement in paragraph 116 was false and misleading as the 6.4 million

customers in Uzbekistan through the Company’s Unitel subsidiary was made possible by the
bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at
issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the
Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such information would materially
alter the mix of available information.
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118.

With respect to regulation of the telecommunications industry in Uzbekistan, the

Company stated in part:
The government authorities responsible for supervising the
telecommunications industry in the Republic of Uzbekistan are the
Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency. In accordance with the Law on
Telecommunications, dated August 20, 1999, businesses offering
communications services in the Republic of Uzbekistan may be
privately or publicly held by Uzbek or foreign national individuals
or legal entities. All owners of telecommunications networks have
equal rights and enjoy equal protection guaranteed by the law and
the legislation imposes no restrictions on foreign investors.
[Emphasis added].
119.

The above statements in paragraph 118 were false and misleading as the

government authorities responsible for supervising the telecommunications industry in the
Republic of Uzbekistan was not the Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency but rather the President of Uzbekistan’s eldest daughter Ms.
Karimova. According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, VimpelCom management explained that
it was “more important to follow the political requirements suggested for entry into the [Uzbek]
market versus [the] questionable risk of acquisition of Unitel as [a] standalone” and VimpelCom
would be “in opposition to a very powerful opponent and bring [the] threat of revocation of licenses
after the acquisition of Unitel [as a] stand-alone.” Further, the following statement was false and
misleading (“[a]ll owners of telecommunications networks have equal rights and enjoy equal
protection guaranteed by the law”) as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution
Agreement that to enter the Uzbek telecommunications market they had to engage in bribery and
continue to bribe to remain in the market.
120.

In the 2011 Form 20-F, the Company also stated that its internal controls were

effective and in place. The Company’s 2011 Form 20-F states in relevant part:
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Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining
adequate internal control over financial reporting as defined in Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Our internal
control system was designed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation
and fair presentation of our company’s published consolidated
financial statements under generally accepted accounting principles.
[Emphasis added].
121.

The above statements regarding the Company’s internal controls were false and

misleading as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it (a) failed to
implement adequate internal accounting controls; (b) failed to enforce the internal accounting
controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe payments to occur
without detection or remediation; (c) failed to implement a system for conducting, recording, and
verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller
companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible
corruption risks; and (d) failed to require that all consulting agreements be for bona fide services,
that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be performed, and that
services paid for were, in fact, performed. Further, the Company admits that it knowingly failed
to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements, invoices, and payments,
including those with the Shell Company and failed to conduct adequate investigations of
corruption complaints. The Company admits that it also had no policy regarding payments to bank
accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work nor had
operations. See also ¶¶ 78-87.
122.

The 2011 Form 20-F contained signed certifications pursuant to SOX by

Defendants Lunder and van Dalen, stating that the financial information contained in the 2011
Form 20-F was accurate and disclosed any material changes to the Company’s internal control
over financial reporting.
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123.

On May 15, 2012, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended March 31, 2012
(the “Q1 2012 6-K”). The Q1 2012 6-K stated in relevant part: “In Uzbekistan, the subscriber base
continued to grow in all segments and revenue was up 33% YoY in 1Q12. The EBITDA margin
was 44.6%, a slight decline YoY, as a result of increased competition and higher Opex due to a
newly introduced tax on customer base. EBITDA increased 30% YoY.” (Emphasis added)
124.

The above statements were false and misleading as the subscriber increase, the 33%

increase in revenue and 30% increase in EBITDA in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery
described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue,
then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s
success, since reasonable investors would find that such information would materially alter the
mix of available information.
125.

On August 15, 2012, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended June 30, 2012 (the
“Q2 2012 6-K”). The Q2 2012 6-K stated in relevant part: “In Uzbekistan, the subscriber base
continued to grow strongly, up 31% YoY, with record mobile internet user growth of 53% YoY.
Revenue was up 35% YoY in 2Q12 . . . .” (Emphasis added).
126.

The above statements were false and misleading as the subscriber increase and the

35% increase in revenue in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above.
Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants
were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since
reasonable investors would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available
information.
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127.

On November 14, 2012, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended September 30,
2012 (the “Q3 2012 6-K”).

The Q3 2012 6-K stated in relevant part: “Revenue was up 88%

organically YoY in 3Q12, supported by a 62% YoY increase in the subscriber base as well as
26% ARPU growth. If this were adjusted to the growth level of 1H12, the underlying revenue
growth would have been approximately 35% YoY. EBITDA grew 123% and EBITDA margin
was 56.2%, a sharp increase from 47.3% in 3Q11, supported by interconnect cost reduction and
control of structural OPEX.” (Emphasis added).
128.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 88% increase in revenue,

62% increase in the subscriber base, the 26% ARPU growth, the 123% EBITDA growth in
Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic
of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information
concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such
information would materially alter the mix of available information.
129.

On March 6, 2013, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter and fiscal year ended
December 31, 2012 (the “Q4 2012 6-K”). The Q4 2012 6-K stated in relevant part: “Revenue was
up 99% YoY in local currency, supported by a 60% YoY increase of the subscriber base as well
as 26% YoY ARPU increase as a result of the growth of high value subscribers and increasing
mobile data revenues. EBITDA grew 192% YoY and EBITDA margin was 60.3%, a sharp
increase from 41.0% in 4Q11.” (Emphasis added).
130.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 99% increase in revenue,

the 60% YoY increase of the subscriber base, as well as 26% YoY ARPU increase as a result of
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the growth of high value subscribers and increasing mobile data revenues, the 192% increase in
EBITDA in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
131.

On March 22, 2013, the Company filed an annual report on Form 20-F with the

SEC reiterating its financial and operating results previously announced in the Company’s Q4
2012 6-K (the “2012 Form 20-F”).
132.

In the 2012 Form 20-F, the Company stated that it had 10.2 million customers in

Uzbekistan through its Unitel subsidiary as of December 31, 2012.
133.

The above statement in paragraph 132 was false and misleading as the 10.2 million

customers in Uzbekistan through the Company’s Unitel subsidiary was made possible by the
bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of the cause of its financial success at
issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information concerning the source of the
Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such information would materially
alter the mix of available information.
134.

With respect to regulation of the telecommunications industry in Uzbekistan, the

Company stated in relevant part:
The government authorities responsible for supervising the
telecommunications industry in the Republic of Uzbekistan are the
Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency. In accordance with the Law on
Telecommunications, dated August 20, 1999, businesses offering
communications services in the Republic of Uzbekistan may be
privately or publicly held by Uzbek or foreign national individuals
or legal entities. All owners of telecommunications networks have
equal rights and enjoy equal protection guaranteed by the law and
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the legislation imposes no restrictions on foreign investors.
[Emphasis added].
135.

The above statements in paragraph 134 were false and misleading as the

government authorities responsible for supervising the telecommunications industry in the
Republic of Uzbekistan was not the Republic of Uzbekistan Cabinet and a specially authorized
telecommunications agency but rather the President of Uzbekistan’s eldest daughter Ms.
Karimova. According to the DOJ’s Criminal Complaint, VimpelCom management explained that
it was “more important to follow the political requirements suggested for entry into the [Uzbek]
market versus [the] questionable risk of acquisition of Unitel as [a] standalone” and VimpelCom
would be “in opposition to a very powerful opponent and bring [the] threat of revocation of licenses
after the acquisition of Unitel [as a] stand-alone.” Further, the following statement was false and
misleading (“[a]ll owners of telecommunications networks have equal rights and enjoy equal
protection guaranteed by the law”) as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution
Agreement that to enter the Uzbek telecommunications market they had to engage in bribery and
continue to bribe to remain in the market.
136.

In the 2012 Form 20-F, the Company stated that its internal controls were effective

and in place. The Company’s 2012 Form 20-F states in relevant part:
Our management has assessed the effectiveness of our company’s
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2012.
In making its assessment, our management has utilized the criteria
set forth by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations, or
“COSO,” of the Treadway Commission in Internal Control—
Integrated Framework, and Securities and Exchange Commission’s
Guidance Regarding Management’s Report on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting Under Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the
Exchange Act. Based on the assessment, our management believes
our company maintained effective internal control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2012. [Emphasis added].
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137.

The above statements regarding the Company’s internal controls were false and

misleading as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it (a) failed to
implement adequate internal accounting controls; (b) failed to enforce the internal accounting
controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe payments to occur
without detection or remediation; (c) failed to implement a system for conducting, recording, and
verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller
companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible
corruption risks; and (d) failed to require that all consulting agreements be for bona fide services,
that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be performed, and that
services paid for were, in fact, performed. Further, the Company admits that it knowingly failed
to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements, invoices, and payments,
including those with the Shell Company and failed to conduct adequate investigations of
corruption complaints. The Company admits that it also had no policy regarding payments to bank
accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work nor had
operations. See also ¶¶ 78-87.
138.

The 2012 Form 20-F contained signed certifications pursuant SOX by Defendants

Lunder and van Dalen, stating that the financial information contained in the 2012 20-F was
accurate and disclosed any material changes to the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting.
139.

On May 15, 2013, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended March 31, 2013
(the “Q1 2013 6-K”). The Q1 2013 6-K stated in relevant part: “Revenue was up 100% YoY,
driven by a 40% YoY increase in the subscriber base and a 43% YoY increase in ARPU due to
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growth of high value subscribers and increasing mobile data revenues. EBITDA grew 192%
YoY and EBITDA margin was 65.2%, a strong increase from 44.6% in 1Q12.” (Emphasis
added).
140.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 100% increase in revenue,

the 40% increase in subscriber base, 43% increase in ARPU in Uzbekistan, and 192% EBITDA
growth was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic of
the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information
concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such
information would materially alter the mix of available information.
141.

On August 7, 2013, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended June 30, 2013 (the
“Q2 2013 6-K”). The Q2 2013 6-K states in relevant part: “Revenue increased 86% YoY, driven
by 45% YoY growth in the subscriber base and a 31% YoY improvement in ARPU due to growth
in high value subscribers and increasing mobile data revenues. EBITDA grew 140% YoY and
EBITDA margin was 64.7%, a strong increase from 50.6% in 2Q12.” (Emphasis added).
142.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 86% increase in revenue,

the 45% increase in subscriber base, 31% increase in ARPU, and the 140% EBITDA growth in
Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic
of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information
concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such
information would materially alter the mix of available information.
143.

On November 6, 2013, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended September 30,
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2013 (the “Q3 2013 6-K”). The Q3 2013 6-K stated in relevant part: “In Uzbekistan, VimpelCom
continued to deliver strong YoY results in 3Q13. Revenue increased 29% YoY, driven by 12%
YoY growth in the subscriber base and a 12% YoY improvement in ARPU due to growth in high
value subscribers and increasing mobile data revenues. EBITDA grew 51% YoY and EBITDA
margin was 66.0%, a strong increase from 56.2% in 3Q12.” (Emphasis added).
144.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 29% increase in revenue,

the 12% increase in subscriber base, 12% increase in ARPU, and the 51% EBITDA growth in
Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic
of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information
concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such
information would materially alter the mix of available information.
145.

On March 6, 2014, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter and fiscal year ended
December 31, 2013 (the “Q4 2013 6-K”). The Q4 2013 6-K stated in relevant part: “Service
revenue increased 11% YoY to USD 175 million driven by a 3% YoY growth in the customer
base to 10.5 million, a 3% YoY improvement in ARPU to USD 5 due to growth in high value
customers and a 61% YoY increase in mobile data revenue to USD 27 million. EBITDA grew
18% YoY to USD 112 as a result of growing revenue and EBITDA margin was 63.8%, a 3.5
percentage points YoY increase, supported by increased on-net traffic and cost control.”
(Emphasis added).
146.

The above statements were false and misleading as the 11% increase in service

revenue, the 3% growth in customer base, 3% increase in ARPU, and an increase of 18% in
EBITDA in Uzbekistan was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
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put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
147.

On the Company’s website, anti-bribery and anti-corruption are discussed:
In 2014, we continued to strengthen our system of governance,
policies and procedures focused on anti-bribery and anticorruption, with a particular emphasis on extensive training
across all of the Company’s businesses.
We recognize that a strong and comprehensive approach to
compliance is needed to protect our business, and our stakeholders.
We have put in place a risk management, compliance, and
governance structure that includes a focus on anti-bribery and anticorruption risks and issues. We have continued to make progress in
establishing a more coordinated and strengthened framework,
adding resources, training and awareness initiatives to the program.
This will remain a key focus as we regard it as a critical part of our
future development and a particular focus of our senior management
team.
Our comprehensive Group Compliance Charter sets out the
organization, operation and governance of compliance management
for the Group, including the role and responsibilities of our global
Risk Assurance Committee, the Group Compliance Program and
Group Compliance Function.
In August 2013, the company appointed a new senior Group Chief
Compliance Officer with the responsibility to update and enhance
the Compliance program and to continue to develop a strong ethical
culture globally. The Group Compliance Officer reports to the Audit
Committee of the Supervisory Board of Directors to which he has
direct access, as well as directly to the Group Chief Executive
Officer.
Our Group Compliance Officer is a member of
VimpelCom’s Management Board. In recent years, we have
enhanced our compliance team at our headquarters in Amsterdam
and throughout the group. We have compliance officers and
coordinators at all of our business units and covering all our
operations.
Our compliance roadmap covers: risk analysis; policies and
procedures related to key risk areas; organization and commitment;
training and awareness; screening; record-keeping and controls;
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reporting; internal audit and monitoring; remedial and corrective
actions; and program leadership.
In December 2012, we launched an updated Code of Conduct for
the group that provides group-wide standards designed primarily
to deter wrongdoing and promote honest and ethical conduct,
compliance with applicable governmental laws, rules and
regulations, prompt internal reporting of violations and
accountability for adherence to the Code. The Code of Conduct
reinforces the company’s requirements for compliance with all
applicable laws, including the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) and other anti-corruption laws and regulations, as well as
adherence to all company accounting policies and controls. This
Code states that, in addition to applying to its employees, officers
and directors, VimpelCom expects ‘anyone doing business on the
company’s behalf’ – a category that includes agents and other
third parties – to also comply with anti-bribery and anti-corruption
laws.
In early 2013, we adopted a new Group Anti-Bribery and AntiCorruption Policy, which is supported by a range of policies and
procedures, in place or under development, which address issues
such as third-party due diligence, conflicts of interest, gifts and
hospitality, and incident management and investigation.
In June 2013, we introduced our new Group Incident Management
Policy relating to whistleblower processes that allows employees to
contact a third-party service provider to raise concerns,
anonymously if desired. All cases reported are duly assessed and, if
appropriate, investigated by internal or external teams. We continue
to take measures to ensure these policies are adhered to and the
procedures are followed in each of the countries in which we
operate.
During 2014, we placed a great deal of emphasis on compliance
training programs both at our headquarters and throughout the
Business Units. For instance, during 2014, more than 7,300
employees worldwide have attended face to face Code of Conduct
training sessions, or completed e-learning modules. Furthermore, in
2014, the company conducted an anti-corruption train-the-trainer
session in Amsterdam where all compliance officers throughout the
Group received additional training on FCPA and other applicable
anti-bribery regulations, including advice on best practices for
training other employees on these issues. Since that time, more than
800 employees (almost all of them managers) have received
additional training on the FCPA and other applicable anti-bribery
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regulations as well as updated company policies. The Supervisory
Board also received tailored compliance training. [Emphasis
added].
148.

The above statements regarding anti-bribery and anti-corruption on the Company’s

website were false and misleading as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution
Agreement that it (a) failed to implement adequate internal accounting controls; (b) failed to
enforce the internal accounting controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced
bribe payments to occur without detection or remediation; (c) failed to implement a system for
conducting, recording, and verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture
partners, consultants, reseller companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial
ownership, and possible corruption risks; and (d) failed to require that all consulting agreements
be for bona fide services, that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be
performed, and that services paid for were, in fact, performed. Further, the Company admits that
it knowingly failed to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements,
invoices, and payments, including those with the Shell Company and failed to conduct adequate
investigations of corruption complaints. The Company admits that it also had no policy regarding
payments to bank accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work
nor had operations. See also ¶¶ 78-87.
THE TRUTH EMERGES
149.

On March 12, 2014, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing that the Company was facing investigations by both the SEC and Dutch authorities
related to its operations in Uzbekistan. The Company reported:
[O]n March 11, 2014, the Company received from the staff of the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission a letter stating
that they are conducting an investigation related to VimpelCom and
requesting documents. Also, on March 11, 2014, the Company’s
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headquarter in Amsterdam was visited by representatives of the
Dutch authorities, including the Dutch public prosecutor office, who
obtained documents and informed the Company that it was the focus
of a criminal investigation in the Netherlands. The investigations
appear to be concerned with the Company’s operations in
Uzbekistan. The Company intends to fully cooperate with these
investigations.
150.

On this date, the Company American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”) dropped from

$8.85 (the closing price on March 11, 2012) to an intraday low of $8.29 on March 12, 2014 ($0.56
or a 6.3% decline).
151.

On March 18, 2014, the Company filed another report on Form 6-K with the SEC.

The Company reported:
[I]n addition to the previously disclosed investigations by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission and Dutch public
prosecutor’s office, the Company has been notified that it is also the
focus of an investigation by the United States Department of Justice.
This investigation also appears to be concerned with the Company’s
operations in Uzbekistan. The Company intends to continue to fully
cooperate with these investigations.
152.

At around 10:56 a.m. Eastern Standard time news of the investigation was

disseminated to the market, and the Company ADRs dropped in intraday trading from a high of
$9.07 to a low of $8.57 ($0.50 or a 5.6% decline).
153.

On May 15, 2014, the Company filed an annual report on Form 20-F with the SEC

reiterating the financial and operating results previously announced in the Company’s Q4 2013 6K (the “2013 Form 20-F”).
154.

In the 2013 Form 20-F, the Company stated in part:
We are subject to investigations by the SEC, DOJ and the Dutch
public prosecutor, and are conducting an internal investigation,
and we are unable to predict the duration, scope or results of
these investigations or their impact on us.
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As we previously disclosed, the SEC, DOJ and Dutch public
prosecutor’s office are conducting investigations related to
VimpelCom; these investigations appear to be concerned with our
operations in Uzbekistan, including relations with Takilant Ltd.
(“Takilant”). In June 2007, Takilant purchased from us a 7%
interest in our business in Uzbekistan for US$20.0 million and
entered into a shareholders agreement with us. In September 2009,
Takilant exercised its option to put its 7% interest to us for US$57.5
million, an amount specified in the shareholders agreement. In
addition, we had agreements with Takilant relating to the acquisition
of frequency spectrum (including with respect to 3G and LTE) and
channels in Uzbekistan pursuant to which we paid Takilant an
aggregate of US$57.0 million.
It has been reported in the press that Takilant is currently being
investigated in Sweden and Switzerland on allegations that it and
certain persons associated with it have committed acts of bribery and
money-laundering connected with their activities in Uzbekistan, and
also that Takilant is being investigated in the Netherlands and
perhaps other jurisdictions. These investigations may, in part,
involve us.
As a result of concerns arising from press reports regarding Takilant,
we commenced a review with respect to our operations in
Uzbekistan, including our relations with Takilant, and in 2013 we
retained external counsel with expertise relating to the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) and other anticorruption laws and
regulations to conduct such review.
Following notice of the investigations by the SEC, the DOJ and the
Dutch public prosecutor’s office, we established a special
committee of the supervisory board in March 2014, consisting of all
outside directors, to oversee the internal investigation being
conducted by the Company’s external counsel and our response to
the inquiries by various authorities. While the initial focus of the
investigation being conducted by the Company’s external counsel
has been related to our Uzbek operations, including our relations
with Takilant, and whether there was any conduct in our operations
in Uzbekistan that may have violated the anti-bribery provisions of
the FCPA, the FCPA’s books and records and internal controls
provisions, applicable local laws and/or our own internal policies,
the investigation is also reviewing our operations in additional
countries.
We expect to incur costs in responding to requests for information,
testimony and other information in connection with the
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investigations and in conducting the internal investigation, and we
cannot predict at this time the ultimate amount of all such costs.
These matters may require the involvement of certain members of
our senior management that could impinge on the time they have
available to devote to other matters relating to the business. We may
also see ongoing media and governmental interest in these matters
that could impact the perception of us.
The SEC, DOJ and Dutch investigations, as well as our own
investigations, are continuing, and we are presently unable to predict
the duration, scope or results of these investigations or how the
results of these investigations may impact our internal controls,
business, and the results of operations or financial condition.
Further, there can be no assurance that such investigations will not
be broader in scope than they currently appear, or that new
investigations will not be commenced in these or other jurisdictions,
or that there will not be litigation commenced against us.
One or more enforcement actions could be instituted in respect of
the matters that are the subject of some or all of the investigations.
The DOJ and SEC have a broad range of civil and criminal sanctions
under the FCPA and other laws and regulations including, but not
limited to, judgments, settlements, injunctive relief, debarment or
other relief, disgorgement, fines, penalties, modifications to
business practices, including the termination or modification of
existing business relationships, the imposition of compliance
programs and the retention of a monitor to oversee compliance with
the FCPA, and criminal convictions and/or penalties. The Dutch
public prosecutor’s office and enforcement authorities in other
jurisdictions also have a range of sanctions under the relevant laws
and regulations. There can be no assurance that any investigation
will not conclude that a violation of applicable law has occurred.
The imposition of any of these sanctions or remedial measures could
have a material adverse effect on our business or financial condition.
155.

The 2013 Form 20-F contained signed certifications pursuant to SOX by

Defendants Lunder and Davies, stating that the financial information contained in the 2013 Form
20-F was accurate and disclosed any material changes to the Company’s internal control over
financial reporting.
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156.

On August 6, 2014, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended June 30, 2014 (the
“Q2 2014 6-K”). The Q2 2014 6-K also stated in relevant part:
UZBEKISTAN
[…] Mobile service revenue increased 7% YoY to USD 176 million
driven by a 2% YoY growth in the customer base to 10.4 million
and a 6% YoY improvement in ARPU to USD 6. […] [Emphasis
added].
157.

The above statements were false and misleading as the mobile service revenue

increase of 7%, the 2% year over year growth in the customer base to 10.4 million and the 6%
improvement in ARPU was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
158.

On November 12, 2014, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended September 30,
2014 (the “Q3 2014 6-K”). The Q3 2014 6-K also stated in relevant part:
UZBEKISTAN
[…] Mobile service revenue increased 8% YoY to USD 189 million
driven by a 7% YoY improvement in ARPU to USD 6 and a 2%
YoY increase in the customer base to 10.5 million. […] [Emphasis
added].
159.

The above statements were false and misleading as the mobile service revenue

increase of 8%, the 2% year over year growth in the customer base to 10.5 million and the 7%
improvement in ARPU was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
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disclose information concerning the source of the Company's success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
160.

On December 8, 2014, the President and Chief Executive Officer of Telenor Group,

Jon Fredrik Baksaas, informed VimpelCom (and the market) that he was stepping down from the
Board of the VimpelCom with immediate effect. Telenor holds a minority position of 33% and
voting rights of 43% of VimpelCom. Jon Fredrik Baksaas, President and CEO of Telenor Group,
stated in the press release: “I am stepping down from the VimpelCom [B]oard to solely focus on
protecting Telenor’s position. Telenor has zero tolerance for corruption. As an owner in
VimpelCom we will assist the ongoing investigations[.]” (Emphasis added). VimpelCom stock
dropped from $4.63 (the closing price on December 5, 2014 (Friday)) to an intraday low of $4.26
on December 8, 2014 (Monday) ($0.37 or an 8% decline).
161.

On February 26, 2015, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter and year ended
December 31, 2014 (the “Q4 2014 6-K”). The Q4 2014 6-K also stated in relevant part:
UZBEKISTAN
[…] Mobile service revenue increased 8% YoY to USD 184 million
driven by a 6% YoY improvement in ARPU to USD 6 and a 1%
YoY increase in the customer base to 10.6 million. The ARPU
increase was mainly driven by a strong 31% YoY increase in
mobile data revenue to USD 36 million. EBITDA in 4Q14 stood at
USD 115 million, leading to an EBITDA margin of 61.6%. […]
[Emphasis added].
162.

The above statements were false and misleading as the mobile service revenue

increase of 8%, the 1% year over year growth in the customer base to 10.6 million and the 6%
improvement in ARPU was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
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disclose information concerning the source of the Company's success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
163.

On March 24, 2015, the Company filed an annual report on Form 20-F with the

SEC reiterating the financial and operating results previously announced in the Company’s Q4
2014 6-K (the “2014 Form 20-F”). In the 2014 Form 20-F, the Company stated in part:
We are subject to investigations by the SEC, DOJ and OM, and
are conducting an internal investigation. We are unable to
predict the duration, scope or results of these investigations or
their impact on us.
As previously disclosed, the SEC, DOJ and OM are conducting
investigations related to VimpelCom, which have been focused
primarily on our prior dealings with Takilant Ltd. (“Takilant”).
In June 2007, Takilant purchased from us a 7% interest in our
business in Uzbekistan for US$20.0 million and entered into a
shareholders agreement with us. In September 2009, Takilant
exercised its option to put its 7% interest to us for US$57.5 million,
an amount specified in the shareholders agreement. In addition, we
had agreements with Takilant relating to the acquisition of
frequency spectrum (including with respect to 3G and LTE) and
channels in Uzbekistan pursuant to which we paid Takilant an
aggregate of US$57.0 million.
It has also been reported in the press that Takilant is currently being
investigated in Sweden and Switzerland on allegations that it and
certain persons associated with it have committed acts of bribery and
money-laundering connected with their activities in Uzbekistan, and
also that Takilant is being investigated in the Netherlands and
perhaps other jurisdictions. These investigations may, in part,
involve us.
As a result of concerns arising from press reports regarding Takilant,
we commenced a review with respect to our operations in
Uzbekistan, including our relations with Takilant, and in 2013 we
retained external counsel with expertise relating to the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) and other anticorruption laws and
regulations to conduct such review.
Following notice of the investigations by the SEC, DOJ and OM,
we established a Special Committee of the Supervisory Board in
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March 2014 to oversee the internal investigation being conducted
by the company’s external counsel and our response to the inquiries
by various authorities. The Special Committee consists of directors
who qualify as independent for purposes of Rule 10A-3 under the
Exchange Act. The investigation being conducted by the company’s
external counsel has been focused primarily on our Uzbekistan
operations, including our relations with Takilant, and whether there
was any conduct in our operations in Uzbekistan that may have
violated the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA, the FCPA’s books
and records and internal controls provisions, applicable local laws
and/or our own internal policies. The investigation is also reviewing
our operations in additional countries.
We expect to continue incurring costs related to the investigations,
primarily professional fees and expenses, which may be significant.
These costs relate to responding to requests for information,
testimony and other information in connection with the
investigations and in conducting the internal investigation, and we
cannot predict at this time the ultimate amount of all such costs.
These matters may require the involvement of certain members of
our senior management that could impinge on the time they have
available to devote to other matters relating to the business. We may
also see ongoing media and governmental interest in these matters
that could impact the perception of us and result in reputational harm
to our company. The investigations have received media attention
in a number of jurisdictions, and parliamentary hearings held by the
Norwegian Government have addressed the investigations.
The SEC, DOJ and Dutch investigations, as well as our own
investigations, are continuing, and we have cooperated, and
continue to cooperate, with the authorities in these investigations.
We are also exploring the prospect of resolving the company’s
potential liabilities arising from the facts established in the
investigations. We are unable to predict the duration, scope or
results of the ongoing investigations or how the results of these
investigations or any resolutions may impact our business, results of
operations, financial condition, or the assessment of our internal
controls. Further, there can be no assurance that such investigations
will not be broader in scope than they currently appear, or that new
investigations will not be commenced in these or other jurisdictions,
or that there will not be litigation commenced against us.
One or more enforcement actions could be instituted in respect of
the matters that are the subject of some or all of the investigations.
The DOJ and SEC have a broad range of civil and criminal sanctions
under the FCPA and other laws and regulations including, but not
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limited to, judgments, settlements, injunctive relief, debarment or
other relief, disgorgement, fines, penalties, modifications to
business practices, including the termination or modification of
existing business relationships, the imposition of compliance
programs and the retention of a monitor to oversee compliance with
the FCPA, and criminal convictions and/or penalties. The OM and
enforcement authorities in other jurisdictions also have a range of
sanctions under the relevant laws and regulations. There can be no
assurance that any investigation will not conclude that a violation of
applicable law has occurred. The imposition of any of these
sanctions or remedial measures could have a material adverse effect
on our business or financial condition.
164.

The 2014 Form 20-F also sated in relevant part:
(b)

Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining
adequate internal control over financial reporting as defined in Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Our internal
control system was designed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation
and fair presentation of our company’s published consolidated
financial statements under generally accepted accounting principles.
There are inherent limitations to the effectiveness of any system of
controls and procedures, including the possibility of human error
and the circumvention or overriding of the controls and procedures.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial
reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections
of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to
risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the company’s
policies and procedures may deteriorate.
Our management has assessed the effectiveness of our company’s
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2014.
In making its assessment, our management has utilized the criteria
set forth in the Internal Control – Integrated Framework (2013)
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission and the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s Guidance Regarding Management’s Report on
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Under Section 13(a) or
15(d) of the Exchange Act.
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As a result of management’s assessment of our internal control
over financial reporting as of December 31, 2014, management
concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was
effective. [Emphasis added].
165.

The 2014 Form 20-F contained signed certifications pursuant to SOX by

Defendants Lunder and Davies, stating that the financial information contained in the 2014 20-F
was accurate and disclosed any material changes to the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting.
166.

The above statements regarding the Company’s internal controls were false and

misleading as the Company admitted in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement that it (a) failed to
implement adequate internal accounting controls; (b) failed to enforce the internal accounting
controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe payments to occur
without detection or remediation; (c) failed to implement a system for conducting, recording, and
verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller
companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible
corruption risks; and (d) failed to require that all consulting agreements be for bona fide services,
that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be performed, and that
services paid for were, in fact, performed. Further, the Company admits that it knowingly failed
to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements, invoices, and payments,
including those with the Shell Company and failed to conduct adequate investigations of
corruption complaints. The Company admits that it also had no policy regarding payments to bank
accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work nor had
operations. See also ¶¶ 78-87.
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167.

On May 14, 2015, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended March 31, 2015
(the “Q1 2015 6-K”). The Q1 2015 6-K also stated in relevant part:
UZBEKISTAN
[…] Mobile service revenue increased by 13% YoY to UZS 405.5
billion driven by a 14% YoY improvement in ARPU to UZS 12,819,
while the customer base decreased by 1% YoY to 10.4 million. […]
[Emphasis added].
168.

The above statements were false and misleading as the mobile service revenue

increase of 13%, the 1% year over year growth in the customer base to 10.4 million and the 14%
improvement in ARPU was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants
put the topic of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to
disclose information concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors
would find that such information would materially alter the mix of available information.
169.

On August 6, 2015, the Company filed a report on Form 6-K with the SEC

announcing the Company’s financial and operating results for the quarter ended June 30, 2015 (the
“Q2 2015 6-K”). The Q2 2015 6-K also stated in relevant part:
UZBEKISTAN
[…] Mobile service revenue increased by 9% YoY to UZS 439
billion as a result of a 10% YoY increase in ARPU, driven by 19%
YoY growth in mobile data revenue. […] [Emphasis added].
170.

The above statements were false and misleading as the mobile service revenue

increase of 9%, the 10% improvement in ARPU, and the 19% year over year growth in mobile
data revenue was made possible by the bribery described above. Because Defendants put the topic
of the cause of its financial success at issue, then Defendants were obligated to disclose information
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concerning the source of the Company’s success, since reasonable investors would find that such
information would materially alter the mix of available information.
171.

On August 13, 2015, post-market, it was reported that U.S. authorities asked

European counterparts to seize roughly $1 billion in assets related to a wide-ranging criminal probe
of alleged corruption by VimpelCom, MTS, and TeliaSonera, for paying hundreds of millions of
dollars to businesses controlled by Ms. Karimova to secure wireless spectrum in Uzbekistan.
172.

On this adverse news, the Company’s ADRs fell from a closing price of $5.56 on

August 13, 2015 to an intraday low of $5.305 on August 14, 2015 ($0.255 or a 4.6% decline).
173.

Finally, on November 3, 2015, pre-market, the Company announced that it had set

aside $900 million for litigation costs in connection with U.S. and Dutch investigations into the
Company’s operations in Uzbekistan.
174.

On this adverse news, the Company’s ADRs dropped from $3.665 (the trading high

of the day) to an intraday low of $3.48 ($0.19 or a 5.0% decline).
175.

As a result of Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions, Plaintiff and other class

members have suffered significant losses and damages.
PLAINTIFF’S CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
176.

Plaintiff brings this action as a class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) on behalf of a Class, consisting of all those who purchased or otherwise
acquired VimpelCom securities between December 2, 2010 and November 3, 2015, inclusive,
seeking to pursue remedies under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.
177.

The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable. While the exact number of Class members is unknown to Plaintiff and can only be
ascertained through appropriate discovery, Plaintiff believes that there are hundreds or thousands
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of members in the proposed Class. Record owners and other members of the Class may be
identified from records maintained by VimpelCom or its transfer agent and may be notified of the
pendency of this action by mail, using the form of notice that customarily used in securities class
actions.
178.

Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class as all

members of the Class are similarly affected by Defendants’ wrongful conduct in violation of
federal law that is complained of herein.
179.

Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the members of the Class

and have retained counsel competent and experienced in class and securities litigation.
180.

Common questions of law and fact exist as to all members of the Class and

predominate over any questions solely affecting individual members of the Class. Among the
questions of law and fact common to the Class are:
(a)

whether the federal securities laws were violated by Defendants’ acts as

alleged herein;
(b)

whether statements made by Defendants to the investing public during the

Class Period misrepresented material facts about the business, operations and management
of the Company; and
(c)

whether the members of the Class have sustained damages and, if so, the

proper measure of damages.
181.

A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient

adjudication of this controversy since joinder of all members is impracticable. Furthermore, as the
damages suffered by individual Class members may be relatively small, the expense and burden
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of individual litigation make it impossible for members of the Class to individually redress the
wrongs done to them. There will be no difficulty in the management of this action as a class action.
APPLICABILITY OF PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE:
FRAUD-ON-THE-MARKET DOCTRINE
182.

At all relevant times, the market for VimpelCom ADRs was an efficient market for

the following reasons, among others:
(a)

The Company’s ADRs met the requirements for listing, and was listed and

actively traded on the NASDAQ, a highly efficient and automated market;
(b)

During the Class Period, on average, over several hundreds of thousands of

shares of VimpelCom ADRs were traded on a weekly basis, demonstrating a very active
and broad market for the Company’s stock and permitting a very strong presumption of an
efficient market;
(c)

VimpelCom regularly communicated with public investors via established

market communication mechanisms, including through regular disseminations of press
releases on the national circuits of major newswire services and through other wide-ranging
public disclosures, such as communications with the financial press and other similar
reporting services;
(d)

VimpelCom was followed by several securities analysts who wrote reports

that were distributed to the sales force and certain customers of their respective brokerage
firms during the Class Period. Each of these reports was publicly available and entered the
public marketplace; and
(e)

Unexpected material news about VimpelCom was rapidly reflected and

incorporated into the Company’s stock price during the Class Period.
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183.

As a result of the foregoing, the market for the Company’s common stock promptly

digested current information regarding VimpelCom from all publicly available sources and
reflected such information in VimpelCom’s ADR price. Under these circumstances, all purchasers
of the Company’s common stock during the Class Period suffered similar injury through their
purchase of VimpelCom’s ADRs at artificially inflated prices, and a presumption of reliance
applies.
COUNT I
(Against All Defendants For Violations of
Section 10(b) And Rule 10b-5 Promulgated Thereunder)
184.

Plaintiff incorporates the above referenced paragraphs.

185.

During the Class Period, Defendants disseminated or approved the false statements

specified above, which they knew or deliberately disregarded were misleading in that they
contained misrepresentations and failed to disclose material facts necessary in order to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.
186.

Defendants violated § 10(b) of the 1934 Act and Rule 10b-5 in that they:
(a)

employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud;

(b)

made untrue statements of material facts or omitted to state material facts

necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which
they were made, not misleading; or
(c)

engaged in acts, practices, and a course of business that operated as a fraud

or deceit upon plaintiff and others similarly situated in connection with their purchases of
VimpelCom securities during the Class Period.
187.

Plaintiff and the Class have suffered damages in that, in reliance on the integrity of

the market, they paid artificially inflated prices for VimpelCom securities. Plaintiff and the Class
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would not have purchased VimpelCom securities at the prices they paid, or at all, if they had been
aware that the market price had been artificially and falsely inflated by defendants’ misleading
statements.
COUNT II
(Violations of Section 20(a) of the
Exchange Act Against the Individual Defendants)
188.

Plaintiff incorporates the above referenced paragraphs.

189.

The Individual Defendants acted as controlling persons of VimpelCom within the

meaning of § 20(a) of the 1934 Act. By virtue of their positions with the Company, and ownership
of VimpelCom securities, the Individual Defendants had the power and authority to cause
VimpelCom to engage in the wrongful conduct complained of herein. VimpelCom controlled the
Individual Defendants and all of its employees. By reason of such conduct, Defendants are liable
pursuant to § 20(a) of the 1934 Act.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and judgment, as follows:
(A)

Determining that this action is a proper class action under Rule 23 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;
(B)

Awarding damages in favor of Plaintiff and the other Class members

against all Defendants for all damages sustained as a result of Defendants’ wrongdoing, in
an amount to be proven at trial, including interest thereon;
(C)

Awarding Plaintiff and the Class their reasonable costs and expenses

incurred in this action, including counsel fees and expert fees; and
(D)

Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury.
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Dated: December 7, 2016
GAINEY McKENNA & EGLESTON

By: /s/ Thomas J. McKenna
Thomas J. McKenna
Gregory M. Egleston
440 Park Avenue South, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10016
Telephone: (212) 983-1300
Facsimile: (212) 983-0383
Email: tjmckenna@gme-law.com
Email: gegleston@gme-law.com
Attorneys for Lead Plaintiff
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United States Attorney
Southern District of New York

Criminal Division
Fraud Section

The Silvio J Mollo Building
One Saint Andrew's Plaza 950
New York, New York 10007

Bond Building
1400 New York Ave, NW 1th
Floor
Washington, DC 20005

February 10,2016
Mark Rochon, Esq.
John E. Davis, Esq.
Miller & Chevalier Chartered
655 Fifteenth Street, NW
Suite 900
Washington, DC 20005-5701
Re:

United States v. VimpelCom Ltd. Deferred Prosecution Agreement

16-cr-139(ER)
(ER)
16-cr-137
Dear Counsel:
Defendant VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company"), by its undersigned representatives,
pursuant to authority granted by the Company's Board of Directors, and the United States
Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section and the United States Attorney's Office
for the Southern District of New York (the "Offices"), enter into this deferred prosecution
agreement (the "Agreement"), the terms and conditions of which are as follows:

Criminal Information and Acceptance of Responsibility
1.

The Company acknowledges and agrees that the Offices will file the attached

two-count criminal Information in the United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York charging the Company with one count of conspiracy to commit offenses against the
United States in violation of Title IS, United States Code, Section 371, that is, to violate the antibribery and books and records provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977
("FCPA/), as amended, Title 15, United States Code, Sections 7Sdd-l, 78m(b )(2)(A), 7Sm(b )(5),
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and 78ff(a), and one count of violation of the internal controls provisions of the of the FCPA,
Title 15, United States Code, Sections 7Sm(b)(2)(B), 7Sm(b )(5), and 7Sff(a). In so doing, the
Company: (a) knowingly waives its right to indictment on this charge, as well as all rights to a
speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution, Title IS, United
States Code, Section 3161, and Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4S(b); and (b) knowingly
waives for purposes of this Agreement and any charges by the United States arising out of the
conduct described in the attached Statement of Facts, any objection with respect to venue, and
consents to the filing of the Information, as provided under the terms of this Agreement, in the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York.
2.

The Company admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible under

United States law for the acts of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as charged in the
Information, and as set forth in the Statement of Facts attached hereto as Attachment A and
incorporated by reference into this Agreement, and that the allegations described in the
Information and the facts described in Attachment A are true and accurate. Should the Offices
pursue the prosecution that is deferred by this Agreement, the Company stipulates to the
admissibility of the Statement of Facts in any proceeding by the Offices, including any trial,
guilty plea, or sentencing proceeding, and will not contradict anything in the Statement of Facts
at any such proceeding.
Term of the Agreement
3.

This Agreement is effective for a period beginning on the date on which the

Information is filed and ending three (3) years from the later of the date on which the
Information is filed or the date on which the independent compliance monitor (the "Monitor") is
retained by the Company, as described in Paragraphs l3-15 below (the "Term"). The Company
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agrees, however, that, in the event the Offices determine, in their sole discretion, that the
Company has knowingly violated any provision ofthis Agreement, an extension or extensions of
the term of the Agreement may be imposed by the Offices, in their sole discretion, for up to a
total additional time period of one year, without prejudice to the Offices' right to proceed as
provided in Paragraphs 18-21 below. Any extension of the Agreement extends all terms ofthis
Agreement, including the terms of the monitorship in Attachment D, for an equivalent period.
Conversely, in the event the Offices find, in their sole discretion, that there exists a
change in circumstances sufficient to eliminate the need for the monitorship in Attachment D,
and that the other provisions of this Agreement have been satisfied, the Term of the Agreement
and the monitorship term may be terminated early.

Releyant Considerations
4.

The Offices enter into this Agreement based on the individual facts and

circumstances presented by this case and the Company. Among the factors considered were the
following: (a) the Company failed to self-disclose voluntarily its misconduct to the Offices after
an internal investigation had been initiated and uncovered wrongdoing, and as a result the
Company was not eligible for a more significant discount on the fine amount or the form of
resolution; (b) the Company has provided to the Offices all relevant facts known to the
Company, including information about individuals involved in the FCPA misconduct; (c) the
Company received full cooperation and remediation credit of 25% for its substantial cooperation
with the Offices, including providing evidence (where not prohibited by relevant foreign data
privacy and national security laws and regulations) uncovered during a previously conducted
internal investigation; undertaking significant efforts to provide foreign evidence to the Offices
(again where not prohibited by relevant foreign data privacy law and national security laws or
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regulations); conducting additional investigation independently, proactively, and as requested;
voluntarily making foreign employees available for interviews; assisting with interviews of
former employees; and collecting, analyzing, translating, and organizing voluminous evidence
and information for the Offices (again where not prohibited by relevant foreign data privacy law
and national security laws or regulations); (d) the Company received additional credit of 20% for
its prompt acknowledgement of wrongdoing by Company personnel after being informed by the
Offices of their criminal investigation, and the Company's willingness to resolve promptly its
criminal liability on an expedited basis; (e) the Company has engaged in extensive remediation,
including terminating the employment of officers and employees when the Company determined
that they were complicit in the unlawful payments or otherwise failed their responsibilities in
connection with such payments; has been substantially upgrading its anti-corruption compliance
program; has retained new leaders of its legal, compliance, and financial gatekeeper functions;
and has committed to continue to enhance its compliance program and internal controls,
including ensuring that its compliance program satisfies the minimum elements set forth in
Attachment C to this Agreement; (f) despite these remedial efforts, the Company recognized the
need for, and agreed to, the imposition of an independent compliance monitor, as set forth in
Attachment D to this Agreement; (g) the Company has no prior criminal history; and (h) the
Company has agreed to continue to cooperate with the Offices as provided below in any
investigation of the Company and its officers, directors, employees, agents, and consultants
relating to possible violations under investigation by the Offices as provided in Paragraph 5
below.
Future Cooperation and Disclosure ReQuirements
5.

The Company shall cooperate fully with the Offices in any and all matters relating

4
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to the conduct described in this Agreement, Attachment A, and other conduct related to corrupt
payments, false books, records, and accounts, and the failure to implement adequate internal
accounting controls under investigation by the Offices at any time during the Term of this
Agreement, subject to applicable law and regulations, until the later of the date upon which all
investigations and prosecutions arising out of such conduct are concluded, or the end of the Term
specified in paragraph 3. At the request of the Offices, the Company shall also cooperate fully
with other domestic or foreign law enforcement and regulatory authorities and agencies, as well
as the Multilateral Development Banks ("MDBs"), in any investigation of the Company, its
subsidiaries or affiliates, or any of its present or former officers, directors, employees, agents,
and consultants, or any other party, in any and all matters relating to the conduct described in this
Agreement, Attachment A, and other conduct related to corrupt payments, false books, records,
and accounts, and the failure to implement adequate internal accounting controls under
investigation by the Offices at any time during the Term of this Agreement. The Company
agrees that its cooperation pursuant to this paragraph shall include, but not be limited to, the
following, subject to the obligation of the Company and its subsidiaries to comply with local law
and regulations, including relevant data privacy and national security laws an'd regulations:
a.

The Company shall truthfully disclose all factual information not

protected by a valid claim of attorney-client privilege, work product doctrine, or applicable
foreign laws, including relevant data privacy and national security laws and regulations with
respect to its activities, those of its affiliates, and those of its present and former directors,
officers, employees, agents, and consultants, including any evidence or allegations and internal or
external investigations, about which the Company has any knowledge or about which the Offices
may inquire. This obligation of truthful disclosure includes, but is not limited to, the obligation
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of the Company to provide to the Offices, upon request, any document, record, or other tangible
evidence about which the Offices may inquire of the Company, to the extent such disclosure
does not violate applicable laws or regulations.
b.

Upon request of the Offices, the Company shall designate knowledgeable

employees, agents, or attorneys to provide to the Offices the information and materials described
in Paragraph 5(a) above on behalf of the Company, to the extent permitted by applicable laws or
regulations. It is further understood that the Company must at all times provide complete,
truthful, and accurate information.
c.

The Company shall use its best efforts to make available for interviews or

testimony, as requested by the Offices, present or former officers, directors, employees, agents,
and consultants of the Company. This obligation includes, but is not limited to, sworn testimony
before a federal grand jury or in federal trials, as well as interviews with domestic or foreign law
enforcement and regulatory authorities. Cooperation under this Paragraph shall include
identification of witnesses who, to the knowledge of the Company, may have material
information regarding the matters under investigation.
d.

With respect to any information, testimony, documents, records, or other

tangible evidence provided to the Offices pursuant to this Agreement, the Company consents to
any and all disclosures, subject to applicable law and regulations (including relevant foreign data
privacy and national security laws and regulations), to other governmental authorities, including
United States authorities and those of a foreign government, as well as the MDBs, of such
materials as the Offices, in their sole discretion, shall deem appropriate.
6.

In addition to the obligations in Paragraph 5, during the Term of the Agreement,

should the Company learn of credible evidence or allegations of possible corrupt payments,
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related false books and records, or the failure to implement or circumvention of internal controls,
including the existence of internal or external investigations into such conduct, the Company
shall promptly report such evidence or allegations to the Offices.
Payment of Monetary Penalty

7.

The Offices and the Company agree that application of the United States

Sentencing Guidelines ("USSG" or "Sentencing Guidelines") to determine the applicable fine
range yields the following analysis:
a.

The 2015 USSG are applicable to this matter.

b.

Offense Level. Based upon USSG § 2C 1.1, the total offense level is 48,

calculated as follows:
(a)(2) Base Offense Level

12

(b)(l) Multiple Bribes

+2

(b)(2) Value of benefit received more than
$400,000,000

+30

(b )(3) Public official in a high-level decision-making
position

+4

TOTAL

48

c.

Base Fine. Based upon USSG § 8C2.4(a)(2), the base fine is

$523,098,180 (as the pecuniary gain exceeds the fine indicated in the Offense Level Fine Table,
namely $72,500,000)
d.

Culpability Score. Based upon USSG § 8C2.5, the culpability score is 8,

calculated as follows:
(a)

5

Base Culpability Score
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(b)(l) the organization had 5,000 or more employees
and an individual within high-level personnel of
the organization participated in, condoned, or was
willfully ignorant of the offense

+5

(g)

-2

The organization fully cooperated in the
investigation and clearly demonstrated
recognition and affirmative acceptance of
responsibility for its criminal conduct

TOTAL

8

Calculation of Fine Range
Base Fine

$523,098,180

Multipliers

1.60(min)/3.20(max)

Fine Range

$836,957,088/
$1,673,914,176

The Company agrees to pay total monetary penalties in the amount of $460,326,398.40
(the "Total Criminal Penalty"), $40,000,000 of which will be paid as forfeiture, as discussed
below in paragraphs 8-9. This Total Criminal Penalty is 45% below the bottom of the applicable
Sentencing Guidelines fine range, which reflects a reduction of25% for the Company's full
cooperation as permitted by relevant foreign data privacy and national security laws and
regulations and a reduction of20% for the Company's prompt acknowledgement of wrongdoing
and willingness to resolve its criminal liability on an expedited basis. The Company will pay
$190,163,199.20 of the TotaJ Criminal Penalty to the United States Treasury within ten (10)
business days of the sentencing by the Court of Vim pel Com's subsidiary Unitel LLC in
connection with its guilty plea and plea agreement entered into simultaneously herewith, except
that the parties agree that any criminal penalties that might be imposed by the Court on
VimpelCom's subsidiary Unitel LLC in connection with its guilty plea and plea agreement will
be deducted from the $190,163,199.20. The Total Criminal Penalty will be offset by up to
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$230,163,199.20 for any criminal penalties paid to the Organization of the Public Prosecution
Service of the Netherlands ("Dutch Prosecution Service") in connection with the settlement of
the Company's potential prosecution in the Netherlands. Should any amount of such payment to
the Dutch Prosecution Service be returned to the Company or any affiliated entity for any reason,
then the remaining balance of the Total Criminal Penalty will be paid to the U.S. Treasury within
ten (10) business days of such event. The Company and the Offices agree that this penalty is
appropriate given the facts and circumstances of this case, including the Company's prompt
acknowledgment of wrongdoing, willingness to resolve its criminal liability on an expedited
basis, full cooperation, and extensive remediation in this matter. The Total Criminal Penalty is
final and shall not be refunded. Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed an
agreement by the Offices that $460,326,398.40 is the maximum penalty that may be imposed in
any future prosecution, and the Offices are not precluded from arguing in any future prosecution
that the Court should impose a higher fine, although the Offices agree that under those
circumstances, it will recommend to the Court that any amount paid under this Agreement
should be offset against any fine the Court imposes as part of a future judgment. The Company
acknowledges that no tax deduction may be sought in connection with the payment of any part of
the Total Criminal Penalty.

Forfeiture
8.

As a result of the Company's conduct, including the conduct set forth in the

Statement of Facts, the parties agree the Offices could institute a civil and/or criminal forfeiture
action against certain funds held by the Company and that such funds would be forfeitable
pursuant to Title 18, United States Code Section 981 (a)(l )(C), and Title 28, United States Code
Section 2461. The Company acknowledges that at least $40,000,000 was proceeds of

9
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transactions in violation of the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code,
Sections 78dd-l. The Company agrees to forfeit to the United States the sum of $40,000,000
(the "Forfeiture Amount"). The Company agrees that the funds to be forfeited are directly
traceable to the offense. It further agrees that, in the event the funds used to pay the Forfeiture
Amount are found not to be directly traceable to the transactions, the monies used to pay the
Forfeiture Amount shall be considered substitute res for the purpose of forfeiture to the United
States pursuant to Title 18, United States Code Section 981 (a) (1 )(C), and Title 28, United States
Code Section 2461, and the Company releases any and all claims it may have to such funds. The
Company shall pay the Forfeiture Amount plus any associated transfer fees within ten (10)
business days of the sentencing by the Court ofYimpelCom's subsidiary Unitel LLC in
connection with its guilty plea and plea agreement entered into simultaneously herewith,
pursuant to payment instructions provided by the Offices in their sole discretion. The Company
agrees to sign any additional documents necessary to complete forfeiture of the funds.
9.

The Forfeiture Amount paid is final and shall not be refunded should the Offices

later determine that the Company has breached this Agreement and commence a prosecution
against the Company. In the event of a breach of this Agreement and subsequent prosecution, the
Offices may pursue additional civil and/or criminal forfeiture in excess of the Forfeiture Amount.
The Offices agree that in the event of a subsequent breach and prosecution, they will recommend
to the Court that the amounts paid pursuant to this Agreement be offset against whatever
forfeiture the Court shall impose as part of its judgment. The Company understands that such a
recommendation will not be binding on the Court.

Conditional Release from Liability
10.

Subject to Paragraphs 18-21, the Offices agree, except as provided herein, that it

10
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will not bring any criminal or civil case against the Company relating to any of the conduct
described in the Statement of Facts, attached hereto as Attachment A, or the criminal Information
filed pursuant to this Agreement, including, but not limited to, criminal cases alleging violations
of the FCP A, Travel Act, money laundering statutes, mail or wire fraud statutes, or conspiracy
statutes. The Offices, however, may use any information related to the conduct described in the
attached Statement of Facts against the Company: (a) in a prosecution for perjury or obstruction
of justice; (b) in a prosecution for making a false statement; (c) in a prosecution or other
proceeding relating to any crime of violence; or (d) in a prosecution or other proceeding relating
to a violation of any provision of TitIe 26 of the United States Code.
a.

This Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution for

any future conduct by the Company.
b.

In addition, this Agreement does not provide any protection against

prosecution of any present or former officer, director, employee, shareholder, agent, consultant,
contractor, or subcontractor of the Company for any violations committed by them.
Corporate Compliance Program
11.

The Company represents that it has implemented and will continue to implement

a compliance and ethics program designed to prevent and detect violations of the FCPA and
other applicable anti-corruption laws throughout its operations, including those of its affiliates,
agents, and joint ventures, and those of its contractors and subcontractors whose responsibilities
include interacting with foreign officials or other activities carrying a high risk of corruption.
12.

In order to address any deficiencies in its internal accounting controls, policies,

and procedures, the Company represents that it has undertaken, and will continue to undertake in
the future, in a manner consistent with all of its obligations under this Agreement, a review of its
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existing internal accounting controls, policies, and procedures regarding compliance with the
FCPA and other applicable anti-corruption laws. If necessary and appropriate, the Company will
adopt new or modify existing internal controls, policies, and procedures in order to ensure that
the Company maintains: (a) a system of internal accounting controls designed to ensure the
making and keeping of fair and accurate books, records, and accounts; and (b) rigorous anticorruption compliance code, standards, and procedures designed to detect and deter violations of
the FCPA and other applicable anti-corruption laws. The internal accounting controls system
and compliance code, standards, and procedures will include, but not be limited to, the minimum
elements set forth in Attachment C, which is incorporated by reference into this Agreement.
Independent Compliance Monitor
13.

Promptly after the Offices' selection pursuant to Paragraph 14 below, the

Company agrees to retain a Monitor for the term specified in Paragraph 15. The Monitor's duties
and authority, and the obligations of the Company with respect to the Monitor and the Offices,
are set forth in Attachment D, which is incorporated by reference into this Agreement. Within
thirty (30) calendar days after the execution of this Agreement, and after consultation with the
Offices, the Company will propose to the Offices a pool of three (3) qualified candidates to serve
as the Monitor. If the Offices determine, in their sole discretion, that any of the candidates are
not, in fact, qualified to serve as the Monitor, or if the Offices, in their sole discretion, are not
satisfied with the candidates proposed, the Offices reserve the right to seek additional
nominations from the Company. The Monitor candidates or their team members shall have, at a
minimum, the following qualifications:
a.

demonstrated expertise with respect to the FCPA and other applicable

anti-corruption laws, including experience counseling on FCPA issues;
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b.

experience designing and/or reviewing corporate compliance policies,

procedures and internal controls, including FCPA and anti-corruption policies, procedures and
internal controls;
c.

the ability to access and deploy resources as necessary to discharge the

Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement; and
d.

sufficient independence from the Company to ensure effective and

impartial performance of the Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement.
14.

The Offices retain the right, in their sole discretion, to choose the Monitor from

among the candidates proposed by the Company, though the Company may express its
preference(s) among the candidates. In the event the Offices reject all proposed Monitors, the
Company shall propose an additional three candidates within thirty (30) calendar days after
receiving notice of the rejection. This process shall continue until a Monitor acceptable to both
parties is chosen. The Offices and the Company will use their best efforts to complete the
selection process within sixty (60) calendar days of the filing of the Agreement and the
accompanying Information. If the Monitor resigns or is otherwise unable to fulfill his or her
obligations as set out herein and in Attachment D, the Company shall within thirty (30) calendar
days recommend a pool of three qualified Monitor candidates from which the Offices will
choose a replacement.
15.

The Monitor's term shall be three (3) years from the date on which the Monitor is

retained by the Company, subject to extension or early termination as described in Paragraph 3.
The Monitor's powers, duties, and responsibilities, as well as additional circumstances that may
support an extension of the Monitor's term, are set forth in Attachment D. The Company agrees
that it will not employ or be affiliated with the Monitor or the Monitor's firm for a period of not
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less than two (2) years from the date on which the Monitor's term expires. Nor will the
Company discuss with the Monitor or the Monitor's firm the possibility of further employment or
affiliation during the Monitor's term.
Deferred Prosecution
16.

In consideration of: (a) the past and future cooperation of the Company described

in Paragraphs 4-6 above; (b) the Company's payment of a Total Criminal Penalty of
$460,326,398.40; and (c) the Company's implementation and maintenance of remedial measures
as described in Paragraphs 11-12 above, the Offices agree that any prosecution of the Company
for the conduct set forth in the attached Statement of Facts or the criminal Information filed
pursuant to this Agreement, be and hereby is deferred for the Term of this Agreement. The
Company will not be exempt from further prosecution for conduct that is not covered by this
Agreement.
17.

The Offices further agree that if the Company fully complies with all of its

obligations under this Agreement, the Offices will not continue the criminal prosecution against
the Company described in Paragraph 1 and, at the conclusion of the Term, this Agreement shall
expire. Within six (6) months of the Agreement's expiration, the Offices shall seek dismissal
with prejudice of the criminal Information filed against the Company described in Paragraph 1,
and agree not to file charges in the future against the Company based on the conduct described in
this Agreement, Attachment A, or the criminal Information filed pursuant to this Agreement,
including but not limited to, violations of the FCP A, Travel Act, money laundering statutes, mail
or wire fraud statutes, or conspiracy statutes.
Breach of the Agreement
18.

If, during the Term of this Agreement, the Company (a) commits any felony
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under U.S. federal law; (b) provides in connection with this Agreement deliberately false,
incomplete, or misleading information; (c) fails to cooperate as set forth in Paragraphs 5-6 of this
Agreement; (d) fails to implement a compliance program as set forth in Paragraphs 11-12 of this
Agreement and Attachment C; (e) commits any acts that, had they occurred within the
jurisdictional reach of the FCPA, would be a criminal violation of the FCPA; or (f) otherwise
fails specifically to perform or to fulfill completely each of the Company's obligations under the
Agreement, regardless of whether the Offices become aware of such a breach after the Term of
the Agreement is complete, the Company shall thereafter be subject to prosecution for any
federal criminal violation of which the Offices have knowledge, including, but not limited to, the
charges in the Information described in Paragraph 1, which may be pursued by the Offices in the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York or any other appropriate venue.
Determination of whether the Company has breached the Agreement and whether to
pursue prosecution of the Company shall be in the Offices' sole discretion. Any such
prosecution may be premised on information provided by the Company. Any such prosecution
relating to the conduct described in the attached Statement of Facts or relating to conduct known
to the Offices prior to the date on which this Agreement was signed that is not time-barred by the
applicable statute oflimitations on the date of the signing of this Agreement may be commenced
against the Company, notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of limitations, between the
signing of this Agreement and the expiration of the Term plus one year. Thus, by signing this
Agreement, the Company agrees that the statute of limitations with respect to any such
prosecution that is not time-barred on the date of the signing of this Agreement shall be tolled for
the Term plus one year. In addition, the Company agrees that the statute of limitations as to any
violation of U.S. federal law that occurs during the Term will be tolled from the date upon which
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the violation occurs until the earlier of the date upon which the Office is made aware of the
violation or the duration of the Term plus five years, and that this period shall be excluded from
any calculation of time for purposes of the application of the statute oflimitations.
19.

In the event the Offices determine that the Company has breached this

Agreement, the Offices agree to provide the Company with written notice of such breach prior to
instituting any prosecution resulting from such breach. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of such
notice, the Company shall have the opportunity to respond to the Offices in writing to explain the
nature and circumstances of such breach, as well as the actions the Company has taken to
address and remediate the situation, which explanation the Offices shall consider in determining
whether to pursue prosecution of the Company.
20.

In the event that the Offices determine that the Company has breached this

Agreement: (a) all statements made by or on behalf of the Company to the Offices or to the
Court, including the attached Statement of Facts, and any testimony given by the Company
before a grand jury, a court, or any tribunal, or at any legislative hearings, whether prior or
subsequent to this Agreement, and any leads derived from such statements or testimony, shall be
admissible in evidence in any and all criminal proceedings brought by the Offices against the
Company; and (b) the Company shall not assert any claim under the United States Constitution,
Rule ll(f) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of
Evidence, or any other federal rule that any such statements or testimony made by or on behalf of
the Company prior or subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads derived therefrom, should be
suppressed or are otherwise inadmissible. The decision whether conduct or statements of any
current director, officer, or employee, or any person acting on behalf of, or at the direction of, the
Company, will be imputed to the Company for the purpose of determining whether the Company
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has violated any provision of this Agreement shall be in the sole discretion of the Offices.
21.

The Company acknowledges that the Offices have made no representations,

assurances, or promises concerning what sentence may be imposed by the Court if the Company
breaches this Agreement and this matter proceeds to judgment. The Company further
acknowledges that any such sentence is solely within the discretion of the Court and that nothing
in this Agreement binds or restricts the Court in the exercise of such discretion.
22.

Thirty (30) days after the expiration of the period of deferred prosecution

specified in this Agreement, the Company, by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company and
the Chief Financial Officer of the Company, will certify to the Department that the Company has
met its disclosure obligations pursuant to Paragraph 6 of this Agreement. Such certification will
be deemed a material statement and representation by the Company to the executive branch of
the United States for purposes of 18 U .S.C. § 1001, and it will be deemed to have been made in
the judicial district in which this Agreement is filed.
Sale. Merger. or Other Change in Corporate Form of Company
23.

Except as may otherwise be agreed by the parties hereto in connection with a

particular transaction, the Company agrees that in the event that, during the Term of the
Agreement, the Company sells, merges, or transfers all or substantially all of its business
operations, or all or substantially all of the business operations of its subsidiaries involved in the
conduct described in Attachment A of the Agreement attached hereto, as they exist as of the date
of this Agreement, whether such sale is structured as a sale, asset sale, merger, transfer, or other
change in corporate form, it shall include, as determined in the sole discretion of the Offices
(considering all relevant factors related to the transaction and the Agreement), in any contract for
such sale, merger, transfer, or other change in corporate form provisions to bind the purchaser, or
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any successor in interest thereto, to any or all obligations described in this Agreement.
24.

Except as may otherwise be agreed by the parties hereto in connection with a

particular transaction, if, during the Term of the Agreement, the Company undertakes any
change in corporate form that involves business operations that are material to the consolidated
financial statements of the Company as a whole, or to the financial statements of its subsidiaries
involved in the conduct described in Attachment A of the Agreement attached hereto, as they
exist as of the date of this Agreement, whether such transaction is structured as a sale, asset sale,
merger, transfer, or other similar transaction, the Company shall provide notice to the Offices at
least thirty (30) days prior to undertaking any such transaction. If such transaction (or series of
transactions) is completed and has the effect of circumventing or frustrating the enforcement
purposes of this Agreement, as determined in the sole discretion of the Offices (considering all
relevant factors related to the transaction and the Agreement), it shall be deemed a breach of this
Agreement subject to Paragraphs 18-20.
Public Statements by Company
25.

The Company expressly agrees that it shall not, through present or future

attorneys, officers, directors, employees, agents, or any other person authorized to speak for the
Company make any public statement, in litigation or otherwise, contradicting the acceptance of
responsibility by the Company set forth above or the facts described in Attachment A. Any such
contradictory statement shall, subject to cure rights of the Company described below, constitute a
breach of this Agreement, and the Company thereafter shall be subject to prosecution as set forth
in Paragraphs 18-21 of this Agreement. The decision whether any public statement by any such
person contradicting a fact contained in the Statement of Facts will be imputed to the Company
for the purpose of determining whether it has breached this Agreement shall be at the sole
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discretion of the Offices. If the Offices determine that a public statement by any such person
contradicts in whole or in part a statement contained in Attachment A, the Offices shall so notify
the Company, and the Company may avoid a breach of this Agreement by publicly repudiating
such statement(s) within five (5) business days after notification. The Company shall be
permitted to raise defenses and to assert affirmative claims in other proceedings relating to the
matters set forth in Attachment A provided that such defenses and claims do not contradict, in
whole or in part, a statement contained in Attachment A. This Paragraph does not apply to any
statement made by any present or former officer, director, employee, or agent of the Company in
the course of any criminal, regulatory, governmental, or civil investigation or case initiated
against such individual, unless such individual is speaking on behalf of the Company.
26.

The Company agrees that if it or any of its direct or indirect subsidiaries or

affiliates issues a press release or holds any press conference in connection with this Agreement,
the Company shall first consult with the Offices to determine (a) whether the text of the release
or proposed statements at the press conference are true and accurate with respect to matters
between the Offices and the Company; and (b) whether the Offices have any objection to the
release. Nothing in Paragraphs 25 or 26 restricts the Company from fulfilling its obligations
under the federal securities laws or restricts the Company from interacting with investors.
27.

The Offices agree, if requested to do so, to bring to the attention oflaw

enforcement and regulatory authorities the facts and circumstances relating to the nature of the
conduct underlying this Agreement, including the nature and quality of the Company's
cooperation and remediation. By agreeing to provide this information to such authorities, the
Offices are not agreeing to advocate on behalf of the Company, but rather are agreeing to
provide facts to be evaluated independently by such authorities.

19
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COMPANY OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
I have read this Agreement and carefully reviewed every part of it with outside counsel
for VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company"). I understand the terms of this Agreement and voluntarily
agree, in my capacity as an officer and on behalf of the Company, to each of its terms. Before
signing this Agreement, I consulted outside counsel for the Company. Outside counsel fully
advised me of the rights of the Company, of possible defenses, of the Sentencing Guidelines'
provisions, and of the consequences of entering into this Agreement.

I, together with outside counsel, have carefully reviewed the terms of this Agreement
with the Supervisory Board of the Company. I have advised and caused outside counsel for the
Company and for the Supervisory Board to advise the Supervisory Board fully of the rights of
the Company, of possible defenses, of the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions, and of the
consequences of entering into the Agreement.
No promises or inducements have been made other than those contained in this
Agreement. Furthermore, no one has threatened or forced me, or to my knowledge any person
authorizing this Agreement on behalf of the Company, in any way to enter into this Agreement. I
am also satisfied with outside counsel's representations in this matter. I certify that I am the
Group General Counsel for the Company and that I have been duly authorized by the Company
to execute this Agreement on behalf of the Company.
Date: 'F2B~A(t'( 1g ,;20 II:.

By:
Scott G. Dresser
Group General Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL
I am counsel for VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company") in the matter covered by this
Agreement. In connection with such representation, I have examined relevant Company
documents and have discussed the terms ofthis Agreement with the Supervisory Board. Based
on our review of the foregoing materials and discussions, I am of the opinion that the
representative of the Company has been duly authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf
of the Company and that this Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed, and
delivered on behalf of the Company and is a valid and binding obligation of the Company.
Further, I have carefully reviewed the terms of this Agreement with the Supervisory Board and
Group General Counsel of the Company. I have fully advised them of the rights of the Company,
of possible defenses, of the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions and of the consequences of
entering into this Agreement. To my knowledge, the decision of the Company to enter into this
Agreement, based on the authorization of the Supervisory Board, is an informed and voluntary
one.

By:
Mark 0
John E Davis
Miller & Chevalier Chartered Counsel for
VimpelCom Ltd.
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ATTACHMENT A
STATEMENT OF FACTS
The following Statement of Facts is incorporated by reference as part of the Deferred
Prosecution Agreement (the "Agreement") between the United States Department of Justice,
Criminal Division, Fraud Section and the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern
District of New York (collectively, the "Offices") and VimpelCom Ltd. VimpelCom Ltd.
admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible for the acts of its officers, directors,
employees, and agents as set forth below. Should the Offices pursue the prosecution that is
deferred by this Agreement, VimpelCom Ltd. agrees that it will neither contest the admissibility
of, nor contradict, this Statement of Facts in any such proceeding. The following facts took
place during the relevant time frame and establish beyond a reasonable doubt the charges set
forth in the Criminal Information attached to this Agreement.
I. Introduction

A. The Uzbek Regulatory Regime for Telecommunications
1.

The Uzbek Agency for Communications and Information ("UzACI") was an

Uzbek governmental entity authorized to regulate operations and formulate state policy in the
sphere of communication, information, and the use of radio spectrum in Uzbekistan. As such,
UzACI was a "department," "agency," and "instrumentality" of a foreign government, as those
terms are used in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA"), Title 15, United States Code,
Section 78dd-l (f)(l).
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B. VIMPELCOM and Other Relevant Entities and Individuals

2.

From in or around 2010 to the present, VimpelCom Ltd. was a multinational

telecommunications company headquartered in the Netherlands and incorporated in Bermuda.
During the period of in or around 1996 to in or around 2013, VimpelCom Ltd. or its predecessor
company (collectively referred to as "VIMPELCOM") maintained a class of publicly traded
securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,15 U.S.C.
§ 78/, and was required to file periodic reports with the SEC under Section 15(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78o(d). Accordingly, VIMPELCOM was an "issuer" as
that term is used in the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code, Section 78dd-l(a).
3.

VIMPELCOM had direct and indirect subsidiaries in various countries around the

world through which it conducted telecommunications business. Regional heads of
VIMPELCOM's businesses have been members of VIM PELCOM's senior management group.
VIMPELCOM has employed over 58,000 employees worldwide.
4.

As described below, in or around 2006, VIMPELCOM acquired two Uzbek

telecommunications companies, Unitel LLC (,'Unite I") and LLC Bakrie Uzbekistan Telecom
("Buztel"), and merged the two companies as Unite!' Unitel was headquartered and incorporated
in Uzbekistan and conducted VIMPELCOM's mobile telecommunications business in
Uzbekistan.
5.

From in or around 2002 to January 2014, "Executive 1," an individual whose

identity is known to the United States, worked for various VIMPELCOM-related entities. From
in or around December 2009 to January 2014, Executive 1 was a high-ranking VIMPELCOM
executive with responsibilities in the Commonwealth of Independent States ("CIS") region,
including oversight of Unitel in Uzbekistan.
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6.

From in or around 2003 to February 2013, "Executive 2," an individual whose

identity is known to the United States, worked for various VIMPELCOM-related entities. From
in or around February 2010 to February 2013, Executive 2 worked with Executive 1 relating to
VIMPELCOM's business in the CIS region, including oversight of Unite I in Uzbekistan.
7.

"Foreign Official," an individual whose identity is known to the United States,

was an Uzbek government official and a close relative of a high-ranking Uzbek government
official. Foreign Official had influence over decisions made by UzACI. Foreign Official was a
"foreign official" as that term is used in the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code, Section 78dd1(£)(1).
8.

"Shell Company" was a company incorporated in Gibraltar that was beneficially

owned by Foreign Official.
9.

"Associate A," an individual whose identity is known to the United States, was

Foreign Official's close associate. When Shell Company was incorporated in 2004, Associate A
was twenty years old and became Shell Company's purported sole owner and director.
10.

"Associate B," an individual whose identity is known to the United States, was a

chief executive at one of Unitel' s primary competitors in Uzbekistan. Associate B also
represented Shell Company and Foreign Official in their business dealings with VIMPELCOM
and Unitel.
II. Overview of the Corruption Scheme
11.

As discussed in more detail below, VIMPELCOM and Unitel conspired with

others to provide over $114 million in bribes in exchange for Foreign Official's understood
influence over decisions made by UzACI concerning Uzbekistan's telecommunications market.
VIMPELCOM and Unitel officials understood that they had to regularly pay Foreign Official
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millions of dollars in order to continue to obtain necessary UzACI approvals and be allowed to
obtain and retain Uzbek telecommunications business.
12.

VIMPELCOM's corrupt payments to Foreign Official occurred in stages:
a.

First, before entering the Uzbek market, certain VIMPELCOM

management understood that they were required to have Foreign Official as a "local partner" to
conduct business in Uzbekistan. As part of its efforts to enter the market, VIMPELCOM paid
$60 million to acquire Buztel, a company in which certain VIMPELCOM management knew
that Foreign Official held an indirect interest via Shell Company, because certain VimpelCom
management knew that the acquisition of Buztellikely would facilitate VIMPELCOM's
acquisition of a more attractive target and enable the company to conduct business in
Uzbekistan.
b.

Second, in 2006, VIMPELCOM and Unitel corruptly entered into a

lucrative partnership agreement with Foreign Official's front company, Shell Company, in which
Shell Company would obtain an indirect ownership interest in Unitel that VIMPELCOM would
later repurchase at a guaranteed profit. The true purpose of this agreement was to pay a $37.5
million bribe to Foreign Official in exchange for Foreign Official permitting VIMPELCOM and
Unitel to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
c.

Third, VIMPELCOM, through a subsidiary, corruptly entered into a

contract with Shell Company purportedly to obtain 3G frequencies in 2007. Certain
VIMPELCOM management caused a $25 million bribe to be paid to Foreign Official via Shell
Company so that Foreign Official would help Unitel obtain these valuable telecommunications
assets and permit it to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
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d.

Fourth, VIMPELCOM, directly or through a subsidiary, knowingly

entered into fake consulting contracts with Shell Company for $2 million in 2008 and $30
million in 2011; in both cases, Shell Company did no real work to justify the large consulting
fees. The corrupt purpose of these contracts was to provide Foreign Official with approximately
$32 million in exchange for valuable telecommunications assets and to allow Unitel to continue
to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
e.

Finally, VIMPELCOM and Unitel made $20 million in bribe payments to

Foreign Official in 2011 and 2012 through purposefully non-transparent transactions with
purported "reseller" companies. Through these transactions with reseller companies,
VIMPELCOM and Unitel made and concealed corrupt payments to Foreign Official through
Shell Company, which allowed Unitel to continue to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
13.

Certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel management used U.S.-based email accounts to

communicate with others and effectuate the scheme. In addition, VIMPELCOM and Unite I each
made numerous corrupt payments that were executed through transactions into and out of
correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.

III. The Corruption Scheme
A. VIMPELCOM Corruptly Entered the Uzbek Market in 2005 and 2006
14.

In 2005, as part of a plan of expansion into the CIS region, VIMPELCOM sought

to acquire an Uzbek telecommunications company. Two companies under consideration for
acquisition were Unitel, the second largest operator in Uzbekistan with approximately 300,000
subscribers, and Buztel, which was a much smaller operator with only 2,500 subscribers.
Although there was a sound business case for purchasing Unitel alone, VIMPELCOM ultimately
purchased Buztei, as well. Certain VIMPELCOM management knew that Foreign Official held
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an indirect interest in Buztel, and that purchasing Buztel would ensure Foreign Official's support
for VIMPELCOM's entry into the Uzbek telecommunications market.
15.

From the beginning of VIM PEL COM's deliberations concerning its entry into

Uzbekistan, there was an acknowledgment of the serious FCP A risks associated with certain
VIMPELCOM management's recommendation to purchase Buztel in addition to Unite!. For
example, on or about December l3, 2005, VIMPELCOM's Finance Committee of the Board of
Directors met and considered certain management's recommendation to acquire both companies.
Documents prepared for the December 13, 2005 Finance Committee meeting explained that
Buztel was owned by a Russian company "and a partner" without further detailing the identity of
the "partner." The materials documented that "[t]hrough a local partner, [VIMPELCOM was] in
a preferred position to purchase both assets .... "
16.

Although minutes from the Finance Committee meeting similarly failed to

identify the local partner's identity, the participants identified the likelihood of corruption and
expressed concerns. As reflected in the minutes, certain VIMPELCOM management explained
that "due to certain political reasons (and this message should be taken by us as is), Buztel
should be considered as an entry ticket into [the] Uzbekistan market and the buyer of Buztel
would be considered a preferred buyer of Unite!''' Certain VIMPELCOM management
explained that it was "more important to follow the political requirements suggested for entry
into the market versus [the] questionable risk of acquisition of Unitel as [a] standalone" and
VIMPELCOM would be "in opposition to a very powerful opponent and bring [the] threat of
revocation oflicenses after the acquisition of Unite I [as a] stand-alone."
17.

According to the minutes of the meeting, a VIMPELCOM Finance Committee

member questioned the wisdom of purchasing Buztel when Unitel was of a size sufficient for
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nation-wide coverage and when the $60 million purchase price for Buztel could be better spent
developing Unitel's network. The minutes reflect that same member also "expressed concern on
the structure of the deal and FCPA issues" and noted "that if [VIMPELCOM] goes into this deal
under this structure and if the structure violates the FCPA picture, [VIMPELCOM's] name could
be damaged."
18.

The Finance Committee voted to move forward with the acquisition process with

the understanding that VIMPELCOM's board should consider whether to "enter Uzbekistan
through acquisitions of both Buztel (as a condition of entry into the market) and Unitel, ...
provided, however, that all issues related to FCPA should be resolved" or "to bid for Unitel only
with understanding that potentially it may be more expensive and is connected with risks of
business development without [the] local partner."
19.

During a December 14, 2005 VIMPELCOM board meeting, the likelihood of

corruption was further discussed. For example, certain VIMPELCOM management explained
that Foreign Official was actively influencing and interfering with Buztel's operations because of
Foreign Official's ownership interest in the company. Certain VIMPELCOM management
added that Foreign Official appeared to have control and influence over the purchase price for
Unite!' Certain VIMPELCOM management also warned that there could be a falling out with
the local partner if VIMPELCOM only purchased Unitel that would make it difficult, if not
impossible, to operate in Uzbekistan. Concerns were raised about doing business with Foreign
Official and the dangers associated with the Buztel transaction, and there was a recognition that a
thorough analysis was needed to ensure that the Buztel payment was not merely a corrupt pretext
for other services and favors. There were also numerous requests to ensure that the deal
complied with the FCP A. Ultimately, VIMPELCOM's board approved the Buztel and Unitel
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acquisitions, with a condition that FCPA analysis from an international law firm be provided to
VIMPELCOM.
20.

VIMPELCOM's management then sought FCPA advice that could be used to

satisfy the board's requirement while allowing VIMPELCOM to proceed with a knowingly
corrupt deal. Despite the known risks of Foreign Official's involvement in Buztel, certain
VIMPELCOM management obtained FCPA legal opinions from an international law firm
supporting the acquisition of Unitel and Buztel; however, certain VIMPELCOM management
did not disclose to the law firm Foreign Official's known association with Buztel. As a result,
the legal opinion did not address the critical issue identified by the VIMPELCOM board as a
prerequisite to the acquisition. Management limited the law firm's FCPA review of the
transaction to ensure that the legal opinion would be favorable.
21.

Having obtained a limited FCPA legal opinion designed to ostensibly satisfy the

board's requirement, certain VIMPELCOM management then proceeded with the Buztel
acquisition and corrupt entry into the Uzbek market. VIMPELCOM, through subsidiaries,
purchased Buztel for approximately $60 million on or about January 18, 2006 and Unite1 for
approximately $200 million on or about February 10, 2006, along with the assumption of some
debt.
B. VIMPELCOM Corruptly Entered into a Local Partnership in 2006 and 2007

22.

As VIMPELCOM entered the Uzbek market through the acquisitions of Unite I

and Buztel, certain VIMPELCOM management learned that VIMPELCOM would be required to
enter into a partnership with Shell Company, which was ultimately controlled by Foreign
Official, in order to conceal corrupt payments to Foreign Official in exchange for Foreign
Official's support to allow VIMPELCOM and Unitel to do business in Uzbekistan.
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23.

In internal VIMPELCOM documents, Foreign Official frequently was identified

only as "partner" or "local partner" rather than by name. For example, documents prepared for
an April 7, 2006 board meeting concerning the proposed partnership agreement with Shell
Company referred only to a "Local Partner" who was the 100% owner of Shell Company.
24.

VIMPELCOM structured the partnership agreement to hide the bribe payments to

Foreign Official. Under the deal, Shell Company obtained an indirect interest of approximately
7% in Unitel for $20 million, and Shell Company received an option to sell its shares back to
Unitel in 2009 for between $57.5 million and $60 million for a guaranteed net profit of at least
$37.5 million. In proposing the partnership, VIMPELCOMjustified it in part by explaining that
the partner would provide the "[r]evision of the licensing agreement for the major licenses" and
"transfer of frequencies," while also noting that the direct transfer of frequencies was not
allowed in Uzbekistan.
25.

VIMPELCOM's board approved the partnership on or about April 7, 2006, but its

approval again was conditioned on "FCPA analysis by an international law firm" and required
that the "the identity of the Partner ... [be] presented to and approved by the Finance
Committee." VIMPELCOM received an FCPA opinion on the sale of the indirect interest in
Unitel to Shell Company on or about August 30, 2006. The FCP A advice VIMPELCOM
received was not based on important details that were known to certain VIMPELCOM
management and that certain VIMPELCOM management failed to provide to outside counsel,
including Foreign Official's control of Shell Company. In addition, documents, including
minutes from the Finance Committee's meeting on August 28, 2006, failed to identify the true
identity of the local partner by name while noting the "extremely sensitive" nature of the issue.
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26.

On or about March 28, 2007, VIMPELCOM's board unanimously approved the

partnership agreement with Shell Company, and the deal progressed as planned. Associate A
signed the agreement on behalf of Shell Company as the "Director" and on or about June 12,
2007, Shell Company transferred $20 million from its Latvian bank account to VIMPELCOM's
bank account. Less than three years later, in or around September 2009, Shell Company
exercised its guaranteed option to have VIMPELCOM's subsidiary repurchase Shell Company's
shares, and VIMPELCOM transferred $57,500,000 from its bank account to Shell Company's
bank account in Hong Kong. Both transfers were executed through transactions into and out of
correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
27.

As a result of VIM PEL COM's partnership agreement and transfer of funds to

Shell Company, Foreign Official m,ade a net profit of approximately $37.5 million and
VIMPELCOM and Unitel were able to continue to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
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C. $25 Million Corrupt Payment for 3G Frequencies in 2007
28.

In 2007, VIMPELCOM arranged to pay Foreign Official, through Shell

Company, an additional $25 million bribe to obtain 3G frequencies for Unitel in Uzbekistan.
VIMPELCOM made this bribe payment in order to secure Foreign Official's continued support
and to ensure that Shell Company's subsidiary waived its right to certain 3G frequencies with the
expectation, and pursuant to a success fee, that UzACI would reissue the 3G frequencies to
Unitel. Certain VIMPELCOM management negotiated the transfer of the 3G frequencies with
Associate B, whom they knew was Foreign Official's representative for Shell Company. Certain
VIMPELCOM management also knew that Associate B was the head of one ofUnitel's primary
competitors in Uzbekistan.
29.

Materials prepared for an October 12,2007 board meeting document that

VIMPELCOM had "been offered to acquire" 3G frequencies held by a wholly owned subsidiary
of Shell Company. The documents explained that, "[a]s the rights to frequencies are not
transferable in Uzbekistan and can not be sold, [Shell Company]'s subsidiary has agreed to
waive its rights to the frequencies and we expect the frequencies to be reissued to Unitel." The
first $10 million would be "payable to [Shell Company] upon waiver of the frequencies," and the
final $15 million would be "payable to [Shell Company] upon receipt of the frequencies by
Unitel." On or about October 12,2007, VIMPELCOM's board unanimously approved the 3G
transaction.
30.

Certain VIMPELCOM management communicated with Associate B to arrange

for the transfer of the 3G licenses through a sham contract with Shell Company to conceal the
corrupt payment to Foreign Official. For example, on or about October 15,2007, Associate B
emailed certain VIMPELCOM management from Associate B's personal email address. Using a
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pseudonym, Associate B wrote, "Enclosed you may find the docs that you have requested."
Attached to the email were several documents, including a draft contract between a
VIMPELCOM subsidiary and Shell Company and a copy of the Shell Company's subsidiary's
telecommunications license, which would be repudiated as part of the agreement. According to
Shell Company's subsidiary's license, the subsidiary only obtained the license weeks earlier, on
September 27,2007.
31.

In return for the $25 million bribe payment, VIMPELCOM and Unitel obtained

an amended license within a matter of days, which permitted Unite I to use 30 frequencies
previously held by Shell Company's subsidiary. During this time, certain VIMPELCOM
management negotiated directly with Associate B, and a Unitel executive worked with Associate
B and exchanged documents with government regulators, including a high-ranking official at
UzACI, to help close the dea!. On or about November 7,2007, a VIMPELCOM subsidiary
transferred $10 million from its Netherlands bank account to Shell Company's Latvian bank
account. The following day, a VIMPELCOM employee emailed confirmation of the payment to
Associate B at Associate B's personal email account using Associate B's pseudonym, and
explained, "We are ready to start 30 frequency allocation to Unite!''' Later that day, Associate B
emailed certain VIMPELCOM management, and explained that the Uzbek telecom regulator had
assigned the frequencies to Unitel and that the "[0 ]riginal will be given to your Local
Representative." Associate B attached a scanned copy ofUnitel's amended license dated that
day. The next day, on or about November 9,2007, a VIMPELCOM subsidiary transferred the
remaining $15 million from its Netherlands bank account to Shell Company's Latvian bank
account, completing VIMPELCOM's corrupt payment to Foreign Official for the acquisition of
the necessary 30 frequencies for Unite!' The corrupt payments from the VIMPELCOM
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subsidiary to Shell Company's Latvian bank account totaled $25 million and were executed
through transactions into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New
York, New York.

D. Corrupt Consulting Contract Payments to Shell Company in 2008 and 2011
32.

In 2008 and again in 2011, VIMPELCOM, directly or through a subsidiary,

knowingly entered into contracts for fake consulting services with Shell Company in order to
provide Foreign Official with approximately $32 million in exchange for valuable
telecommunications assets and to allow Unitel to continue to conduct business in Uzbekistan.
33.

In 2008, certain VIMPELCOM management, Associate B, and others conspired

to pay an additional $2 million bribe to Foreign Official that had originally been contemplated in
2006. Certain VIMPELCOM management justified the payment as a "consulting" fee to Shell
Company and created false, backdated documents to conceal the corrupt payment.
34.

On or about February 13, 2008, a VIMPELCOM executive emailed certain

VIMPELCOM management to explain that "the partner, citing the earlier verbal agreements, is
returning to the issue [of $2 million] and is asking us to recognize the obligations and make
payments." In response, on or about February 14,2008, a VIMPELCOM in-house attorney
indicated that a presentation to VIMPELCOM's Board of Directors in April 2006 included a $2
million payment for "the partner's services" in approximately nine potential areas, however, the
"payout term of the amount was not specified" and the in-house attorney did "not know if all the
services listed in the presentation [had] to be fulfilled as a condition for the payment." Shortly
thereafter, a VIMPELCOM employee with knowledge of the deal replied to confirm that the
amount owed to the local partner was $2 million and that "[t]he obligations were incurred from
the moment of payment for the acquisition of Unite\."
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35.

Certain VIMPELCOM management then endeavored to find a way to pay Shell

Company $2 million to satisfy Foreign Official's demand. They proceeded to draft paperwork,
in consultation with Associate B, in order to create false documents that would contain plausible
services Shell Company could purport to perform under a consulting agreement. Drafts of the
consulting agreements included varying limited services until the final agreement only required
Shell Company to provide services related to "documentation packages required to assign 24
channels" to Unite!'
36.

Certain VIMPELCOM management also considered ways to ensure that the

contractual payments avoided unwanted scrutiny. For example, on or about July 1,2008, certain
VIMPELCOM management emailed about a phone call from Associate B and Associate B's
statement that "they have a strong desire to receive these funds from an offshore [company]." In
response, one VIMPELCOM executive wrote, "[t]his complicates our objective as it requires
organization of financing (we do not keep spare money in offshores) .... Will we be able to
make a payment of 2 million the same way as the payment for 307" On or about July 2,2008,
another VIMPELCOM executive responded, "we do not have approved loans in the jurisdictions
where they do not closely look at the documents (we paid for 30 for Uzbekistan from BVI).
There is undrawn limit for 4 million in [a Dutch entity], but they have strict compliance - it will
be necessary to prove with the documents that consulting services are provided .... "
37.

Several other aspects of the consultancy arrangement demonstrated its sham

nature. For example, at Associate B's request, VIMPELCOM, not Shell Company, drafted Shell
Company's invoice for the work that Shell Company purportedly performed, and VIMPELCOM
drafted Shell Company's service acceptance act. In addition, both documents were backdated to
July 18,2008, and the final, executed version of the consulting agreement between
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VIMPELCOM and Shell Company was backdated to June 30, 2008. The final documents thus
made it appear that Shell Company conducted $2 million of consulting work for VIMPELCOM
in only 18 days. In fact, Shell Company did no legitimate work to justify the $2 million
payment.
38.

On or about August 8, 2008, VIMPELCOM transferred $2 million from its bank

account to Shell Company's bank account in Latvia, which was executed through transactions
into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
39.

VIMPELCOM did not conduct any FCPA analysis concerning this purported

consulting services agreement with Shell Company. This was despite the fact that certain
VIMPELCOM management had received a prior FCPA opinion concerning Shell Company,
which explicitly excluded any FCPA analysis associated with consulting services provided by
Shell Company. Moreover, during the earlier due diligence process, Shell Company had
represented that "[Shell Company] does not contemplate entering into consultancy or similar
agreement with VIMPELCOM .... "
40.

In 2011, Executive 1 conspired with Executive 2 and others to direct an additional

$30 million payment to Foreign Official through Shell Company. This $30 million bribe
payment was made specifically to acquire 4G mobile communication frequencies for Unitel, but
was also part of the broader effort to enable Unitel to continue to operate in the Uzbek
telecommunications market without interference by Foreign Official. Executive 1, Executive 2
and others modeled the 2011 4G agreement on the 2007 3G agreement, except that the 2011 4G
agreement purportedly was for consulting services and full payment was not contingent on
obtaining the 4G frequencies. At the time, Unitel had no need for 4G frequencies, because
Unite I lacked the ability to employ 4G frequencies in Uzbekistan in 2011 or the near future.
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Certain VIMPELCOM management knew that the 4G consulting agreement was a sham and that
Shell Company would not be required to provide any actual services in return for the $30 million
fee.
41.

Several aspects of the 4G consulting agreement with Shell Company caused

substantial internal criticism by some VIMPELCOM executives, including those who were
charged with approving the transaction. "Witness," a consultant functioning as a senior
VIMPELCOM executive and whose identity is known to the United States, was among the chief
critics of the 4G consulting agreement with Shell Company, repeatedly voicing serious anticorruption concerns about the deal at the highest level of VIM PEL COM management. For
example, on or about August 20,2011, Witness emailed several senior VIMPELCOM executives
explaining that Witness was "very uncomfortable" and could "see no rationale" why "we are
solely paying to the agent working for getting the license for us, and nothing to the [Uzbek]
Government[.]" Witness compared the proposed deal to another "corruption case," which
resulted in "heavy fines ... plus criminal charges against the company and individual
employees." Witness cautioned, "[u]nless there is absolute transparency of our consultants'
Gibraltar company, its ownership structure and the further cash flows from this, I cannot see how
I can be able to sign off on this ... unless the legal FCP A analysis can clarify this and settle my
concerns. "
42.

Certain VIMPELCOM management again sought an FCPA opinion from outside

counsel to provide a plausible cover to go forward with the transaction. Certain VIMPELCOM
management then failed to provide outside counsel with important information, most notably that
Shell Company was known to be owned by Foreign Official, because certain VIMPELCOM
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management were willing to accept an opinion that focused on Shell Company as a third party
without analyzing or addressing the nature of the transaction itself or its high dollar value.
43.

Furthermore, the purported FCPA due diligence on Shell Company was flawed in

design and execution. No in-house or outside lawyer ever directly contacted Shell Company's
purported owner, Associate A, and instead, the FCP A questionnaires purportedly designed to
uncover beneficial owners and potential corruption risks were sent to intermediaries to respond.
For example, on or about August 5, 2011, a VIMPELCOM in-house lawyer emailed FCPA
questionnaires to Executive 1 to pass along "to the [Shell Company] representative to fill out."
On or about August 6, 2011, Executive 1 forwarded the FCP A questionnaires both to Executive
1's personal email account and the personal email account of Associate B. Executive 1 also
forwarded the email with the FCPA questionnaires to Executive 2 who replied: "Hardcore, of
course ... But in my opinion with the exception of the first and last names they can answer
everything else."
44.

In or around August and September 2011, Witness continued to raise concerns.

On or about September 2, 2011, Witness emailed a then in-house VIMPELCOM attorney to
explain that Witness was "very concerned about this way of structuring the payment," and
Witness asked whether VimpelCom had received "any official 'ok' from US Governmental
body/SEC .... " On or about September 5, 2011, Witness received a response from
VIMPELCOM's then in-house counsel that acknowledged that, "[t]his transaction deserves
caution but on the legal side the question boils down to whether there is a reasonable basis to
believe that our counter-party will make illegal payments. We cannot establish conclusively that
there will not be any illegal payments .... " VIMPELCOM's then in-house counsel added, " ...
. our due diligence is our defense in the event that there is a claim against us so we have to ask
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ourselves whether the situation warrants additional due diligence. [We are] comfortable that
additional due diligence is not warranted. We are going to monitor the process and ensure that
real work is being done by the counter-party." However, VIMPELCOM, including its in-house
attorneys, did not thoroughly monitor the process to ensure that Shell Company performed any
services. Once the FCP A opinion was obtained, VIMPELCOM proceeded with the deal.
45.

The 4G consulting agreement required approvals from certain senior

VIMPELCOM executives reviewing the transaction from their areas of expertise. After
receiving repeated assurances from VIMPELCOM's then in-house lawyers, in or around midSeptember 2011, Witness eventually provided the sign-off for Witness's expert area for the
proposed 4G consulting agreement with Shell Company. However, Witness handwrote an
unusual caveat below Witness's signature: "This sign off is solely related to [my expert area].
My sign off confirm[s] that I have reviewed the technical [] position and approved with it."
Notably, certain other VIMPELCOM executives specifically limited their approval or expressed
reservations before signing off on their expert areas. Executive 2 expressed no reservations
before providing the necessary approval on behalf of the business unit.
46.

Soon after providing the limited sign-off on the deal, Witness escalated the matter

to the highest levels within VIMPELCOM management, with whom Witness met on or about
September 30, 2011. However, certain VIMPELCOM management failed to act on Witness's
concerns and the 4G deal remained in place after the meeting.
47.

Executive 1 and Executive 2 closely monitored the approval process and ensured

that Shell Company was paid quickly. On or about September 19,2011, Executive 2 received an
email showing that all approvals had been received for the 4G consulting agreement. That same
day, the agreement was executed with Executive 2 signing as the director of a VIMPELCOM
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subsidiary, and Associate A signing as the director of Shell Company. Two days later, on or
about September 21, 2011, the VIMPELCOM subsidiary transferred $20 million as an advance
payment under the 40 consulting agreement to Shell Company's Swiss bank account. On or
about October 18,2011, UzACI issued a decision amending Unitel's license to allow it to use 40
frequencies. That same day, on or about October 18, 2011, Associate A also sent a letter on
Shell Company letterhead to Executive 1 referencing the consulting agreement and enclosing
"reports and presentations based on the work that we have done in the course of providing
services to your Company." The following day, on or about October 19,2011, the
VIMPELCOM subsidiary sent the final $10 million payment in recognition of its full
performance under the deal to Shell Company's Swiss bank account. The corrupt payments
from the VIMPELCOM subsidiary to Shell Company's Swiss bank account totaled $30 million
and were executed through transactions into and out of correspondent bank accounts at financial
institutions in New York, New York.
48.

Shell Company never provided any legitimate consulting services to Unite I to

justify its $30 million fee. In fact, Shell Company's consulting reports and presentations, which
were prepared in supposed satisfaction of its obligations under the consulting agreement, were
not needed by VIMPELCOM or Unitel, and the reports were almost entirely plagiarized from
Wikipedia entries, other internet sources, and internal VIMPELCOM documents.
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E. Corrupt Payments Through "Reseller" Companies in 2011 and 2012
49.

Because of significant currency conversion restrictions in Uzbekistan and the

inability to use Uzbek som (the Uzbek unit of currency) to obtain necessary foreign goods,
Unitel frequently entered into non-transparent transactions with purported "reseller" companies
to pay foreign vendors in hard currency for the provision of goods in Uzbekistan. Typically,
Unitel would contract with a local Uzbek company in Uzbek som, and that Uzbek company's
related companies located outside of Uzbekistan would agree to pay an end supplier using the
hard currency (usually, U.S. dollars).
50.

In February and March 2011, Executive 1 conspired with Executive 2 and others

to take advantage of the murky reseller process to conceal a $10 million bribe to Foreign Official
via Shell Company through various purported reseller transactions to Shell Company. To
effectuate the corrupt payment, Unitel entered into contracts with an Uzbek entity for services
that were unnecessary and/or were made at highly inflated prices. These transactions were
approved without sufficient justification and bypassed the normal competitive tender processes.
Unitel then made payments in Uzbek som to the Uzbek company. Thereafter, in or around
February and March 2011, an offshore company affiliated with the Uzbek company sent
approximately 14 payments totaling $10.5 million to another intermediary, which in turn sent
approximately 14 wire payments, each under $1 million and totaling approximately $10,000,023,
to Shell Company's Swiss bank account, which was executed through transactions into and out
of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
51.

The $10 million payment to Foreign Official in 2011 was achieved through a

series of sham agreements whose only purpose was to justify associated payments using a
number of reseller companies based in Uzbekistan or elsewhere. The reseller companies used in
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these transactions were fungible, as no real work from the end recipient of the funds was
expected as the payment was, in fact, a bribe. For example, on or about December 15,2010,
Executive 2 received an email with only the words, "The companies," which included a
forwarded email with two names of purported reseller companies and the message, "Choose any
... " Attached to the email was banking information for one of the company's Cypriot bank
account. The following day, Executive 2 forwarded the email to two Unitel executives, and
wrote, "below are the companies with which we must work on the question of the 10 mill. ...
Keep me informed pis how you will be doing it."
52.

VIMPELCOM and Unitel, through Executive 1, Executive 2, and others, used

these transactions with reseller companies to make and conceal the $10 million bribe to Foreign
Official through Shell Company. Shell Company performed no legitimate services to justify a
$10 million payment, and there was no need for VIMPELCOM or Unite I to make any payments
for the specific contracted services in U.S. dollars. By using the reseller scheme, certain
VIMPELCOM and Unite I executives avoided additional scrutiny, including FCPA analysis, of
the transactions and payments.
53.

In 2012, Executive 1 again conspired with Executive 2 and others to make and

conceal another $10 million bribe payment to Foreign Official via Shell Company through
purported transactions with reseller companies. As in 2011, Executive 1 and Executive 2 knew
that the true purpose of these transactions was to funnel $10 million to Shell Company, and they
took efforts to ensure that the transactions were approved without unwanted scrutiny.
54.

Between in or around February and May 2012, Unitel entered into contracts, this

time with multiple Uzbek entities for services that were unnecessary and/or were made at highly
inflated prices. These transactions were approved without sufficient justification and bypassed
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the normal competitive tender processes. Unitel then made payments in Uzbek som to those
Uzbek companies. Thereafter, in or around April and May 2012, a company affiliated with the
subcontractor sent approximately 12 payments totaling over $10.5 million to a designated
reseller company, and then that designated reseller company sent approximately 13 wire
payments, each under $1 million and totaling approximately $10 million, to Shell Company's
Swiss bank account, which was executed through transactions into and out of correspondent
bank accounts at financial institutions in New York, New York.
55.

Unitel entered into these transactions even after Executive 1 was alerted to serious

concerns about one of the reseller companies that was used in the corrupt scheme. On or about
February 10, 2012, a Unitel employee emailed Executive I and another executive to complain
that the employee had been "forced to sign a notice of voluntary [resignation]" after reporting
problems after the employee's visit to the reseller company's office related to another tender.
Specifically, the employee found, among other things, that the office was "located in an old rundown house [building], without any signage" and "[ t]here were no specialists [or technicians]
there." The employee recommended against using the reseller company as a contractor for
Unitel, as it was "not qualified and there are big risks .... " The employee noted in the email to
Executive 1 that, in response to the information the employee provided, the employee was
warned by Unitel personnel "not to interfere," and, when the employee persisted, "they began to
put pressure on me to resign." This complaint did not deter Executive 1 from moving forward
with the scheme.
56.

Executive 2 and others also took steps to ensure that the 2012 payments to the

reseller companies would not be scrutinized during a May 2012 in-house audit of Unitel. The
audit included a review of certain contracts with reseller companies, including the February 2012
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agreement between Unitel and a certain reselling company. However, a Unitel executive who
worked closely with Executive 2 refused to cooperate with the audit, claiming to in-house
auditors that the matter was "confidential" and that no materials or information could be shared
with them. When the dispute was escalated, Executive 2 intervened on or about May 22, 2012,
and claimed that the transaction was "not a reselling operation," which resulted in the purported
reseller company contract being removed from the audit.
57.

Just as in 2011, VIMPELCOM and Unitel, through Executive 1, Executive 2, and

others, used these transactions with reseller companies to make and conceal the $10 million bribe
to Foreign Official through Shell Company. Shell Company performed no legitimate services to
justify a $10 million payment, and there was no need for VIMPELCOM or Unitel to make
payments for the contracted services in U.S. dollars. By again using the non-transparent reseller
scheme, certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel executives were able to avoid additional scrutiny,
including FCP A analysis, of the transactions and payments.

F. Contemplation of Other Corrupt Payments in December 2012 and January 2013
58.

In the summer of2012, a primary competitor ofUnitel's was forced into

bankruptcy and exited the Uzbek marketplace. Later that summer, international news reports
linked Shell Company with Foreign Official.
59.

Thereafter, certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel management discussed how to

continue participating in the corrupt scheme involving Foreign Official and Foreign Official's
associates. On December 3,2012, a Unitel executive emailed Executive 1 with a draft letter for
further dissemination which included an explanation of "the situation that has currently arisen in
... Uzbekistan." The Unitel executive explained that as Unitel's business expanded significantly
in 2012, Unitel began to receive all kinds of inquiries from local "partners," and that "a critical
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situation hard] arisen" concerning Unitel's failure to obtain various government permits and
approvals for Unitel's on-going telecom business, and the "[l]ocal 'partners' claim that the
solution to our problems directly depends on the assistance to them. The sooner we can help, the
faster our requests will be addressed."
60.

On or about January 30, 20l3, Executive 2 sent multiple emails to Executive 1

concerning a plan being contemplated to pay additional bribes totaling $16 million in exchange
for, among other things, the "[0 ]pportunity to conduct future operations without hurdles from the
'partner' and regulatory agencies." Executive 2 proposed concealing the bribe payments by
structuring them through "local reseller companies," noting that "[0 ]ffshore companies provided
by the 'partner' will be final beneficiaries of these payments." Executive 2 evaluated the risks
associated with "non-payment" of the bribes to involve a number of negative governmental
reactions, including "disconnecting of existing base stations," "refusing to issue building
permits," "refusing to issue additional numbering capacity," "possible challenges from the tax
authority," and even "[r]ecall of the license." Executive 2 ultimately valued the "cumulative
amount of possible risks" for "non-payment" at approximately $61.2 million, and Executive 2
noted that if they made the decision to pay, it would also be necessary to address the "FCPA"
and "[i]nternal and external audit."
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IV. VIMPELCOM Failure to Implement and Enforce Internal Accounting Controls
61.

Throughout the time period of VIM PEL COM's bribery of Foreign Official,

VIMPELCOM failed to implement adequate internal accounting controls and failed to enforce
the internal accounting controls it did have in place, which permitted the above-referenced bribe
payments to occur without detection or remediation.
62.

VIMPELCOM failed to implement a system for conducting, recording, and

verifying due diligence on third parties, including joint venture partners, consultants, reseller
companies, and suppliers to uncover their true nature, beneficial ownership, and possible
corruption risks. Time and again, board members, executives, and employees of VIM PEL COM
identified serious concerns with third parties, and VIMPELCOM still failed to undertake
adequate due diligence.
63.

Further, VIMPELCOM knowingly failed to require that all consulting agreements

be for bona fide services, that agreed-upon payments were commensurate with the services to be
performed, and that services paid for were, in fact, performed. VIMPELCOM knowingly failed
to conduct meaningful auditing or testing of its consultant agreements, invoices, and payments,
including those with Shell Company and, as demonstrated above, failed to conduct adequate
investigations of corruption complaints. VIMPELCOM also had no policy regarding payments
to bank accounts located in places where the contractual partner neither performed work nor had
operations.
64.

In 2011 and 2012, VIMPELCOM paid $20 million in bribes through single-

source decisions with reseller companies that allowed certain executives to structure nontransparent transactions. VIMPELCOM knowingly failed to implement and maintain adequate
controls for approving and transacting with reseller companies and intermediaries to ensure that
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reseller companies were scrutinized and that single-source contracting decisions were justified.
Certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel executives took advantage of these control failures to engage
in transactions designed to obfuscate the actual purpose of the payments, which was to corruptly
influence Foreign Official.
65.

As a result of the facts described herein and the failures of VIM PEL COM's

management, VIMPELCOM also knowingly lacked a sufficient internal audit function to
provide reasonable assurances that corporate assets were not used to make bribery payments to
foreign officials and failed to enforce audit protocols or conduct adequate internal audits to
detect and prevent criminal activity. As discussed above, VIMPELCOM knowingly failed to
implement and enforce internal controls to keep a 2012 reseller transaction within a regularly
conducted audit after Executive 2 intervened to cause its removal, thereby allowing a bribe
payment to Foreign Official, through Shell Company, to go undetected.
66.

VIMPELCOM management also knowingly failed to implement and maintain

adequate controls governing processes concerning conflicts of interest. For example, certain
VIMPELCOM management knew ofa conflict with Associate B's representation of Shell
Company, because at the time Associate B was a chief executive of one of Unitel's primary
competitors in Uzbekistan. Moreover, Associate B requested to be contacted about work matters
on a personal email account and through a pseudonym. VIMPELCOM failed to implement or
enforce any meaningful policy to adequately scrutinize business deals with representatives who
had such conflicts of interest or otherwise engaged in non-transparent activities.
67.

Other failures that contributed to VIMPELCOM's lax control environment were

VIMPELCOM's failure to enforce price thresholds that determined the required level of
approval authority, failure to retain documentation of deliverables for contracts, and failure to
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adequately classify and obtain approvals for purported charitable contributions that were made in
exchange for state-provided assets.
68.

VIMPELCOM's failures to implement and enforce adequate internal controls

contributed to an environment where it was possible for VIMPELCOM and Unitel executives to
pay Foreign Official through Shell Company over $114 million in bribes.
69.

VIMPELCOM also had particularly severe deficiencies in its general compliance

function and its anticorruption compliance policies and procedures. When VIMPELCOM
entered the Uzbek market, it had no Chief Compliance Officer ("CCO"). To the extent that
compliance was considered by VIMPELCOM, it was the responsibility of the legal department
and was thought of as a "completeness check" that legal formalities were followed. When
VIMPELCOM later did designate a CCO, whose formal title was the Head of Department of
Compliance with Obligations and Disclosure of Information and Corporate Law, the junior
executive selected had no background in compliance and was given no staff or support.
Furthermore, all of VIM PEL COM's compliance duties were expected to take a small fraction of
the executive's time. In fact, there was no dedicated compliance function at VIMPELCOM until
2013, and CCO was not a senior management group position until 2014.
70.

During the duration of the conspiracy, certain high-level VIMPELCOM

management knew of the FCPA, yet VIMPELCOM had little to no anticorruption compliance
program, much less a program that was regularly and appropriately evaluated for effectiveness
and provided appropriate incentives. VIMPELCOM's only anticorruption policy was
encapsulated in two, high-level paragraphs in VIMPELCOM's code of conduct, which required
consultation with the legal department "before providing anything of value to a government
official." In fact, VIMPELCOM's legal department did no internal FCP A review of transactions.
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When corruption issues were identified in the above-mentioned cases, the subsequent "FCP A
review" was seen as a "check list and a confirmation from [outside counsel]." As demonstrated
above, certain VIMPELCOM management withheld crucial information in such situations in
Uzbekistan from outside counsel and overly restricted the scope of FCPA opinions such that the
advice given was of no value. Indeed, VIMPELCOM did not have a specific anti-corruption
policy until February 2013. Training on the FCPA during the course of the corruption
conspiracy, to the extent it existed at all, was inadequate and ad hoc. In short, rather than
implement and enforce a strong anti-corruption ethic, VIMPELCOM sought ways to give itself
plausible deniability of illegality while proceeding with business transactions known to be
corrupt.

v.
71.

Scheme to Falsify Books and Records

Due to VIMPELCOM's failure to implement effective internal accounting

controls, VIMPELCOM, acting through certain executives and others, disguised on its books and
records over $114 million in bribe payments made for the benefit of Foreign Official in exchange
for VIMPELCOM and Unitel's ability to enter and conduct business in the Uzbek
telecommunications market.
72.

Although all of VIM PEL COM's and Unitel's bribes to Foreign Official were

funneled through Shell Company, it was part of the scheme that certain VIMPELCOM
management and others used a variety of non-transparent transactions with different purported
business purposes, described above, so that the payments would be inaccurately recorded as
legitimate transactions.
a.

The bribe related to the partnership agreement in which Shell Company

first purchased and then sold an indirect equity interest in Unitel was falsely recorded in
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VIMPELCOM's consolidated books and records as the receipt of loan proceeds in 2007 to be
repaid in 2009 and secured by shares in a VIMPELCOM subsidiary.
b.

The bribe related to the acquisition of 3G frequencies in 2007 was falsely

recorded in VIMPELCOM's consolidated books and records as the acquisition of an intangible
asset, namely 3G frequencies, and as consulting expenses.
c.

The bribe in 2008 was falsely recorded in VIMPELCOM's consolidated

books and records as "submission and support documentation packages seeking assignment of 24
channels to Unitel" and treated as an acquisition of an intangible asset and consulting services.
d.

The bribe related to consultancy services associated with the acquisition of

4G frequencies in 2011 was falsely recorded in VIMPELCOM's consolidated books and records
as "consulting services" and treated as consulting services and as an acquisition of an intangible
asset, namely 4G frequencies.
73.

The bribes made through purported reseller transactions in 2011 and 2012 were

falsely recorded in VIMPELCOM's consolidated books and records as "professional services"
expenses. VIMPELCOM also created, and caused to be created, false and backdated records to
further conceal these improper payments. For example, each bribe payment was concealed by
false contracts that were intended to create the appearance oflegitimacy. Some of these
contracts included provisions prohibiting unlawful payments, including payments that would
violate the FCPA, even though certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel executives knew that the
payments called for by the contracts were, in fact, bribes to Foreign Official in violation of the
FCP A. At times, VIMPELCOM and Unitel executives also created false service acceptance acts,
invoices, and other back-up documentation to justify supposedly legitimate business services
when, in truth and in fact, those executives knew that no such work was actually performed to
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justify the generous payments made to Shell Company. Certain VIMPELCOM and Unitel
executives also accepted plagiarized work product to falsely substantiate consulting work that
was never performed.
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ATTACHMENT B
CERTIFICATE OF CORPORATE RESOLUTIONS
WHEREAS, VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company") has been engaged in discussions with the
United States Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section and the United States
Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York (the "Offices") regarding issues arising
in relation to certain improper payments to a foreign official to facilitate obtaining and retaining
business for the Company; and
WHEREAS, in order to resolve such discussions, it is proposed that the Company enter
into a certain agreement with the Offices; and
WHEREAS, the Company's Group General Counsel, Scott G. Dresser, together with
outside counsel for the Supervisory Board of the Company and outside counsel for the Company,
have advised the Supervisory Board of the Company's rights, possible defenses, the Sentencing
Guidelines' provisions, and the consequences of entering into such agreement with the Offices;
Therefore, the Supervisory Board has RESOLVED that:
1.

The Company (a) acknowledges the filing of the two-count Information charging

the Company with one count of conspiracy to commit offenses against the United States in
violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371, that is, to violate the anti-bribery and
books and records of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (flFCPA"), as amended, Title 15,
United States Code, Sections 78dd-l, 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a), and one count of
violation of the internal controls provisions of the of the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code,
Sections 78m(b)(2)(B), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a), (b) waives indictment on such charges and enters
into a deferred prosecution agreement with the Offices; and (c) agrees to accept a total criminal
penalty against the Company of $460,326,398.40, and to pay such penalty with respect to the
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conduct described in the Information in the manner described in the Agreement;
2.

The Company accepts the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including, but

not limited to, (a) a knowing waiver of its rights to a speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth
Amendment to the United States Constitution, Title 18, United States Code, Section 3161, and
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 48(b); and (b) a knowing waiver for purposes of this
Agreement and any charges by the United States arising out of the conduct described in
Attachment A of any objection with respect to venue and consents to the filing of the
Information, as provided under the terms of this Agreement, in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New Yark; and (c) a knowing waiver of any defenses based on the
statute of limitations for any prosecution relating to the conduct described in Attachment A or
relating to conduct known to the Offices prior to the date on which this Agreement was signed
that is not time-barred by the applicable statute of limitations on the date of the signing of this
Agreement;
3.

The Group General Counsel of Company, Scott G. Dresser, is hereby authorized,

empowered and directed, on behalf of the Company, to execute the Deferred Prosecution
Agreement substantially in such form as reviewed by this Board of Directors at this meeting with
such changes as the Group General Counsel of Company, Scott G. Dresser, may approve;
4.

The Group General Counsel of Company, Scott G. Dresser, is hereby authorized,

empowered and directed to take any and all actions as may be necessary or appropriate and to
approve the forms, terms or provisions of any agreement or other documents as may be
necessary or appropriate, to carry out and effectuate the purpose and intent of the foregoing
resolutions; and
5.

All of the actions of the Group General Counsel of Company, Scott G. Dresser,
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\\ hich actions would have been authorized by the foregoing resolutions are hereby severally
ratilicd, confirmed. approved. and adopted as actions on hchalf of the Company.

By:

~(.
Deputy General CounseL Litigation
VimpclCol11 Ltd.
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ATTACHMENT C
CORPORATE COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
In order to address any deficiencies in its internal controls, compliance code, policies, and
procedures regarding compliance with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA"), 15 U.S.C.
§§ 78dd-l, et seq., and other applicable anti-corruption laws, VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company")
agrees to continue to conduct, in a manner consistent with all of its obligations under this
Agreement, appropriate reviews of its existing internal controls, policies, and procedures.
Where necessary and appropriate, the Company agrees to adopt new or to modify existing
internal controls, compliance code, policies, and procedures in order to ensure that it maintains:
(a) a system of internal accounting controls designed to ensure that the Company makes and
keeps fair and accurate books, records, and accounts; and (b) a rigorous anti- corruption
compliance program that includes policies and procedures designed to detect and deter violations
of the FCP A and other applicable anti-corruption laws. At a minimum, this should include, but
not be limited to, the following elements to the extent they are not already part of the Company's
existing internal controls, compliance code, policies, and procedures:

High-Level Commitment
1.

The Company will ensure that its directors and senior management provide

strong, explicit, and visible support and commitment to its corporate policy against violations of
the anti-corruption laws and its compliance code.

Policies and Procedures
2.

The Company will develop and promulgate a clearly articulated and visible

corporate policy against violations of the FCPA and other applicable foreign law counterparts
(collectively, the ((anti-corruption laws,"), which policy shall be memorialized in a written
compliance code.
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3.

The Company will develop and promulgate compliance policies and procedures

designed to reduce the prospect of violations of the anti-corruption laws and the Company's
compliance code, and the Company will take appropriate measures to encourage and support the
observance of ethics and compliance policies and procedures against violation of the anticorruption laws by personnel at all levels of the Company. These anti-corruption policies and
procedures shall apply to all directors, officers, and employees and, where necessary and
appropriate, outside parties acting on behalf of the Company in a foreign jurisdiction, including
but not limited to, agents and intermediaries, consultants, representatives, distributors, teaming
partners, contractors and suppliers, consortia, and joint venture partners (collectively, "agents
and business partnersIJ). The Company shall notify all employees that compliance with the
policies and procedures is the duty of individuals at all levels of the company. Such policies and
procedures shall address:

4.

a.

gifts;

b.

hospitality, entertainment, and expenses;

c.

customer travel;

d.

political contributions;

e.

charitable donations and sponsorships;

f.

facilitation payments; and

g.

solicitation and extortion.

The Company will ensure that it has a system of financial and accounting

procedures, including a system of internal controls, reasonably designed to ensure the
maintenance of fair and accurate books, records, and accounts. This system should be designed
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to provide reasonable assurances that:
a.

transactions are executed in accordance with management's general or

specific authorization;
b.

transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial

statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or any other criteria
applicable to such statements, and to maintain accountability for assets;
c.

access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management's

general or specific authorization; and
d.

the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets

at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences.
Periodic Risk-Based Review
5.

The Company will develop these compliance policies and procedures on the basis

of a periodic risk assessment addressing the individual circumstances of the Company, in
particular the foreign bribery risks facing the Company, including, but not limited to, its
geographical organization, interactions with various types and levels of government officials,
industrial sectors of operation, involvement in joint venture arrangements, importance of licenses
and permits in the Company's operations, degree of governmental oversight and inspection, and
volume and importance of goods and personnel clearing through customs and immigration.
6.

The Company shall review its anti-corruption compliance policies and procedures

no less than annually and update them as appropriate to ensure their continued effectiveness,
taking into account relevant developments in the field and evolving international and industry
standards.
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Proper Oversight and Independence

7.

The Company will assign responsibility to one or more senior corporate

executives of the Company for the implementation and oversight of the Company's anticorruption compliance code, policies, and procedures. Such corporate official(s) shall have the
authority to report directly to independent monitoring bodies, including internal audit, the
Company's Board of Directors, or any appropriate committee of the Board of Directors, and shall
have an adequate level of autonomy from management as well as sufficient resources and
authority to maintain such autonomy.
Training and Guidance

8.

The Company will implement mechanisms designed to ensure that its anti-

corruption compliance code, policies, and procedures are effectively communicated to all
directors, officers, employees, and, where necessary and appropriate, agents and business
partners. These mechanisms shall include: (a) periodic training for all directors and officers, all
employees in positions of leadership or trust, positions that require such training (e.g., internal
audit, sales, legal, compliance, finance), or positions that otherwise pose a corruption risk to the
Company, and, where necessary and appropriate, agents and business partners; and (b)
corresponding certifications by all such directors, officers, employees, agents, and business
partners, certifying compliance with the training requirements.
9.

The Company will maintain, or where necessary establish, an effective system for

providing guidance and advice to directors, officers, employees, and, where necessary and
appropriate, agents and business partners, on complying with the Company's anti-corruption
compliance code, policies, and procedures, including when they need advice on an urgent basis
or in any foreign jurisdiction in which the Company operates.
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Internal Reporting and Investigation

10.

The Company will maintain, or where necessary establish, an effective system for

internal and, where possible, confidential reporting by, and protection of, directors, officers,
employees, and, where appropriate, agents and business partners concerning violations of the
anti-corruption laws or the Company's anti-corruption compliance code, policies, and
procedures.
11.

The Company will maintain, or where necessary establish, an effective and

reliable process with sufficient resources for responding to, investigating, and documenting
allegations of violations of the anti-corruption laws or the Company's anti-corruption compliance
code, policies, and procedures.
Enforcement and Discipline

12.

The Company will implement mechanisms designed to effectively enforce its

compliance code, policies, and procedures, including appropriately incentivizing compliance and
disciplining violations.
13.

The Company will institute appropriate disciplinary procedures to address, among

other things, violations of the anti-corruption laws and the Company's anti-corruption
compliance code, policies, and procedures by the Company's directors, officers, and employees.
Such procedures should be applied consistently and fairly, regardless of the position held by, or
perceived importance of, the director, officer, or employee. The Company shall implement
procedures to ensure that where misconduct is discovered, reasonable steps are taken to remedy
the harm resulting from such misconduct, and to ensure that appropriate steps are taken to
prevent further similar misconduct, including assessing the internal controls, compliance code,
policies, and procedures and making modifications necessary to ensure the overall anticorruption compliance program is effective.
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Third-Party Relationships
14.

The Company will institute appropriate risk-based due diligence and compliance

requirements pertaining to the retention and oversight of all agents and business partners,
including:
a.

properly documented due diligence pertaining to the hiring and

appropriate and regular oversight of agents and business partners;
b.

informing agents and business partners of the Company's commitment to

abiding by anti-corruption laws, and of the Company's anti-corruption compliance code, policies,
and procedures; and
c.
15.

seeking a reciprocal commitment from agents and business partners.

Where necessary and appropriate, the Company will include standard provisions

in agreements, contracts, and renewals thereof with all agents and business partners that are
reasonably calculated to prevent violations of the anti-corruption laws, which may, depending
upon the circumstances, include: (a) anti-corruption representations and undertakings relating to
compliance with the anti-corruption laws; (b) rights to conduct audits of the books and records of
the agent or business partner to ensure compliance with the foregoing; and (c) rights to terminate
an agent or business partner as a result of any breach of the anti-corruption laws, the Company's
compliance code, policies, or procedures, or the representations and undertakings related to such
matters.
Mergers and Acquisitions
16.

The Company will develop and implement policies and procedures for mergers

and acquisitions requiring that the Company conduct appropriate risk-based due diligence on
potential new business entities, including appropriate FCPA and anti-corruption due diligence by
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legal, accounting, and compliance personnel.
17.

The Company will ensure that the Company's compliance code, policies, and

procedures regarding the anti-corruption laws apply as quickly as is practicable to newly
acquired businesses or entities merged with the Company and will promptly:
a.

train the directors, officers, employees, agents, and business partners

consistent with Paragraph 8 above on the anti-corruption laws and the Company's compliance
code, policies, and procedures regarding anti-corruption laws; and
b.

where warranted, conduct an FCP A-specific audit of all newly acquired or

merged businesses as quickly as practicable.
Monitoring and Testing
18.

The Company will conduct periodic reviews and testing of its anti-corruption

compliance code, policies, and procedures designed to evaluate and improve their effectiveness
in preventing and detecting violations of anti-corruption laws and the Company's anti-corruption
code, policies, and procedures, taking into account relevant developments in the field and
evolving international and industry standards.
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ATTACHMENT D
INDEPENDENT COMPLIANCE MONITOR

The duties and authority of the Independent Compliance Monitor (the "Monitor"), and
the obligations of VimpelCom Ltd. (the "Company"), on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries and
affiliates, with respect to the Monitor and the Department of Justice (the "Department"), are as
described below:
1.

The Company will retain the Monitor for a period of three (3) years (the "Term of

the Monitorship"), unless the early termination provision of Paragraph 3 of the Deferred
Prosecution Agreement (the "Agreement") is triggered.
Monitor's Mandate
2.

The Monitor's primary responsibility is to assess and monitor the Company's

compliance with the terms of the Agreement, including the Corporate Compliance Program in
Attachment C, so as to specifically address and reduce the risk of any recurrence of the
Company's misconduct. During the Term of the Monitorship, the Monitor will evaluate, in the
manner set forth below, the effectiveness of the internal accounting controls, record-keeping, and
financial reporting policies and procedures of the Company as they relate to the Company's
current and ongoing compliance with the FCPA and other applicable anti-corruption laws
(collectively, the "anti-corruption laws") and take such reasonable steps as, in his or her view,
may be necessary to fulfill the foregoing mandate (the "Mandate"). This Mandate shall include
an assessment of the Board of Directors' and senior management's commitment to, and effective
implementation of, the corporate compliance program described in Attachment C of the
Agreement.
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Company's Obligations
3.

The Company shall cooperate fully with the Monitor, and the Monitor shall have

the authority to take such reasonable steps as, in his or her view, may be necessary to be fully
informed about the Company's compliance program in accordance with the principles set forth
herein and applicable law, including applicable data privacy and national security laws and
regulations. To that end, the Company shall: facilitate the Monitor's access to the Company's
documents and resources; not limit such access, except as provided in Paragraphs 5-6; and
provide guidance on applicable local law (such as relevant data privacy and national security
laws and regulations). The Company shall provide the Monitor with access to alI information,
documents, records, facilities, and employees, as reasonably requested by the Monitor, that fall
within the scope of the Mandate of the Monitor under the Agreement, subject to applicable local
laws, including data privacy and national security laws and regulations. The Company shall use
its best efforts to provide the Monitor with access to the Company's former employees and its
third-party vendors, agents, and consultants.
4.

Any disclosure by the Company to the Monitor concerning corrupt payments,

false books and records, and internal accounting control failures shall not relieve the Company of
any otherwise applicable obligation to truthfully disclose such matters to the Department,
pursuant to the Agreement and in accordance with applicable law, including applicable data
privacy, confidentiality, national security, and labor laws and regulations.
Withholding Access
5.

The parties agree that no attorney-client relationship shall be formed between the

Company and the Monitor. In the event that the Company seeks to withhold from the Monitor
access to information, documents, records, facilities, or current or former employees of the
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Company that may be subject to a claim of attorney-client privilege or to the attorney workproduct doctrine, or where the Company reasonably believes production would otherwise be
inconsistent with applicable law (including relevant data privacy, confidentiality, national
security and labor laws and regulations), the Company shall work cooperatively with the Monitor
to resolve the matter to the satisfaction of the Monitor.
6.

If the matter cannot be resolved, at the request of the Monitor, the Company shall

promptly provide written notice to the Monitor and the Department. Such notice shall include a
general description of the nature of the information, documents, records, facilities, or current or
former employees that are being withheld, as well as the legal basis for withholding access. The
Department may then consider whether to make a further request for access to such information,
documents, records, facilities, or employees.
Monitor's Coordination with the
Company and Review Methodology
7.

In carrying out the Mandate, to the extent appropriate under the circumstances,

the Monitor should coordinate with Company personnel, including in-house counsel, compliance
personnel, and internal auditors, on an ongoing basis. The Monitor may rely on the product of
the Company's processes, such as the results of studies, reviews, sampling and testing
methodologies, audits, and analyses conducted by or on behalf of the Company, as well as the
Company's internal resources (e.g., legal, compliance, and internal audit), which can assist the
Monitor in carrying out the Mandate through increased efficiency and Company-specific
expertise, provided that the Monitor has confidence in the quality of those resources.
8.

The Monitor's reviews should use a risk-based approach, and thus, the Monitor is

not expected to conduct a comprehensive review of all business lines, all business activities, or
all markets. In carrying out the Mandate, the Monitor should consider, for instance, risks
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presented by: (a) the countries and industries in which the Company operates; (b) current and
future business opportunities and transactions; (c) current and potential business partners,
including third parties and joint ventures, and the business rationale for such relationships; (d) the
Company's gifts, travel, and entertainment interactions with foreign officials; and (e) the
Company's involvement with foreign officials, including the amount of foreign government
regulation and oversight of the Company, such as licensing and permitting, and the Company's
exposure to customs and immigration issues in conducting its business affairs.
9.

In undertaking the reviews to carry out the Mandate, the Monitor shall formulate

conclusions based on, among other things: (a) inspection of relevant documents, including the
Company's current anti-corruption policies and procedures; (b) on-site observation of selected
systems and procedures of the Company at sample sites, including internal accounting controls,
record-keeping, and internal audit procedures; (c) meetings with, and interviews of, relevant
current and, where appropriate, former directors, officers, employees, business partners, agents,
and other persons at mutually convenient times and places; and (d) analyses, studies, and testing
of the Company's compliance program.

Monitor's Written Work Plans
10.

To carry out the Mandate, during the Term of the Monitorship, the Monitor shall

conduct an initial review and prepare an initial report, followed by at least two follow-up reviews
and reports as described in Paragraphs 16-19 below. With respect to the initial report, after
consultation with the Company and the Department, the Monitor shall prepare the first written
work plan within thirty (30) calendar days of being retained, and the Company and the
Department shall provide comments within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of the written
work plan. With respect to each follow-up report, after consultation with the Company and the
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Department, the Monitor shall prepare a written work plan at least thirty (30) calendar days prior
to commencing a review, and the Company and the Department shall provide comments within
twenty (20) calendar days after receipt of the written work plan. Any disputes between the
Company and the Monitor with respect to any written work plan shall be decided by the
Department in its sole discretion.
11.

All written work plans shall identify with reasonable specificity the activities the

Monitor plans to undertake in execution of the Mandate, including a written request for
documents. The Monitor's work plan for the initial review shall include such steps as are
reasonably necessary to conduct an effective initial review in accordance with the Mandate,
including by developing an understanding, to the extent the Monitor deems appropriate, of the
facts and circumstances surrounding any violations that may have occurred before the date of the
Agreement. In developing such understanding the Monitor is to rely to the extent possible on
available information and documents provided by the Company. It is not intended that the
Monitor will conduct his or her own inquiry into the historical events that gave rise to the
Agreement.
Initial Review

12.

The initial review shall commence no later than one hundred twenty (120)

calendar days from the date of the engagement of the Monitor (unless otherwise agreed by the
Company, the Monitor, and the Department). The Monitor shall issue a written report within one
hundred twenty (120) calendar days of commencing the initial review, setting forth the Monitor's
assessment and, if necessary, making recommendations reasonably designed to improve the
effectiveness of the Company's program for ensuring compliance with the anti-corruption laws.
The Monitor should consult with the Company concerning his or her findings and
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recommendations on an ongoing basis and should consider the Company's comments and input
to the extent the Monitor deems appropriate. The Monitor may also choose to share a draft of his
or her reports with the Company prior to finalizing them. The Monitor's reports need not recite
or describe comprehensively the Company's history or compliance policies, procedures and
practices, but rather may focus on those areas with respect to which the Monitor wishes to make
recommendations, if any, for improvement or which the Monitor otherwise concludes merit
particular attention. The Monitor shall provide the report to the Board of Directors of the
Company and contemporaneously transmit copies to the Deputy Chief - FCPA Unit, Fraud
Section, Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice, at 1400 New York Avenue N.W., Bond
Building, Eleventh Floor, Washington, D.C. 20005. After consultation with the Company, the
Monitor may extend the time period for issuance of the initial report for a brief period of time
with prior written approval of the Department.
13.

Within one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days after receiving the Monitor's

initial report, the Company shall adopt and implement all recommendations in the report, unless,
within sixty (60) calendar days of receiving the report, the Company notifies in writing the
Monitor and the Department of any recommendations that the Company considers unduly
burdensome, inconsistent with applicable law or regulation, impractical, excessively expensive,
or otherwise inadvisable. With respect to any such recommendation, the Company need not
adopt that recommendation within the one hundred and twenty (120) days of receiving the report
but shall propose in writing to the Monitor and the Department an alternative policy, procedure
or system designed to achieve the same objective or purpose. As to any recommendation on
which the Company and the Monitor do not agree, such parties shall attempt in good faith to
reach an agreement within forty-five (45) calendar days after the Company serves the written
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notice.
14.

In the event the Company and the Monitor are unable to agree on an acceptable

alternative proposal, the Company shall promptly consult with the Department. The Department
may consider the Monitor's recommendation and the Company's reasons for not adopting the
recommendation in determining whether the Company has fully complied with its obligations
under the Agreement. Pending such determination, the Company shall not be required to
implement any contested recommendation(s).
15.

With respect to any recommendation that the Monitor determines cannot

reasonably be implemented within one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days after receiving
the report, the Monitor may extend the time period for implementation with prior written
approval of the Department.

Follow-Up Reviews
16.

A follow-up review shall commence no later than two hundred-forty (240)

calendar days after the issuance of the initial report (unless otherwise agreed by the Company,
the Monitor and the Department). The Monitor shall issue a written follow-up report within one
hundred-twenty (120) calendar days of commencing the follow-up review, setting forth the
Monitor's assessment and, if necessary, making recommendations in the same fashion as set
forth in Paragraph 12 with respect to the initial review. After consultation with the Company, the
Monitor may extend the time period for issuance of the follow-up report for a brief period of
time with prior written approval of the Department.
17.

Within ninety (90) calendar days after receiving the Monitor's follow-up report,

the Company shall adopt and implement all recommendations in the report, unless, within thirty
(30) calendar days after receiving the report, the Company notifies in writing the Monitor and the
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Department concerning any recommendations that the Company considers unduly burdensome,
inconsistent with applicable law or regulation, impractical, excessively expensive, or otherwise
inadvisable. With respect to any such recommendation, the Company need not adopt that
recommendation within the ninety (90) calendar days of receiving the report but shall propose in
writing to the Monitor and the Department an alternative policy, procedure, or system designed
to achieve the same objective or purpose. As to any recommendation on which the Company
and the Monitor do not agree, such parties shall attempt in good faith to reach an agreement
within thirty (30) calendar days after the Company serves the written notice.
18.

In the event the Company and the Monitor are unable to agree on an acceptable

alternative proposal, the Company shall promptly consult with the Department. The Department
may consider the Monitor's recommendation and the Company's reasons for not adopting the
recommendation in determining whether the Company has fully complied with its obligations
under the Agreement. Pending such determination, the Company shall not be required to
implement any contested recommendation(s). With respect to any recommendation that the
Monitor determines cannot reasonably be implemented within ninety (90) calendar days after
receiving the report, the Monitor may extend the time period for implementation with prior
written approval of the Department.
19.

The Monitor shall undertake a second follow-up review pursuant to the same

procedures described in Paragraphs 16-18, except that the second follow-up review shall
commence no later than one hundred-eighty (180) calendar days after the issuance of the followup report, and the Monitor shall issue a written follow-up report within ninety (90) calendar days
of commencing the second follow-up review. Following the second follow-up review, the
Monitor shall certify whether the Company's compliance program, including its policies and
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procedures, is reasonably designed and implemented to prevent and detect violations of the anticorruption laws. The final follow-up review and report shall be completed and delivered to the
Department no later than thirty (30) days before the end of the Term.

Monitor's Discovery of Misconduct
20.

Should the Monitor, during the course of his or her engagement, discoverthat:
•

corrupt or otherwise suspicious payments (or transfers of property or
interests) may have been offered, promised, made, or authorized by any
entity or person within the Company or any entity or person working,
directly or indirectly, for or on behalf of the Company; or

•

false books and records may have been maintained by the Company

either (a) after the date on which this Agreement was signed or (b) that have not been adequately
dealt with by the Company (collectively "improper activities"), the Monitor shall promptly report
such improper activities to the Company's Group General Counsel, Chief Compliance Officer,
and/or Audit Committee for further action. If the Monitor believes that any improper activities
may constitute a violation of law, the Monitor also shall report such improper activities to the
Department. The Monitor should disclose improper activities in his or her discretion directly to
the Department, and not to the Company, only if the Monitor believes that disclosure to the
Company would be inappropriate under the circumstances, and in such case should disclose the
improper activities to the Group General Counsel, Chief Compliance Officer, and/or the Audit
Committee of the Company as promptly and completely as the Monitor deems appropriate under
the circumstances. The Monitor shall address in his or her reports the appropriateness of the
Company's response to all improper activities, whether previously disclosed to the Department
or not. Further, in the event that the Company, or any entity or person working directly or
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indirectly for or on behalf of the Company, withholds information necessary for the performance
of the Monitor's responsibilities, if the Monitor believes that such withholding is without just
cause, the Monitor shall disclose that fact to the Department. The Company shall not take any
action to retaliate against the Monitor for any such disclosures or for any other reason. The
Monitor shall report material criminal or regulatory violations by the Company or any other
entity discovered in the course of performing his or her duties, in the same manner as described
above.

Meetings During Pendency of Monitorship
21.

The Monitor shall meet with the Department within thirty (30) calendar days after

providing each report to the Department to discuss the report, to be followed by a meeting
between the Department, the Monitor, and the Company.
22.

At least annually, and more frequently if appropriate, representatives from the

Company and the Department will meet together to discuss the monitorship and any suggestions,
comments, or improvements the Company may wish to discuss with or propose to the
Department, including with respect to the scope or costs of the monitorship.

Contemplated Confidentiality of Monitor's Reports
23.

The reports will likely include proprietary, financial, confidential, and competitive

business information. Moreover, public disclosure of the reports could discourage cooperation,
or impede pending or potential government investigations and thus undermine the objectives of
the monitorship. For these reasons, among others, the reports and the contents thereof are
intended to remain and shall remain non-public, except as otherwise agreed to by the parties in
writing, or except to the extent that the Department determines in its sole discretion that
disclosure would be in furtherance of the Department's discharge of its duties and responsibilities
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or is otherwise required by law.
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1

(Case called)

2

THE DEPUTY CLERK:

3
4

Counsel, please state your name for

the record.
MS. MRAZEK:

Good afternoon, your Honor.

Nicola

5

Mrazek of the United States Department of Justice, Criminal

6

Division Fraud Section, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Unit.

7

am here today with my colleagues, Ephraim Wernick and Edward

8

Imperatore of the United States Attorney's Office.

9

THE COURT:

10

MR. ROCHON:

11

My name is Mark Rochon of Miller & Chevalier in

I

Good afternoon.
Good afternoon, your Honor.

12

Washington, D.C., and I appear on behalf of both VimpelCom Ltd.

13

and Unitel.

14

Court, and I would ask if the Court would permit me to appear

15

on behalf of both companies.

16

THE COURT:

17

I have a pending pro hac vice motion before the

I do have the application for you, Mr.

Rochon, and I have executed it.

You are admitted pro hac vice.

18

MR. ROCHON:

19

With me today is Scott Dresser, corporate general

20

Thank you.

counsel and corporate secretary of VimpelCom.

21

THE COURT:

22

This matter is on for arraignment, plea, and possible

23
24
25

Good afternoon to you, Mr. Dresser.

sentencing.
I have over the last, I suppose, less than 24 hours
been provided with a number of different documents.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1
2

Ms. Mrazek, why don't you tell us why we are here and
give me some background.

3

MS. MRAZEK:

Yes.

Absolutely, your Honor.

4

We are here today on two different criminal

5

informations, one concerning VimpelCom Ltd. and the other

6

concerning Unitel, LLC.

7

larger coordinated global resolution of both criminal and civil

8

liability for VimpelCom and its subsidiary.

9

integral part of that global settlement.

And today's hearing is part of a

This is one

The settlement takes

10

care of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act liability, FCPA

11

liability, both anti-corruption violations and violations of

12

its accounting provisions.

13

With regard to the Department of Justice's role in

14

this resolution, there is a deferred prosecution agreement with

15

VimpelCom Ltd., in which VimpelCom would pay over $460 million

16

in criminal penalties and would have a number of other

17

important provisions, including one involving the adoption of a

18

corporate monitor that would be independent of the corporation.

19

Additionally, in conjunction with this resolution

20

today, there is also going to be two other resolutions.

21

with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and that

22

involves a disgorgement and resolves civil liabilities for

23

VimpelCom Ltd. of $375 million.

24
25

One is

And then, also, simultaneously today there is a third
part of this resolution that occurs in the Netherlands with the
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

Dutch prosecution service.

2

the criminal and civil liability and the penalties today that

3

we will be discussing as part of the deferred prosecution

4

agreement and the plea agreement and the SEC's agreement will

5

be split with the Dutch authorities.

6

And that prosecution involves both

So it is a complicated, coordinated resolution that we

7

are very proud of, and it has taken a long time to negotiate

8

and come to terms with.

9

major resolution, perhaps the second largest resolution in

All told, what it represents is a

10

history, concerning anti-corruption violations done by multiple

11

jurisdictions.

12

THE COURT:

Again, I did see the statement of facts

13

attached to various of the documents.

14

one against the other.

15

similar, if not identical?

16

MS. MRAZEK:

17

THE COURT:

I didn't compare them

I take it they are substantially

That's correct.
Just give me a nutshell again, so that I

18

have it in my head as we go through, what the allegations are,

19

who the players are.

20

MS. MRAZEK:

21

So there are two major players here, the two

Yes, your Honor.

22

defendants that we will be talking about today.

23

multi-national company based in Amsterdam, VimpelCom Ltd.

24

VimpelCom Ltd. is a telecommunications company that does

25

business all around the world, including in Uzbekistan.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

other defendant is the Uzbek sub of VimpelCom Ltd.

2

business in Uzbekistan.

3

It does

The principal allegation today concerns a major

4

bribery scheme that lasted from at least 2006 to 2012 involving

5

over $114 million worth of bribes to a prominent foreign

6

official in Uzbekistan.

7

gain access to the Uzbek telecommunications market and to

8

obtain various telecommunications resources and assets that

9

were required to do business in Uzbekistan.

10
11

These payments were made in order to

These payments

were paid over a series of time.
Also, as part of this resolution, there are

12

allegations that are resolved concerning VimpelCom Ltd.'s

13

accounting, including false books and records concerns and

14

internal controls violations.

15

Ultimately, the first information has two counts.

One

16

is a conspiracy to violate two different parts of the FCPA, the

17

anti-bribery provisions and the books and records provisions.

18

In addition, there is a count concerning internal control

19

violations by VimpelCom Ltd.

20

a deferred prosecution agreement, or DPA.

We have proposed and resolved via

21

The second part of today concerns the second criminal

22

information against Unitel, LLC, again, that Uzbek sub, and it

23

has a one-count information to conspiracy to violate the

24

anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.

25

Ultimately, there is one core of facts here, the
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6

1

substantial bribery scheme that happened over a long period of

2

time for a large amount of money, and today's resolution

3

resolves the criminal liability of VimpelCom and Unitel.

4
5
6

THE COURT:

What are the concerns that are addressed

by having the subsidiary plead guilty to this charge?
MS. MRAZEK:

Your Honor, we thought that it was

7

important to have a plea by the Uzbek subsidiary because that's

8

where the bribery occurred.

9

officials who bound Unitel in its conduct in Uzbekistan, and we

10

believe that the entry of a criminal plea here best effectuates

11

acknowledging that liability.

12

THE COURT:

There were important high-level

Now, I believe you indicated, and I noted

13

from the papers, that the bribes here totaled, approximately,

14

$114 million.

15

MS. MRAZEK:

16

THE COURT:

17

That's correct, your Honor.
The criminal penalty that you are seeking

exceeds 460 something million dollars, if I remember correctly.

18

MS. MRAZEK:

19

THE COURT:

20

MS. MRAZEK:

That's correct.
What drives that number?
Your Honor, what drives that number is

21

the U.S. sentencing guidelines.

22

calculation within the deferred prosecution agreement.

23

refer you to that and walk you through it.

24
25

THE COURT:

I saw that.

We walked through this
I will

I am asking, is it that the

profits that VimpelCom earned is the total amount of the
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

contract?

2

MS. MRAZEK:

Yes, your Honor.

Ultimately, the way

3

that the guidelines work out is that it's profit driven.

4

calculated what the profits were that derived from the bribery

5

scheme.

6

various enhancements that can be made, or reductions that can

7

be made, with various factors with a multiplier.

8
9
10

So we

Then following Chapter 8 of the guidelines, there are

So ultimately the profits that were made, as we
calculated them, as a result of the entry to the Uzbek market,
were approximately $523 million.

11

There was a multiplier range that would increase the

12

guideline calculation for the violation, and then from that

13

number we applied various discounts for the company.

14

One was a 25 percent discount that we applied for the

15

company's full and substantial cooperation, and we went through

16

the factors about the very substantial cooperation that

17

VimpelCom has provided the United States during its

18

investigation of this matter.

19

Then, additionally, we provided a 20 percent discount

20

from that guidelines range for VimpelCom's prompt

21

acknowledgement of its liability for the criminal violations at

22

issue.

23

THE COURT:

Did VimpelCom self-report?

24

MS. MRAZEK:

It did not, your Honor.

25

THE COURT:

I did receive a letter from the
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1

government, which did CC counsel for VimpelCom, indicating what

2

we needed to accomplish.

3

would have to go through.

4
5

MS. MRAZEK:

It is quite the choreography that we

There are two minor corrections we would

make to this document.

6

THE COURT:

7

MS. MRAZEK:

8

the very first line.

9

the title of that document is actually "Company Officer's

10

Certificate," and it contains the same information as the

11

resolution of its supervisory board.

12

OK.
The first correction would on page 2 in
It refers to attachment B of the DPA, and

The second change is on page 4 in paragraph 8.

There

13

we refer to Unitel's duly authorized corporate officer, and

14

throughout A and B it should be representative and not officer.

15

THE COURT:

16

By the way, Mr. Rochon, did you have anything that you

17
18

OK.

Thank you.

wish to add?
MR. ROCHON:

I think counsel stated things accurately

19

and we agree with those representations as to the underlying

20

background of the negotiations and the calculations.

21

All I would add is it certainly has been an extremely

22

long negotiation, and because of the multiple entities for my

23

client which operates -- I know probably the name wasn't

24

familiar to this Court beforehand, but outside of this country

25

it's a well-known telecommunications company.

So it is a
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1

tripartite global resolution of these matters.

2

would ask the Court to enter into the agreements that have been

3

put before you, including all the requests reflected in that

4

letter.

5

THE COURT:

And the company

At the appropriate time, I will ask

6

counsel to let me know why I should accept the guilty plea

7

agreement and sentence Unitel today.

8

until sometime yesterday afternoon I had never heard of

9

VimpelCom.

10

MR. ROCHON:

11

THE COURT:

12
13

But you are correct, up

Before December 2012, neither had I.
By the way, how long has this negotiation

been going on?
MR. ROCHON:

The raid of the company's offices was in

14

March of 2014, and the company very promptly thereafter -- and

15

by company, acting through me -- met with the government and

16

expressed its desire to resolve this.

17

additional investigations.

18

the standpoint of the government and the company, it was

19

beginning in March 2014.

The government conducted

We worked with the Dutch.

So from

20

THE COURT:

Thank you.

21

By the way, throughout these proceedings, counsel can

22

remain seated.

23

microphone, that way I can hear you.

24

seated, I can also see you.

25

Just make sure that you speak directly into the

MR. ROCHON:

And if you all remain

If I do stand, it's only force of habit.
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1

THE COURT:

Very well.

2

Ms. Mrazek, I understand that there is a deferred

3

prosecution agreement between the government and VimpelCom.

4

that correct?

5

MS. MRAZEK:

6

THE COURT:

7

Is

It is, your Honor.
Mr. Rochon, do you have before you the

deferred prosecution agreement?

8

MR. ROCHON:

Yes, we do.

9

THE COURT:

10

MR. ROCHON:

11

I should say in this regard, I introduced Mr. Dresser

Who signed it on behalf of the defendant?
Both myself and Mr. Dresser.

12

previously.

13

company after all of these allegations.

14

new management team at the company, specifically, to help

15

address both what happened and to make sure it doesn't happen

16

again.

17

secretary.

18

these allegations.

19

I did want to let you know that he had joined the
He is a member of the

So he is the current general counsel and corporate
He was not in those positions as of the time of

THE COURT:

Attachment B to the deferred prosecution

20

agreement is a VimpelCom company officer certificate approving

21

the execution of the deferred prosecution agreement and

22

authorizing any and all other actions as may be necessary or

23

appropriate.

24
25

Is this a true and correct copy of the company officer
certificate duly adopted by the board of directors of
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

11

VimpelCom?

2

MR. ROCHON:

3

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Does the deferred prosecution agreement

4

contain all of the terms and understandings between the parties

5

in this case?

6

MR. ROCHON:

7

THE COURT:

8

of the information?

9

MR. ROCHON:

10

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Now, Mr. Rochon, have you received a copy

Yes, I have.
Do you understand, on behalf of VimpelCom,

11

that this information charges VimpelCom with one count of

12

conspiracy to violate the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and one

13

count of violating the internal controls provision of the

14

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act?

15

Do you understand that?

16

MR. ROCHON:

17

THE COURT:

Yes, I do.
Do you understand, on behalf of VimpelCom,

18

that the company has the right to have this charge presented to

19

a grand jury, which would have to find probable cause in order

20

to issue an indictment?

21

MR. ROCHON:

22

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Do you understand that VimpelCom is under

23

no obligation to waive its right to have the case presented to

24

the grand jury for indictment?

25

MR. ROCHON:

Yes, sir.
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1

THE COURT:

Do you understand that if it does not

2

waive its right to have the case presented to the grand jury,

3

if the government wishes to proceed with a prosecution of

4

VimpelCom, the government will have to present the case to a

5

grand jury, which might or might not indict VimpelCom?

6

MR. ROCHON:

7

THE COURT:

Yes.
Am I correct that VimpelCom, after being

8

advised by counsel, has determined that it is in its best

9

interest to waive indictment in this case?

10

MR. ROCHON:

11

THE COURT:

12

Yes, sir.
Am I correct that VimpelCom waived its

12

right to indictment in a written waiver of indictment, which is

13

dated February 18, 2016?

14

MR. ROCHON:

15

THE COURT:

Yes.
I have been provided with a copy of a

16

waiver of indictment as between the government and VimpelCom.

17

It is dated today's date, and I am going to hold up this

18

document and ask you, Ms. Mrazek, is that your signature on

19

this document, or your colleague's?

20

MS. MRAZEK:

It's my colleague's.

21

MR. ROCHON:

Actually, on that document it's myself

22

and Mr. Dresser who signed.

23

THE COURT:

24
25

Can you see this document from where

you're seated?
MS. MRAZEK:

Not really.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. ROCHON:

3
4

13

Mr. Rochon.
I see it pretty well, but let me come

forward.
Yes, your Honor.

I see the document, and that is my

5

signature, as counsel for the defendant, and Mr. Dresser's

6

signature for the defendant, and he signed it in my presence.

7

THE COURT:

Thank you.

8

I find that the company has knowingly and voluntarily

9

waived its right to have its case presented to the grand jury,

10

and I will direct the filing of the information.

11

indictment will be marked Government Exhibit 1.

12
13
14
15
16
17

The waiver of

Does VimpelCom waive a public reading of the
information?
MR. ROCHON:

Yes, we do waive a public reading of the

information.
THE COURT:

Has VimpelCom reviewed the information

with counsel?

18

MR. ROCHON:

19

THE COURT:

Yes.
As I said before, Count One charges

20

VimpelCom with conspiracy to violate the Foreign Corrupt

21

Practices Act and Count Two charges VimpelCom with violating

22

the internal controls provisions of the Foreign Corrupt

23

Practices Act.

24

Ms. Mrazek.

25

MS. MRAZEK:

Yes, your Honor.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MS. MRAZEK:

How do you wish to proceed?
At this point, the government would move

3

for an exclusion of time, for the Speedy Trial Act purpose,

4

today through February 17, 2019.

5

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 3161(h)(2) and (h)(7)(A).

We do so on two bases,

6

THE COURT:

Mr. Rochon, any objection?

7

MR. ROCHON:

No objection, your Honor.

8

THE COURT:

9
10
11

Is there any need to proceed under the

basis of 3161(h)(7)(A)?
MS. MRAZEK:

No, your Honor.

They are both

sufficient.

12

THE COURT:

13

Ms. Mrazek, I understand there is a plea agreement

14

I will waive under 18 U.S.C. 3161(h)(2).

between the government and Unitel, is that correct?

15

MS. MRAZEK:

16

THE COURT:

17

14

It is.
Do you have before you that plea

agreement?

18

MS. MRAZEK:

I do.

19

THE COURT:

Mr. Rochon.

20

MR. ROCHON:

Yes, I do.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. ROCHON:

23

THE COURT:

Who signed it on behalf of the defendant?
Both myself and Mr. Dresser.
Now, Exhibit 1 is a signed certificate of

24

corporate resolution of the Unitel supervisory board resolution

25

approving the execution of the plea agreement.
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1
2

Is this a true and correct copy of a resolution duly
adopted by the supervisory board of Unitel?

3

MR. ROCHON:

4

THE COURT:

5

Yes, sir.
Does this plea agreement contain all of

the terms and understandings between the parties in this case?

6

MR. ROCHON:

7

THE COURT:

8

15

Yes, it does.
With respect to Unitel as well, have you

seen a copy of the information?

9

MR. ROCHON:

10

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.
Do you understand that on behalf of

11

Unitel, this information charges Unitel with one count of

12

conspiracy to violate the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act?

13

MR. ROCHON:

14

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Do you understand, on behalf of Unitel,

15

that it has the right to have this charge presented to a grand

16

jury, which would have to find probable cause in order to issue

17

an indictment?

18

MR. ROCHON:

19

THE COURT:

Yes, we do.
Do you understand that Unitel is under no

20

obligation to waive its right to have the case presented to a

21

grand jury for indictment?

22

MR. ROCHON:

23

THE COURT:

Yes, we are.
Do you understand that if it does not

24

waive its right to have the case presented to a grand jury, if

25

the government wishes to prosecute Unitel, the government will
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1

have to present the case to a grand jury, which might or might

2

not indict Unitel?

3

MR. ROCHON:

4

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Sir, am I correct, after being advised by

5

counsel, Unitel has determined that it is in its best interests

6

to waive indictment in this case?

7

MR. ROCHON:

8

THE COURT:

9
10

Am I correct that Unitel waived its right

to indictment in a written waiver of indictment, which is dated
today, February 18, 2016?

11

MR. ROCHON:

12

THE COURT:

13

Yes, sir.

Yes, sir, you are correct.
Sir, I am going to hold up this document.

Can you see this document from where you're standing?

14

MR. ROCHON:

15

THE COURT:

Is that your signature on this document?

16

MR. ROCHON:

It is my signature on that document as

17

Yes, I can.

counsel and Mr. Dresser's on behalf of the defendant.

18

THE COURT:

19

Sir, does Unitel waive a public reading of the

20

information?

21
22

MR. ROCHON:

25

Yes, we do waive a public reading of the

information, your Honor.

23
24

This will be marked Government Exhibit 2.

THE COURT:

Has Unitel reviewed the information with

counsel?
MR. ROCHON:

Yes, it has.
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1
2

THE COURT:

17

As I indicated, this is a one-count

information, correct?

3

MR. ROCHON:

4

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Is Unitel's duly authorized corporate

5

representative sworn for the purposes of conducting an

6

allocution?

7

MR. ROCHON:

8

THE COURT:

He is prepared to be.
The corporate officer is in fact an

9

officer of Unitel who has been authorized by Unitel's board of

10

directors to speak and act on behalf of Unitel throughout the

11

proceeding?

12

MR. ROCHON:

He has been granted a power of attorney

13

to do so, your Honor.

14

The board of Unitel has granted him, by virtue of a power of

15

attorney, which has been provided to the United States, to

16

engage in these acts on behalf of Unitel.

17
18

THE COURT:

Mr. Dresser is not an officer of Unitel.

Is that sufficient for your purposes, Ms.

Mrazek?

19

MS. MRAZEK:

20

THE COURT:

It is, your Honor.
Does the corporate officer and the board

21

of directors understand, or the representative and the board of

22

directors understand what is happening in the proceeding?

23

MR. ROCHON:

24

THE COURT:

25

Yes, sir.
And counsel for Unitel has explained to

the corporate officer and to the board of directors the
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1

18

consequences that may flow from the proceeding?

2

MR. ROCHON:

3

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
So, Mr. Dresser, I need to ask you a

4

series of questions.

It is vitally important that you answer

5

truthfully so I am going to have you placed under oath.

6

(Corporate representative sworn)

7

THE COURT:

Sir, you are now under oath.

Do you

8

understand that if you answer any of my questions falsely, your

9

answers could be used against you in a prosecution for perjury

10

or for making a false statement?

11

MR. DRESSER:

12

THE COURT:

I do, your Honor.

The first series of questions that I want

13

to ask you involve the rights that your client will be giving

14

up by pleading guilty.

15

So, first, do you understand that your client has the

16

right to be represented by an attorney at trial and at every

17

other stage of the proceeding?

18

MR. DRESSER:

19

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

You have a right to a speedy trial by the

20

public on the charges against you which are contained in the

21

information.

22

Do you understand that?

23

MR. DRESSER:

24

THE COURT:

25

Yes.

At trial, you would be presumed innocent

and the government would be required to prove you guilty by
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

competent evidence beyond a reasonable doubt before you could

2

be found guilty.

3

innocent at trial.

You would not have to prove that you were

4

Do you understand?

5

MR. DRESSER:

6

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.

If there were a jury trial, the jury would

7

be composed of twelve people selected from this district and

8

all twelve would have to agree unanimously that you were guilty

9

before you could be found guilty.

10

Do you understand?

11

MR. DRESSER:

12

THE COURT:

Yes.

At trial, you would have the right to see

13

and hear all of the witnesses against you and your attorney

14

could cross-examine them.

15

government's evidence and offer evidence on your behalf.

16

would also have the right to have subpoenas issued to compel

17

witnesses to come to court to testify in your defense.

Your attorney could object to the

18

Do you understand?

19

MR. DRESSER:

20

THE COURT:

You

Yes.

You would not have to present evidence at

21

trial, and if you chose not to, the jury would be informed that

22

they could not hold that against you.

23

Do you understand?

24

MR. DRESSER:

25

THE COURT:

Yes.

If you were convicted at trial, you would
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1

have the right to appeal that verdict.

2

Do you understand?

3

MR. DRESSER:

4

THE COURT:

Yes.

Do you understand that by entering a plea

5

of guilty here today, you are giving up all of the rights I

6

have just described, except for your right to counsel?

7

Do you understand?

8

MR. DRESSER:

9

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.

Ms. Mrazek, would the government, please,

10

indicate the elements of the charge contained in the

11

information?

12

MS. MRAZEK:

13

The elements of the charge contained in the criminal

14

Yes, your Honor.

information against Unitel, LLC are four-fold.

15

The first element is that Unitel, acting as an agent

16

of VimpelCom or its employees, and at least one other person,

17

in some way agreed to try to accomplish a shared and unlawful

18

plan.

19

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act;

20

20

In this case, to violate the anti-bribery provisions of

Two, Unitel, as an agent of VimpelCom, which was an

21

issuer under the FCPA, and acting on behalf of VimpelCom

22

through its officers, directors, agents or employees, knew the

23

unlawful purpose of the plan and willfully joined in it;

24
25

Three, during the conspiracy, one of the conspirators
knowingly engaged in at least one overt act as described in the
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1
2

information; and
Four, the overt act was committed at or about the time

3

alleged and was the purpose of carrying out and accomplishing

4

some object of the conspiracy.

5

THE COURT:

6

Mr. Dresser, did you hear what the prosecutor said?

7

MR. DRESSER:

8

THE COURT:

9
10

21

Thank you.

Yes, your Honor.

Sir, have you discussed with counsel the

penalties that your client or your company faces if you were to
be found guilty of the count contained in the information?

11

MR. DRESSER:

12

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.

Are you aware that if you are found

13

guilty, the Court can impose a fine, which would be the maximum

14

of either $500,000 or twice the gross gain from the offense or

15

twice the gross loss to other persons other than the company

16

resulting from the offense?

17

MR. DRESSER:

18

THE COURT:

19

Do you understand that I could also impose

up to five years' probation on the company?

20

MR. DRESSER:

21

THE COURT:

22

Yes.

Do you understand that, in addition, I

must impose a mandatory special assessment of $400?

23

MR. DRESSER:

24

THE COURT:

25

Yes, your Honor.

Yes.

Now, do you understand that there is a

waiver of appeal in the agreement with the government?
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1

MR. DRESSER:

2

THE COURT:

22

Yes.

Do you also understand that there is also

3

a waiver of the right to collaterally attack the company's

4

plea, conviction and sentence, provided that the sentence is

5

consistent with the terms of the agreement with the government?

6

Do you understand that?

7

MR. DRESSER:

8

THE COURT:

9

Yes.

Do you also understand that you are

waiving the conduct charged in the information based on venue,

10

speedy trial under the United States Constitution and the

11

Speedy Trial Act, and any and all constitutional and

12

jurisdictional defenses?

13

MR. DRESSER:

14

THE COURT:

15

Yes, your Honor.

The next series of questions have to do

with the sentencing guidelines.

16

Do you understand that there are sentencing guidelines

17

that I must consider in determining the appropriate sentence in

18

this case?

19

MR. DRESSER:

20

THE COURT:

21

Yes, your Honor.

Have you spoken with your attorney about

how the guidelines apply to this case?

22

MR. DRESSER:

23

THE COURT:

Yes.

Do you understand that I have to calculate

24

the guideline range and consider that range in determining what

25

the appropriate sentence will be?
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1

MR. DRESSER:

2

THE COURT:

Yes.

Do you also understand that under ordinary

3

circumstances I will not be able to determine the guidelines

4

range until a presentence report has been prepared by the

5

probation office?

6

MR. DRESSER:

7

THE COURT:

Yes.

Now, in this case, I understand that there

8

is an agreement between the company and the government

9

concerning what the appropriate sentence should be.

10

23

Is that

correct?

11

MR. DRESSER:

12

THE COURT:

Correct.

Ms. Mrazek, I think we have done this a

13

little bit already, but could you for the record state what the

14

government would be prepared to prove if this case were to go

15

to trial?

16

MS. MRAZEK:

17

MR. WERNICK:

Your Honor, my colleague will do so.
Each agreement in this case, and in this

18

case concerning the Unitel plea agreement, includes a statement

19

of offense, which contains a very detailed statement of facts.

20

So we obviously refer to that statement of facts, but I will

21

summarize as follows.

22

The facts would show that Unitel committed conspiracy

23

to violate the anti-bribery provisions of the Foreign Corrupt

24

Practices Act as follows:

25

That VimpelCom and Unitel conspired with others to
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24

1

provide over $114 million in bribes to a person described in

2

the information as a person identified as a foreign official in

3

Uzbekistan and a close relative of a high-ranking government

4

official in Uzbekistan.

5

The foreign official also had influence over UzACI,

6

which was the Uzbek regulatory authority regulating the telecom

7

companies in the Uzbekistan telecommunications market.

8

The evidence would prove beyond a reasonable doubt

9

that VimpelCom, an Amsterdam-based telecommunications company

10

and an issuer of publicly traded shares in the United States,

11

and its Uzbek subsidiary Unitel, had officials that understood

12

that they had to regularly pay foreign official millions of

13

dollars in order to continue to do business and obtain

14

necessary UzACI approvals and be allowed to obtain and retain

15

Uzbek telecommunications licenses and business in Uzbekistan.

16
17
18
19
20

I will be summarizing what is in page A-4 in the
statement of offense.
Unitel's corrupt payments to foreign official occurred
in stages.
First, before entering the Uzbek market, certain

21

VimpelCom management understood that they were required to have

22

foreign official as a local partner to conduct business in

23

Uzbekistan.

24

VimpelCom paid $60 million to acquire a company called Buztel,

25

a company in which certain VimpelCom management knew that

As part of its efforts to enter the market,
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1

foreign official held an indirect interest via an entity

2

described in the statement of facts and in the information here

3

in court as "Shell Company," because certain VimpelCom

4

management knew that the acquisition of Buztel likely would

5

facilitate VimpelCom's acquisition of a more attractive target

6

and enable the company to conduct business in Uzbekistan.

7

attractive target was, in fact, called Unitel and ultimately

8

Buztel and Unitel were merged into the company Unitel, LLC,

9

which is the Unitel we are speaking of, who is pleading guilty

10
11

That

today.
Second, in 2006, VimpelCom and Unitel corruptly

12

entered into a lucrative partnership agreement with foreign

13

official's front company, Shell Company, in which Shell Company

14

would obtain an indirect ownership interest in Unitel, that

15

VimpelCom would later repurchase at a guaranteed profit.

16

true purpose of this agreement was to pay a $37.5 million bribe

17

to foreign official in exchange for foreign official permitting

18

VimpelCom and Unitel to continue to conduct business in

19

Uzbekistan.

20

The

Third, VimpelCom, through a different subsidiary,

21

corruptly entered into a contract with Shell Company,

22

purportedly to obtain 3G frequencies in 2007.

23

VimpelCom management caused a $25 million bribe to be paid to

24

foreign official, again, via Shell Company, so that foreign

25

official would help Unitel obtain these valuable

Certain
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1

telecommunications assets and permitted to conduct business in

2

Uzbekistan.

3

Fourth, VimpelCom, directly or through a subsidiary,

4

knowingly entered into fake consulting contracts with Shell

5

Company for $2 million in 2008 and $30 million in 2011.

6

both cases, Shell Company did no legitimate work to justify

7

these large consulting fees.

8

contracts was in fact to provide foreign official with

9

approximately $32 million, in exchange for valuable

In

The corrupt purpose of these

10

telecommunications assets and, again, to allow Unitel to

11

continue to conduct business in Uzbekistan.

12

Finally, VimpelCom and Unitel made $20 million in

13

bribe payments to foreign official in 2011 and 2012 through

14

purposely nontransparent transactions with purported reseller

15

companies.

16

VimpelCom and Unitel made and concealed corrupt payments to

17

foreign official through Shell Company, which allowed Unitel to

18

continue to conduct business in Uzbekistan.

19

Through these transactions with reseller companies,

Throughout the time of this conspiracy, certain

20

VimpelCom and Unitel management used US-based e-mail accounts

21

to communicate with others and effectuate this scheme.

22

addition, VimpelCom and Unitel each made numerous corrupt

23

payments that were executed through transactions into and out

24

of correspondent bank accounts at financial institutions in the

25

Southern District of New York.
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1

THE COURT:

2

Mr. Rochon, did you hear what the prosecutor said?

3

MR. ROCHON:

4

THE COURT:

5

Thank you.

Yes, sir.
Sir, have you clearly understood

everything that has happened here today so far?

6

MR. ROCHON:

7

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Sir, can you tell me what it was that the

8

company did that makes it guilty of the crime to which it

9

wishes to plead guilty?

10
11

MR. ROCHON:

I just want to make sure, you are

addressing this to me or to the company representative?

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. DRESSER:

14

Before I respond, I would like to make one comment.

To the company representative.
Thank you.

15

The company deeply regrets its actions here, and we will make

16

sure it never happens again.

17

27

I would like to first state that the statement of

18

facts I believe to be true and accurate, and they establish a

19

factual basis for Unitel's guilt.

20

with counsel, and I am comfortable with simply having the Court

21

rely on them as the factual basis.

22

THE COURT:

I have been through them

Will the government please indicate the

23

jurisdictional basis for having the case in the Southern

24

District of New York?

25

MS. MRAZEK:

Yes, your Honor.

All of the bribe
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1

payments at issue passed into and out of correspondent banks in

2

this district.

3
4

THE COURT:

an adequate factual basis to support the plea of guilty?

5

MR. ROCHON:

6

THE COURT:

7

Mr. Rochon, do you believe that there is

I do.
Ms. Mrazek, is there an adequate factual

basis to support the plea of guilty?

8

MS. MRAZEK:

9

THE COURT:

There is.
Mr. Dresser, how does the company now

10

plead to the charge in Count One of the information, guilty or

11

not guilty?

12

MR. DRESSER:

13

THE COURT:

14

Is the company in fact guilty of that

charge?

15

MR. DRESSER:

16

THE COURT:

17

Guilty, your Honor.

Yes, your Honor.

After consultation with counsel, is the

company pleading guilty voluntarily and of its own free will?

18

MR. DRESSER:

19

THE COURT:

20

Is there any further question that you wish me to ask,

21

Yes, your Honor.

Very well.

Ms. Mrazek?

22

MS. MRAZEK:

No, there is not.

23

THE COURT:

Mr. Rochon.

24

MR. ROCHON:

No, sir.

25

THE COURT:

Thank you.
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1

Because the company acknowledges that it is in fact

2

guilty as charged in Count One of the information, because I

3

find that it knows its rights and is waiving them knowingly and

4

voluntarily, with an understanding of the consequences of the

5

plea, including the potential sentences that may be imposed, I

6

accept the plea of guilty and find Unitel guilty on the charge

7

in the information.

8
9

I understand that this was an agreement with the
government pursuant to Rule 11(c)(1)(C) of the Federal Rules of

10

Criminal Procedure.

11

punishment and have also agreed to waive the presentence report

12

and proceed immediately to sentencing.

13
14

So the parties have agreed to the

Ms. Mrazek, why should I proceed immediately to
sentencing today?

15

MS. MRAZEK:

Your Honor, because this is a (c)(1)(C)

16

plea, the parties have agreed to what the appropriate penalty

17

is.

18

structured as a (c)(1)(C) plea.

19

And there are two major reasons why this has been

The first is that we are talking about a very large

20

penalty here and a very complex and sensitive negotiation, and

21

the board members of VimpelCom have a fiduciary duty to their

22

shareholders to make sure that they understand what kind of

23

agreement they are entering into, and the certainty that a

24

(c)(1)(C) plea gives is vital to effectuating that interest.

25

In addition, as I discussed earlier, there is a very
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1

complicated set of other resolutions that are dependent upon

2

this one and that are triggered by the sentencing of VimpelCom,

3

and so we would like to have that sentencing today, or as soon

4

as possible.

5
6
7

THE COURT:

Mr. Rochon, why should I sentence the

company today?
MR. ROCHON:

Your Honor, I agree, first of all, with

8

what counsel for the government has said.

9

plea is on Unitel, but it reflects, of course, the agreement

10

with VimpelCom and the amount that is paid pursuant to that

11

agreement that we have reached with the United States through a

12

deferred prosecution agreement.

13

As you know, the

It is not only a complex situation with the Dutch, and

14

just to be clear to the Court, the amounts that are owed in

15

this case depend on that resolution as well, in the sense that

16

the Dutch have financial penalties, and the Department of

17

Justice needs to assess those penalties in terms of this case,

18

and if this case doesn't move forward, it would unwind

19

potentially the Dutch case.

20

THE COURT:

21
22

Are the Dutch seeking sums over and above

the 460-odd-million dollars that's being negotiated here?
MR. ROCHON:

No.

There is a combined amount that is

23

reflecting what is negotiated with the three.

And the total

24

combined amount that will be paid by the company, as a result

25

of all of the agreements, is $795 million.

Some of it,
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1

31

obviously, not pursuant to the agreements before you today.

2

There is a real interplay between the various

3

agreements, and it's very important to the company and its

4

shareholders to get that done.

5

obviously, with the Department of Justice throughout these

6

proceedings.

7

as part of the agreement.

8

The company has cooperated,

We would cooperate further in that regard as well

For purposes of today, your Honor, and the closure

9

that it gives this agreement, and the ability for certainty to

10

the shareholders who have invested in the company and expect it

11

to go forward and appropriate, and given the global nature of

12

the agreements, the company would strongly ask you to enter

13

into the agreed sentencing today and to waive a PSR.

14

THE COURT:

Thank you.

I did review the guideline

15

calculations that the parties agreed to, and given the amount

16

of money that was involved, it's quite literally off the charts

17

in terms of what the total offense level is, but I do have one

18

question that may be important, Ms. Mrazek.

19

To the extent that you're able to say, what was the

20

extent of the knowledge of the corruption within the company?

21

How many high-level executives, again, if you're in a position

22

to say?

23

MS. MRAZEK:

Your Honor, I am not really in a position

24

to say.

We have a very robust ongoing investigation into

25

individuals that is sensitive for a whole host of reasons, and
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1

so, at this time, we haven't concluded that investigation.

2

There certainly was high-level knowledge of the bribery at

3

VimpelCom, and that is in part why it's such a significant

4

resolution that we are seeking today, but I can't give you a

5

number of individuals.

6

THE COURT:

32

Speak, if you will, then to the fact of

7

their cooperation, or characterize it if you will.

I asked

8

earlier whether they self-reported and you indicated that they

9

did not.

What did they do when they were confronted?

10

MS. MRAZEK:

11

VimpelCom's cooperation in this case has been

12

substantial, significant and full, both with respect to its own

13

liability and with respect to various individuals at all levels

14

who had involvement in the crimes at issue.

15

Yes, your Honor.

The company, when they first were notified by the

16

Department of Justice of its investigation, immediately began

17

that cooperation and promptly acknowledged the company's

18

wrongdoing and began to cooperate in a best-of-show manner.

19

They provided copious amounts of evidence, both evidence that

20

they had collected during their own internal investigation of

21

the matters at issue here, but also in response to various

22

inquiries and requests made by the Department of Justice and

23

our colleagues at the SEC and Dutch prosecution authority.

24
25

Some of that evidence was actually very hard to
obtain.

As is clear from the statement of facts, this conduct
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1

is not mostly in the United States.

2

abroad, including in places like Russia and Uzbekistan, that

3

are very difficult to investigate and have significant foreign

4

data privacy and state secrecy laws that needed to be overcome.

5

It largely happened

The company did do that investigation.

It acted

6

proactively and it voluntarily made its employees available for

7

interviews.

8

employees of the company, and it collected, analyzed and

9

translated a huge volume of evidence for the government.

It assisted in helping us interview former

So

10

this very full cooperation was an extremely significant factor

11

for the government in coming to the resolution today.

12

As I mentioned, the company also promptly acknowledged

13

its wrongdoing, and it very promptly acknowledged its

14

willingness to resolve its criminal liability, which saved the

15

government significant resources.

16

Other factors that entered into our decision to enter

17

into this resolution was the company's extensive remediation.

18

It did terminate the various officers and employees when the

19

company determined it had been involved in the unlawful

20

payments, and it has been in the process of substantially

21

upgrading its anti-corruption compliance program, and has

22

essentially a whole new staff.

23

However, despite those remedial efforts, everyone

24

acknowledges that VimpelCom still has a ways to go.

25

the beginning of these negotiations, the company has recognized
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1

the need for and agreed to the imposition of an independent

2

corporate monitor.

3

to this agreement that we have, the deferred prosecution

4

agreement, and is a very significant aspect of this resolution

5

in terms of how it will remediate the company.

6

This monitor is set forth in attachment D

THE COURT:

Correct me if I am wrong, but as I read

7

that portion of the agreement, the Court has no role to play in

8

choosing the monitor, is that correct?

9

MS. MRAZEK:

10

That's correct, your Honor.

In addition, the company did not have any prior

11

criminal history.

And the company, as part of this agreement,

12

has continued to cooperate through the duration of the

13

government's investigation into the individuals who committed

14

this crime.

15

THE COURT:

By "the company," are you referring to

16

VimpelCom or Unitel or both?

17

MS. MRAZEK:

18

THE COURT:

Both.
Very well.

I take it the amount that the

19

fine was driven by, that was the total amount of the profits

20

that you determined the company had made, correct?

21

MS. MRAZEK:

Exactly, your Honor.

The $523 million is

22

the total profits made in Uzbekistan during the relevant

23

period.

24

THE COURT:

Thank you.

25

Let me also ask this.

The agreed upon sentence for
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1

35

Unitel is the $400 special assessment, correct?

2

MS. MRAZEK:

3

THE COURT:

4

MS. MRAZEK:

5

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.
No probation, no additional fine?
Yes, your Honor.
The thinking being that VimpelCom, as a

6

result of the deferred prosecution agreement and the various

7

remedial measures that are being put in place, will be

8

essentially carrying the bulk of that punishment?

9

MS. MRAZEK:

10

THE COURT:

Yes.
Again, I have reviewed the documents, and

11

given that because it is a corporation, the way that courts

12

punish corporations, generally speaking, is by fine, and that

13

the fine calculation here is being driven by the maximum profit

14

that the government represents the company made in connection

15

with these corrupt activities, I find that it is an appropriate

16

sentence.

17

between the government and Unitel, and I will sentence Unitel

18

in accordance with that agreement and will direct that they pay

19

the $400 special assessment, which shall be due in accordance

20

with the provisions in the agreement, which I understand it to

21

be within ten days, correct?

22

MS. MRAZEK:

23

THE COURT:

24
25

So I will accept the plea agreement entered into

I believe so, your Honor.
Very well.

Is there anything else that we

need to do today?
MR. ROCHON:

Not on behalf of the defendant.
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1

MS. MRAZEK:

2

THE COURT:

3

No, your Honor.
The VimpelCom case, the speedy trial has

been excluded through February 17, 2019, correct?

4

MS. MRAZEK:

5

THE COURT:

6

36

Yes, your Honor.
So unless there is anything else on behalf

of either party, there appears to be not, we are adjourned.

7

MS. MRAZEK:

Thank you, your Honor.

8

MR. ROCHON:

Thank you, your Honor.

9

(Adjourned)

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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